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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the latest version of cellular technology commonly referred to as 'fourth generation technology' or 4G.
On behalf of Ofcom, PA studied the impact of LTE on future consumer and
business services in the UK. Particular focus areas for research were 'Blue
Light' emergency and mobile broadcast services. Our findings are based on
interviews with industry stakeholders, extensive secondary research and our
own industry insight.
Our key findings are summarised below.

LTE promises a richer, more reliable mobile data experience
LTE being the latest version of technology it combines numerous technical
advances that improve on 3G quality across a number of dimensions,
providing:
• More responsive applications through lower latency of only 40 ms
• Richer applications (e.g. video) on mobiles through higher throughput rates
of up to 80 Mbps
• LTE offers capabilities which improve reliability, consistency and quality
Once LTE networks are fully deployed, the resulting user experience may
resemble current fixed-line services.

LTE-based smart services will impact economy and society for years to
come
Data usage in the UK is rising and we believe that UK operators will first focus
their efforts on satisfying this demand, offering LTE propositions based on
speed, similar to LTE launches in other markets that we have reviewed.
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LTE is an enabling technology for a large number of new services that can
make life easier for individuals and businesses. These services also provide
opportunities to reshape entire value chains in many industries.

However, before an industry – particularly a fast-growing one – can take
advantage of these opportunities, significant complexity has to be overcome.
This will require identifying innovative business models – a long-term
challenge involving many other issues in addition to LTE technology itself.
We expect it to facilitate trends such as these:
• Personal services will be enhanced with contextual information so that
technology becomes more and more deeply embedded into our daily
activities.
• Enterprise efficiency applications will continue to grow, with big data
techniques extracting insight from unstructured data, and digital business
changing the way many companies serve customers.
• Public infrastructure − city, transport, health and so on − will become more
connected and intelligent, allowing more efficient utilisation and helping
society to deal with challenges such as the ageing population

Emergency services: LTE can deliver data-heavy advanced services
The current TETRA network provides core voice and basic data services to the
emergency services users in a robust and reliable manner. However, public
safety users have a rapidly growing need for significantly higher data speed to
support contextual incident information, for example accurate up-to-date maps.
Whilst LTE networks are able to provide those speeds, considerable network
investment will be required to meet the coverage and resilience targets. The
deployment scenarios to achieve LTE parity that PA has developed result in a
first order cost estimate for network expenditure requirements in the range of
£135 million to £650 million.
Evaluating these scenarios against likely future delivery criteria several options
highlight themselves for further and more detailed analysis.
This analysis should focus on the ability for the current mobile network
operators to develop hybrid operating models and thus provide a balance
between infrastructure cost and end-user requirements. Such models would
build upon previous and current investments levels to provide the required
service for the emergency services.
The use of the same technology for public and public safety services opens up
new options to achieve efficiencies. These include:
• Cost reductions by sharing costly radio access infrastructure and potentially
some core network elements with existing cellular networks
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• Some hybrid operation scenarios could also provide additional peak
capacity for localised emergency incident areas

Broadcasting: LTE can enable efficient multimedia services
The LTE standard defines a broadcasting capability in the form of enhanced
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (eMBMS). Compared to previous
versions, eMBMS offers significant technology advances that could facilitate
service introduction, and may require only firmware upgrades to handsets
instead of the dedicated hardware required previously.
However, at the moment there appears to be only limited demand to distribute
broadcast content over mobile networks. For mobile TV, currently the main
broadcast application, consumers increasingly demand control over their
media consumption instead of passive consumption of linear content.
Previous attempts to launch mobile TV services elsewhere have been largely
unsuccessful because neither subscribers nor broadcasters were willing to pay
operators for such a service. Over time, however, new streaming applications
beyond mobile TV may emerge, or simulcast streaming over mobile networks
may show significant continued bandwidth growth.
If demand for multimedia services does grow, operators could benefit from
efficiently offloading related traffic to an eMBMS-enabled network without
increasing their spectrum demands.

Building these new services requires alignment of many stakeholders
While LTE is a significant enabling technology for advances like these, they
will also depend on other factors such as consumer demand, operator
services, equipment in the network and end user devices, content and
application services. A favourable regulatory environment will be crucial.
Prior to LTE, the previous step change in network technology was the
introduction of 3G. That experience demonstrated that exploiting the full data
capabilities of a new mobile network to build attractive services takes longer
than expected. This is largely due to the fact that such services require
extensive preparation, with contributions from a chain of stakeholders: service
operator, equipment manufacturer, device manufacturer, over-the-top content
provider and regulators. And of course the consumer demand must be there,
or must be created.

Failure of any link in this chain can prevent the establishment of a new service.
Achieving the necessary end-to-end alignment is a highly complex – and often
iterative – process. The complexity goes beyond technology or process issues
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but also requires each stakeholder to identify a successful business model,
and often to create it, for example by generating indirect revenue streams via
advertising or similar means.
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1 LTE ENABLES
OPERATORS TO
IMPROVE CURRENT
DATA CONNECTIVITY
SERVICES
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the latest version of cellular technology
available; it's also commonly referred to as 4G 'fourth generation technology'.
LTE combines a plethora of technical advances that provide improved quality
compared to 3G across a number of dimensions:
• LTE enables more responsive applications through lower latency
• LTE enables richer applications (i.e. video) on mobiles through higher
throughput rates
• LTE offers capabilities which improve reliability, consistency and quality
Once LTE networks are fully deployed, the resulting user experience is likely
to resemble current fixed line services.
Data usage in the UK is going to rise 4 to 11-fold by 2017 and we believe that
UK operators will first focus their efforts on satisfying this demand by offering
LTE propositions based on 'speed'. These LTE offers will carry a premium
price targeting price-insensitive consumers and business users. This is in line
with our review of LTE launches in other markets.
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1.1

LTE technology promises a richer, more reliable data
experience

LTE has been developed based on the experiences with 3G services and includes a number of
significant technological improvements that help to enhance end user experience significantly. These
include lower latency, higher throughput rates and improved reliability when compared with previous
generations of mobile technology. These three key elements come together to provide an improved
customer experience.
Figure 1 - LTE user experience enhancements

1.1.1

LTE delivers responsive applications through lower latency

Latency is the time measure for a given request or action to be
Latency in LTE is
completed across the network. Fixed broadband network latency is
approximately 40 ms
compared to 20-40 ms for
measured when completing a server request. While the overall user
1
fixed broadband networks
experience includes the latency of the end-to-end delivery system,
including external servers we expect that LTE networks will be able to
deliver similar latency to current broadband networks for comparable request.
As a result, users will experience more responsive applications where latency is reduced, in particular
when the data updates only require only small amounts of data to be transmitted. Examples of where
users may notice this delay are loading of a web page or updating status on a social networking site or
enterprise CRM system. Applications like gaming or share trading that have so far been largely limited
to fixed broadband may now also become more prominent for mobile.
Whilst 3G required setting up such a connection, LTE networks are designed to offer always-on
services where the end device is consistently connected to the network. This removes the need for the
device to make requests to the network and the network to recognize and authenticate the device.
LTE networks are simpler and work with fewer components compared to 3G. This removes
interactivity and also results in lower latencies. The following diagram shows this simplified network
architecture.

1

Ofcom, May 2012: UK fixed-line broadband performance.
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Figure 2 - LTE simplifies network architecture

LTE networks also support better in-motion capabilities with speeds up to 400 km/h.
Appendix A details the different latency figures between different technology generations. It should be
noted that real world measurements may vary considerably from technical design parameters which
have been measured in a predictable lab environment.

1.1.2

LTE enables richer mobile applications through higher throughput
rates

Latency refers to the time it takes an application to respond to user
interaction, the throughput (or speed) refers to the amount of data that can
be transferred within a given time. LTE has been designed to offer higher
theoretical throughput rates and smaller latency across the LTE network.
Thus, LTE enables data-rich and low-latency applications such as video and
gaming, respectively.
Whilst, LTE technology offers higher theoretical throughput rates and
lowered-latency, operator's deployment choices define how much of these
are actually made available to end users.

In the near term we
predict average LTE
speeds of around 6
Mbps for users which
equals the current
speeds most users
currently enjoy on fixed
broadband.

LTE technology is designed to offer higher theoretical throughput rates
LTE technology is designed to offer higher theoretical headline rates compared to previous
2
generations: 326 Mbps for 4G compared to 84 Mbps for 3G and 0.5 Mbps for 2G . This increase in
headline rates is based on the following key advances:
•

2

LTE is 100% more efficient than 3G (and 5 times more than 2G) in using the available spectrum.
This results in more throughput capacity per each cell.

By 4G we are referring to Release 9 LTE with typical deployment configurations of 20MHz Channel Bandwidth with 4×4 MIMO.
By 3G we are referring to 3G HSPA+ with typical configurations of 10 MHz Channel Bandwidth, Dual Carrier and 2×2 MIMO,
Please refer to Appendix A for a list of different 3G and LTE 3GPP releases/configurations and their corresponding headline
rates.
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•

Within each cell LTE supports up to 300 active connections. This is two to six times more than 3G
and 10 to 30 times more than 2G. As a result more users can be connected to the network at any
one time.
LTE is designed predominantly for asymmetric usage where users receive more data from the
networks than what they upload to the network. This favours user activities like downloading a
video from the network compared to symmetric activities like video calling.

•

Operator choices define actual throughput experience for users
Whilst LTE technology offers the capability for operators to build faster networks, operators will have
to make their own choices how to use this technology. The actual rates for users will also be
influenced by the following factors:
•
•

Spectrum allocation: more spectrum and higher frequency spectrum results in higher throughput
Number of cell sites: more cell sites reduce the area each site has to cover and results in higher
throughput available for a given number of users
Number of users: the capacity within each cell is shared amongst the users and for a given
capacity an operator with less users in a given area can offer higher speeds

•

The results of the recent spectrum auction demonstrated that operators have made different choices
3
with regards to their spectrum needs. Based on this spectrum they are now challenged to make
further choices with regards to the number of cell sites and their expectation of LTE user numbers.
Whilst we cannot predict how all of these choices will turn out, we would expect that LTE end users
are likely to experience throughput in the range of 6 to 25 Mbps.

LTE throughput will be in the order of current fixed line services
With 6 Mbps average LTE throughput will be in line with current average ADSL speeds of 6.2 Mbps
5
and 3 times more than current 3G mobile broadband speeds of 2.1 Mbps. This is demonstrated by
the following overview.

4

6

Figure 3 - Average speed comparisons by technology
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3

Ofcom, 20 February 2013: Ofcom announces winner of the 4G mobile auction.

4

Ofcom, May 2012: UK fixed-line broadband performance.

5

Ofcom, May 2011: Measuring mobile broadband in the UK.

6

Ofcom: May 2011: Measuring mobile broadband in the UK, reported values of up to 24Mbps and 40Mbps; Ofcom, May 2012:
UK fixed-line broadband performance.
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Whilst this suggests that LTE could be a replacement to fixed broadband, we also note that the
introduction of superfast broadband via Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) and cable technology means that
typical fixed broadband speeds may soon reach between 30 and 40 Mbps. By spring 2013 superfast
broadband is likely to reach 50% of homes and the UK Government intends that this will increase to
7
90% by 2015.

In the future LTE standards suggest further increases in data throughput
For each generation of cellular technology there have been multiple phases of development; and LTE
is no different. The roadmap for LTE is specified in the separate releases of the 3GPP standards,
shown in Figure 4 below. Whilst Release 8 provides a headline throughput of 326 Mbps, this is will
increase by a factor 10 to 3 Gbps with Release 11.
Figure 4 - An illustration of the 3GPP standard roadmap for LTE

7

Increase Broadband Speed, 9 April 2013: Demand stimulation of superfast broadband is essential as BT’s fibre broadband
network reaches 50% of UK premises.
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1.1.3

LTE offers capabilities which improve reliability, consistency and
quality

Beyond lower latency and higher throughput, LTE also offers
operators a toolset to plan for and manage a more reliable and
consistent service with a defined quality of service.

LTE improves service reliability
LTE introduces a number of technical enhancements that allow
increases in service reliability:
•
•
•

3G services were best effort whilst
LTE services can be designed to be
predictable and consistent.
Operators worldwide have deployed
LTE services as replacement for
fixed services

Robust error correction for signalling or inappropriate UL (up link) power levels at cell edge will
reduce the number of dropped calls.
Time-frequency scheduling reduces the experience of fading (gradual loss of signal).
Link adaptation allows modulation and coding to be adapted in real-time in times of poor
coverage.

LTE provides a more predictable service
LTE will support a much more consistent data rate from the cell centre to cell edges which goes some
way to rectify the issues of 'cell breathing' evident in 3G. Breathing refers to the notion of a 3G cell
reducing its coverage once demand increases, which has the result of users receiving sporadic
service. The advance in cell-edge control in LTE also allows a better control of interference between
cells (including femto cells), as well as improved handover at cell boundary.

LTE allows operators to prevent single users consuming all the bandwidth whilst
others starve
In data networks multiple applications share the same resources in the radio access network (RAN).
This creates a situation where one application, for example an email with a large attachment, may
want to consume all available bandwidth. Whilst this email may not be time critical another user may
want to receive a low bandwidth instant message which, by definition, is more time critical.
In order to assure that all users and each application receive the appropriate allocation of bandwidth,
LTE applies a unified quality of service (QoS) within an operator's network architecture. This
architecture defines Guaranteed Bit Rate (i.e. minimum speed), Maximum Bit Rate (i.e. maximum
speed), and tools to manage radio bearer establishment). Further information is provided within
Appendix A and details further core technical capability.

1.2

UK operators are likely to focus initially on using LTE for
premium data connectivity services

With rapidly growing data traffic demand from users, we expect that UK operators are initially going to
focus on serving this known, easily accessible and growing market for mobile broadband connectivity.
Such a strategy would be in line with our experiences of LTE services in other markets.

1.2.1

Mobile data traffic in the UK is going to continue growing rapidly
8

Mobile data usage has been rising rapidly in recent years and we expect this usage to rise rapidly
between 4- and 11-fold to reach between 42-225 Terabytes per month by 2017. This is demonstrated
in the following graph.

8

PA Consulting on the basis of Ofcom, January 2013: The Consumer Experience of 2012; Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 1
2012, 18 April 2012; Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 26f, smartphone penetration based on
individuals, all other data based on households.
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Figure 5 - UK mobile broadband traffic [Terabyte per month]
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This forecast is based on assessments for the following main traffic drivers.

Penetration of mobile data devices in the UK is going to rise rapidly
By the end of 2012 the adoption of mobile broadband is already reaching around 50 million
9
10
subscriptions, of which 44-45 million are small screen (i.e. around 30 million smartphones and
additional feature phones with mobile broadband enabled), and 5-6 million are large screen.
We expect the number of devices with integrated mobile data capabilities to rise rapidly and
penetration of mobile broadband from all devices to reach between 97% and 131% of the UK
population by 2017. This is demonstrated in the following overview.
Table 1- Forecast of mobile broadband devices for 2017
Restrained

Medium

Fast Growth

UK population 2017

64.7 million

64.7 million

64.7 million

Adoption of mobile broadband from all devices (smartphones,
tablets, laptops, other devices) of UK population in 2017

97%

119%

131%

9

Ovum: August 2012: Mobile Broadband Connections and Revenues Forecast: 2012–17.

10

PA assessment based on Ofcom, 27 February 2012: Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 1, QD4.
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Our forecast is based on:
•
•
•
•

Increase in the total number of mobile data users by 4 million based on a
broader uptake across all generations of users
11
Differences between young tech-intensive newcomers and their grandparents
Increased penetration of smartphones from 39% in Q1 2012 to over 80% of
12
users by 2017
Increased household penetration of tablets from 11% in Q1 2012 to over 50% of
13
households by 2017

Mobile-connected
tablets will generate
more traffic in 2017
than the entire global
mobile network in
2012. '
Cisco VNI 2013

Differences in mobile broadband adoption between the scenarios are largely based on:
•
•
•

Variations on multiple ownership of smartphones by the same user
Variations in enablement of tablets for mobile data (so far 2 thirds are Wi-Fi only)
Attractiveness of mobile broadband offers for multi-device owners.

Mobile data usage in the UK is growing rapidly
We expect that mobile data usage is going to rise rapidly but that there are large variations in how this
may turn out in reality. These variations are indicated in the following table.

Table 2 - Traffic assumptions for 2017

Usage per mobile broadband connection [in MB per month]

Restrained

Medium

Fast Growth

687

1,288

2,722

In February 2012, average mobile data usage was 154 MB per month, having doubled over the
14
previous 18 months. 10% of users consumed more than 500 MB per month.
Cisco's latest Visual Networking Index (VNI) shows that average smartphone
15
usage grew 81% in 2012 to reach 342 MB per month in 2012. According to
Cisco a 4G connection produces 19 times more traffic than a non-4G
connection and Cisco expects that average traffic per mobile broadband
16
connection will reach 2.7 GB per month by 2017. It should be noted
however, that Cisco includes Wi-Fi traffic into mobile traffic and this Wi-Fi
17
offload may amount to between 46 - 78% of all data traffic.

'In 2012, a fourthgeneration connection
generated 19 times more
traffic on average than a
non-4G connection.'
Cisco VNI 2013

We believe that there are significant drivers to support even further growth of mobile traffic. These
include:
•

Internet usage in general is growing, because users are increasingly integrating online activities
into their daily lives. This is demonstrated by an analysis performed by Intel on the summary of
these activities per minute and per hour.

11

Office of National Statistics, November 2011: Population and Health Reference Tables.; Ofcom, 18 July 2012: communication
Market Report, page 49f.

12

PA estimate based on Ovum, September 2012: Mobile Phone and Smartphone Forecast: 2012–17 for Western Europe, Tab
UK, 90% of expected over 200 million sold phones will be smartphones.

13

YouGov, 11 September 2012: Tablets to nearly double in 2013, values for August each year; PA forecast for 2017.

14

Analysis of BillMonitor published in Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 291.

15

Cisco, 6 February 2013: Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update, 2012–2017.

16

Cisco, 2013.

17

Based on Cisco, 2013 and Mike Hibberd, 19 Novermber 2012: Wi-Fi carries 78% of UK Android data, based on data from
Nielsen, http://www.telecoms.com/53285/Wi-Fi-carries-78-of-uk-android-data/.
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Figure 6 - Data usage during an Internet hour in the UK

•

•

The use of data rich services is going to grow with network effects reinforcing this trend, i.e. when
your friend shows you an interesting video on its tablet, you are going to
With a 1 Mbps
replicate and try as well. Cisco forecasts that mobile video will grow at a
connection watching a
19
CAGR of 75% between 2012 and 2017.
high quality film of 4GB is
With LTE service features akin to current fixed broadband, users will
not feasible, because it
tend to migrate part of their current data consumption to mobile-enabled
takes more than 9 hours
to download - on 14
devices, either smartphones or tablets. This is particularly important for
Mbps it takes only 39
situations where users have so far restricted their data usage because
minutes.
of limited bandwidth and high latency, such as for interactive business
applications or downloads of music, video and film.

We note that the forecast usage per connection varies widely, because as yet the UK LTE market
dynamics have not yet been established:
•
•
•

We believe the amount of video usage on mobile devices - in particular outside Wi-Fi coverage - is
uncertain.
Offload of data-intensive content to Wi-Fi, either at home or at other connected locations, is likely
but its extent will depend on operator pricing and off load strategies.
Operators are targeting LTE services initially at price-insensitive innovative users with expensive
premium offers that are not conducive for a widespread adoption. However, rapidly growing usage
forecasts for high bandwidth applications like video are based on significantly declining prices per
amount of data.

18

PA estimate of UK internet usage adapted from global Intel internet minute.

19

Cisco, 2013.
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1.2.2

UK operators are likely to target LTE as a premium data service

Initial LTE offers from Everything Everywhere (EE) suggest that UK operators will follow the example
of other markets and launch LTE as a premium-price data connectivity offer.

In October 2012 EE launched the first UK LTE service positioned as premium service
In October 2012 EE launched its LTE service in 10 cities with a headline
20
21
speed of 35 Mbps but recently has announced to increase this to 80 Mbps.
Actually measured speeds are much lower between 7.5 and 19.68 Mbps,
22
compared to 3G services of competitors at 3.1 Mbps

Initial LTE services in
the UK are 3 to 7
times faster than 3G
services but also
twice as expensive.

EE is using its first mover advantage in LTE to charge up to double the price
compared to competitive 3G offers. For example a SIM only tariff (tariff without
device subsidy) for 0.5GB with unlimited calls / texts costs £21 per month versus bundles from
23
competitors at £10.50 per month. Subsidised offers range from £36 for 24 months and 0.5GB and go
24
up to £66 for 12 months and 8GB data.
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Table 3 - LTE tariffs of Everything Everywhere at launch
Plan Type

Data
allowance

Monthly cost (£)

Contract

Unlimited calls and texts

0.5GB

36

24 months

1GB

41

3GB

46

5GB

51

8GB

56

0.5GB

21

1GB

26

Unlimited calls and texts SIM Only

Plus £10 for 12 months
only

12 months

Our international benchmark comparison demonstrates that higher speeds, increased
data allowances and higher prices are the norm for LTE services, but operators still
limit innovative service introduction
PA's analysis of existing LTE operations around the world (full details which
are contained within appendix B.1 shows that that operators have focussed
their initial marketing efforts on promoting coverage and LTE speed as the
main selling arguments. EE's original launch speed of 35 Mbps (now revised
upwards to 80 Mbps) is in line with the experience of other countries that

Countries with existing
LTE services have
offers with data
allowances of up to 50
GB.
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Richard Gaywood, 11 September 2012: Everything Everywhere, Explained: the UK gets LTE, published on
http://www.tuaw.com/2012/09/11/everything-everywhere-explained-the-uk-gets-lte/.
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Matt Brian, 9 April 2013: EE to double 4G download speeds as UK LTE battle heats up.
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Andrew Laughlin, 6 November 2012: 4G: Is EE's mobile service worth it? published on
http://www.digitalspy.co.uk/tech/news/a436080/4g-is-ees-mobile-service-worth-it-feature.html; BBC News, 20 November 2012:
4G tests reveal patchy urban coverage, based on an analysis by RootMetric in Manchester.

23

Alistair Lowe, 23 October 2012: Everything Everywhere 4G pricing unveiled; PA web research for competitor offerings.

24

Alistair Lowe, 2012.
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Alistair Lowe, 23 October 2012: Everything Everywhere 4G pricing unveiled; PA web research for competitor offerings.
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also show speeds in the range of 40 to 80 Mbps with actual speeds between 10 Mbps (Verizon US)
26
and 27 Mbps (TeliaSonera and Telenor in Sweden).
We expect LTE prices in the UK will remain at a premium compared to 3G for the some considerable
time but nevertheless there may be some downwards movement. The following overview shows that
EE's initial price of £7 GB for a data allowance of up to 8 GB was already in line with LTE offers in
other markets. EE's recent announcement of an offer with lager data allowance of up to 20 GB
resulted in further lowering this threshold. We note that countries with prices per GB around £2 are
largely in the Nordics where services were started prior to the availability of LTE handsets and 'data
only' propositions dominate.
27

Table 4 - International benchmark of LTE highlighting the UK's relative position - price per GB

We have not yet found any significant evidence of LTE price declines in markets with earlier launch
dates but rather efforts to broaden the appeal of LTE by developing enhanced bundles of data and
other services:
•
•
•

•

Operators that start off with relatively low data allowances, i.e. AT&T in the US with 5 GB, tend to
launch subsequent offers with higher data allowances between 20 and 40 GB.
Operators with 'unlimited' data allowances tend to apply fair usage policies that restrict available
bandwidth after reaching limits of around 20 GB, i.e. TeliaSonera in Finland.
Many operators offer LTE only in bundled packages with other services, often in the form of fixed
monthly fees, i.e. Deutsche Telekom in Germany offers a tariff called 'Complete Comfort XXL' that
combines voice, SMS, data, Wi-Fi and international voice and data roaming in one package.
Whilst our observations suggest that UK operators try to learn from successful tariffs in other
markets, we also believe that the competitive and innovative UK market may also develop in the
future new and unique tailored offers and bundles.

26

PA research as detailed in Appendix B

27

PA research as detailed in Appendix B
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1.3

4G is likely to contribute to the increasing growth of
mobile data

While the detailed drivers of growth remain debateable, PA's analysis shows that LTE will contribute to
the continued growth in usage of mobile data services. Specifically:
•
•
•

The higher speeds, faster response and greater reliability of LTE networks will combine to deliver
a higher quality mobile data experience than earlier generations of technology to end users
This consistency will give users greater confidence in using and relying on mobile data in their
daily lives
Which will fuel considerable additional growth in mobile data services, both as pure connectivity
and value add services.

24

2 LTE CAN ENABLE THE
NEXT GENERATION OF
PUBLIC SAFETY
NETWORKING

The emergency services communications are used to connect the three main
services; police, fire brigade and ambulance. They play a critical role in the
overall UK infrastructure; keeping people safe and saving lives are the key
elements of the service provided to the general public. There are a number of
emerging challenges and opportunities in the continuing provision of
Emergency Services Mobile Communications (ESMC). PA has reviewed the
future strategic options with its findings highlighted below:
• Airwave28 uses TETRA technology to provide blue light users with a voicecentric service that includes several valued features, such as mobile-tomobile, group calling and base station relay with vehicles. However, this
service is not only costly but also limited in a world where smartphones and
apps are becoming the new normal. Emergency service users are now
asking for data-intensive applications to help them respond to emergencies
more effectively. This trend is likely to continue following the explosion of
new data services.
• The roadmap for enhancing TETRA appears limited and PA expects LTE to
be considered widely as the technology of choice for public safety in the
future. LTE will need to be enhanced further to include the voice features
valued by public safety users. Pilot networks in the US and Canada in
combination with major vendors are already under way to demonstrate how
this can be achieved.
• LTE network implementation for emergency services in the UK will need to
deliver parity coverage, resilience and security compared to current
services. This is possible with LTE but will require additional investment.
Costs will vary according to key choices about spectrum and which
providers are likely to be addressing the market in the future.

28

https://www.airwavesolutions.co.uk/home/.
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• LTE enables network sharing between operators to take place, in particular
for the costly radio access network (RAN). Emergency services have a
variety of sharing options and will need to consider them along with key
criteria for overall network cost, device costs, efficient use of spectrum,
provider competition, and the likelihood of receiving tailored support
services.
• Transitioning emergency users to such a new LTE service is a complex
undertaking. It is likely that there will be a period of dual mode operation
with current TETRA services. A switch off of current services is only likely
once the new LTE network has demonstrated to public safety users that it
fulfils their requirements.

2.1

The current UK public safety network is based on voicecentric services using the TETRA standard

Since initial contract award in 2000 the current UK public safety network has become the primary
means of communication for approximately 220,000 public safety users in the UK. Its current operator
is called Airwave, owned by two infrastructure funds of Macquarie.
The Airwave network is a dedicated 'mission-critical' network using dedicated
Airwave covers 99% of
the UK landmass with a
spectrum between 380MHz and 420MHz. This frequency is lower than those of
dedicated network in the
commercial networks and enables communications over a longer range. As a
380-420 MHz spectrum.
result, coverage even in the most outer reaches of the UK and a low number of
'not spots' can be achieved with an acceptable number of cell sites. Whereas
current mobile networks cover 97% of the UK landmass Airwave covers 99% and is also available on
29
the London tube network.
The network is based on the TETRA digital radio standard which has been designed for
30
communications in closed user groups, such as public safety. Many TETRA
TETRA has been
service features have been implemented to cater for the specific requirements of
designed for closed user
this user group, such as:
groups and contains
•

•
•
•

tailored network features
Very fast call set-up within 0.5 seconds compared with 3-4 seconds in
2G/3G networks (typical values) and support of mobiles travelling at speeds
>400 km/h.
Operational modes for closed user groups, such as Push-To-Talk (PTT), one-to-many and manyto-many (group calls or floor control) calling.
Enhanced security with both air-interface and end-to-end encryption.
A number of fall-back modes such as the ability for a base station to process local calls:

– Trunk mode (TMO): communication between a mobile and a TETRA base station, similar to
typical cellular communications. TMO provides the widest range of features among the three
modes of operations, including end to end encryption, IP based data communication, dispatcher
authorised calls, ambience listening and call forwarding.
– Direct mode (DMO): In the absence of a network the mobiles can communicate directly
between each other without the involvement of network infrastructure. In this DMO mode only a
subset of TMO features is supported. Dispatcher authorised calls, ambient listening or call
forwarding are all services which are not supported in DMO mode.
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Airwave website, https://www.airwavesolutions.co.uk/about-us/airwave-network-facts/.
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Source: Roger Dowling, "An Overview of TETRA", TETRA ASSOCIATION, Presentation at Las Vegas, March 2010.
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– Gateway mode: A single mobile with connection to the network can act as a Gateway for other
nearby mobiles that are out of range of the infrastructure. Figure 7 illustrates how gateway
mode can deliver improved coverage in 'not spots' by relaying the signal.

Figure 7 - TETRA gateway mode extends geographic coverage

Many of the TETRA technology design decisions have been made to make sure services remain
available even in difficult circumstances that are highly unlikely in commercial networks:
•
•
•

Robustness of the equipment, such as handsets that withstand shocks, are water resistance and
have a long battery life.
Reliability of the equipment with components that are not prone to random breakdowns.
Resilient network design that is flexible enough to continue operating even under stress scenarios,
for example by providing power backup so that the network continues operating when the national
grid power supply is cut.

2.2

Public safety users increasingly require data-heavy
applications in order to confront complex emergencies
effectively

The 2011 riots in London demonstrated that emergency services need to stay one step ahead of
digital-savvy rioters armed with smartphones and social media. Beyond the current essential voice
services they also require new and enhanced data services. These additional services enhance
responsiveness (faster identification of the issue, faster mobilisation of the nearest resource) and the
quality of the response (better supporting tools, access to specialist knowledge and improved
collaboration on the ground).
Table 5 - Examples of enhanced or new use cases
Service

Characteristics

Mobilisation instructions

Often time and/or operationally critical they require high priority, coverage and
resilience. They have historically been dealt with by voice but are potentially suitable
for data and can be enhanced with contextual data, such as maps.

Resource location and
status

Typically frequent short messages to show the Command and Control Centre where
resources are and their availability. In critical circumstances this information can also
be used to safeguard lives, i.e. a firefighter on an incident ground may have a tracking
device that shows he is still alive

Application access at
incident or while mobile

These may be relatively simple transactional queries, mobile data entry via forms or
full access to complex centrally-hosted applications. Key benefits are improvements
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Service

Characteristics
in mobile worker efficiency (by avoiding the need to return to base) and improved
effectiveness of deployed command. Criticality varies with application – routine data
collection is not time critical and high coverage and resilience is not required, nor is a
high data rate .Real-time command support applications are operationally critical and
may require data rates beyond those available from 3G.
Examples: Deployed access to command and control systems to support on-scene
incident command, vehicle or name checks. end-to-end incident management
(including process elements such as scanned documents, maps, schematics,
fingerprint biometrics and case closure notes), form completion following fire risk
inspections or stop and search.

Mobile data / media
access at incident

Data available to support command at incidents is often limited to what can be
brought to the scene on disk. Access to central data sources on demand, or
streamed media is limited to where high bandwidth links can be deployed but can
contribute to the effective management of incidents while minimising risks to
personnel. This is becoming increasingly critical operationally and applications such
as streamed video demand several hundred kbps per channel.
Examples: temporary surveillance feeds, group photo transmission, file downloads to
support risk assessment and incident management for fire & rescue (building plans,
maps), surveillance video streaming to support at-incident command, video
conference for remote management,

Multimedia transmission
from incidents

Similarly, data transmission from incidents (for example, images or video) can
improve the effectiveness of remote command decision-making or allow improved
remote support to management of an incident or casualties. This is again bandwidth
limited.
Examples: relaying of CCTV surveillance from incidents to support police command &
control, secondary video background feeds, transmission of diagnostic information
from casualties for remote diagnosis, real time ECC patient on route data.

These application use cases will need to evolve over time and require simultaneous changes to
command and control systems and operational procedures as well as staff training.
The implementation of these new public safety used cases in the currently commercial LTE networks
presents a number of challenges that require addressing.
Table 6 - Difference in requirements between public safety and commercial networks
Requirement

Commentary

Public safety voice
features

Voice features provided by TETRA, such as fast and reliable call setup (if required
with associated prioritisation over other users), Push-to-Talk, group calling (one-tomany or many-to-many) and direct mode for mobile-to-mobile communication remain
essential for public safety operation and must be replicated in any replacement
network.

National network
coverage

Emergency services will need to operate even in remote areas or below ground in the
Tube, road tunnels or in key buildings. This 100% geographic coverage is above the
98% population coverage targets of commercial networks which equates to roughly
80% geographic coverage.
Many public safety networks, including Airwave, achieve their larger coverage targets
of up to 99% by using temporary base stations that provide coverage (and capacity)
to deal with major incidents

Enhanced availability
and resilience

Commercial mobile networks largely provide best effort services and only use
availability and resilience targets for internal purposes. Emergency services may want
firm agreed targets and understand the means to achieving those, such as elimination
of single points of failure and provision of back-up power for a minimum period).

Traffic prioritisation

Major public incidents often result in congested networks. During such incidents, the
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Requirement

Commentary
emergency services will need to continue operating reliably and will require
prioritisation over other users' traffic as well as between different types of emergency
applications, i.e. mobilisation messages require higher priority than supporting
multimedia information.

Enhanced security

Security requirements are typically for IL2 or IL3 (i.e. PROTECT or RESTRICTED) –
much of the work of the emergency services involves personal or operationally
sensitive data.
There are niche requirements for IL4 (CONFIDENTIAL) and potentially above (e.g.
certain Police operations)

Ruggedised user
devices

Hand held devices for public safety will need to be protected against shock, ingress
and require long battery lives. Fire & rescue workers require European directive
ATEX (EXplosive ATmospheres) compliant devices for work in ignition-sensitive
environments.

Emergency calls

Incident team members may need to send urgent voice or data message to summon
assistance, if necessary by pre-empting other traffic if the network is locally
congested. Furthermore the Command and Control centre may require the ability to
remotely monitor a user via the microphone on a handset - a feature that we may
prefer not to have for our private mobile phones.

2.3

LTE is widely considered to be the technology of choice
for future public safety networks

The current TETRA technology roadmap shows little or no further development. Most commentators
and the supply industry expect further evolution of ESMC delivery to occur using LTE technology.

2.3.1

Pilots in the US and Canada drive the development of LTE
technology for public safety networks

LTE as the next generation of mobile technology for both GSM and CDMA is now being deployed by
31
over 110 commercial operators worldwide. The large number of deployments creates economies of
scale for equipment development, equipment manufacturing and in-country support services. Hence,
the emergency services are attracted by the potential to fulfil their broadband communication needs in
32
a cost effective manner. Key developments are:
•
•

31

The USA and Canada have made decisions to use LTE in the 700MHz spectrum band for public
33
safety which have resulted in recent standardisation efforts by 3GPP.
Based on pressure from CDMA operators - in particular in South America Pilot installations
34
demonstrate that
the 3GPP has now standardised LTE for this spectrum. The propagation
LTE meets public
characteristics of the 450 MHz band not only would allow to cover large
safety requirements
areas without incurring prohibitive costs but this spectrum band is also
35
close to the current UK Airwave bands between 380-420 MHz.

Ovum, 4 January 2013: The LTE Outlook for 2013, page 4.

32

APCO Global Alliance: Policy Statement - 4th Generation (4G) Broadband Technologies for Emergency Services,
http://apcoglobalalliance.org/4g.html.

33

3GPP press clipping: Additional Spectrum for LTE, http://www.3gpp.org/Additional-Spectrum-for-LTE;
3GPP Specification series, http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/36-series.htm.

34

Total Telecom, 9 April 2013: Brazilian ministry sees LTE-450 becoming a standard technology within months; Marceli
Passoni, 24 Juli 2013: 3GPP standardization of LTE in 450 MHz is good news for Brazilian operators.
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Mary Lennighan, Total Telecom, 28 November 2012: CDMA 450: The 'Burbs.
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•

Recent trials in France suggest that LTE may also become the technology of choice to replace
TETRAPOL in addition to TETRA.

The following presents an overview of recent developments to deploy LTE for public sector use.
36

Table 7 - Public safety network pilots and plans
Country

Commentary

USA

The Federal Communications Commission issued an order that requires all 700MHz publicsafety mobile broadband networks to use LTE to ensure interoperable communications and
allocated 2 times 5MHz blocks for public safety mobile broadband and additional adjacent two
37
times 5MHz blocks for the First Responder Network Authority ('FirstNet'), in total 20 MHz.
The government earmarked federal funds of USD 7 billion but total costs may reach tens of
billions. There is an intent to use commercial networks whilst focussing spent on covering rural
locations and greater resilience through redundant backhaul.
Since 2012 there are multi-vendor test network in Boulder, Colorado using equipment from
major equipment suppliers including Alcatel-Lucent, Cisco, Ericsson, Harris, Motorola Mobility,
Nokia Siemens Networks and others. There are a number of further pilots across the US.
In March 2012 Industry Canada designated 10MHz in the 700MHz spectrum band for public
safety with further 10MHz in consideration. Combined this would amount to 20MHz.

Canada

The government is creating a layered delivery structure with a national entity for nationally
hosted VAS (created, fully staffed 1/2015), regional service delivery (established 10/2014),
end-user agencies. Target is to commission a pilot in October 2014.
Hong Kong

Since April 2012 the Hong Kong Police Force conducted two trials in 700MHz and 400MHz
using equipment from Motorola Mobility with Ericsson and from Cassidian with Alcatel38
Lucent.
Hong Kong is facing difficult spectrum allocation issues, because 700MHz is used for
broadcasting and there is a goal to ensure interoperability with mainland China which is
looking at 1.4GHz.
Key issues are also crowd management (6000 processions per year) and automatic personal
location indoors.

Australia

In October 2012 the regulator allocated 10 MHz in the 800 MHz band and 50 MHz in the 4.9
GHz band. This is expected to cover day-to-day and pre-planned traffic. However, emergency
services continue to lobby for 20 MHz in the 700 MHz band which would provide headroom for
expansion and peak demand in emergency situations.
Australia's largest operator, Telstra, is actively promoting the use of its commercial
infrastructure with spectrum partitioning, priority access and preferential service levels.

France

2.3.2

In April 2013 Cassidian and the French Ministry of Interior (MoI) conducted a demonstration of
a small LTE network with two base stations in Tours using the 400 MHz band and a focus on
enhancing Tetrapol.

LTE technology features for public safety are currently in
standardisation

Section 2.2 above outlined key use cases for LTE in public safety environments. Whilst LTE already
offers the network features for many data use cases, critical public safety voice features as well as
some resilience and security features are still missing. However, significant effort is being put into
developing solutions and standards that suggest initial solutions may be available as early as
2015/2016.
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PA Consulting based on web research.
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http://www.fcc.gov/rulemaking/12-69.

38

http://www.wireless-mag.com/Features/20973/Testing_LTE_for_public_safety_in_Hong_Kong.aspx.
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Standardisation of voice features for public safety is under way
The standards organisation for LTE, 3GPP, has started work to meet public
safety application requirements. Whilst these are not yet completed,
pressure from pilot deployments outlined above suggests that progress is a
high priority and a significant number of key features will be available:
•

Standardisation ensures
equipment interoperability
and limits vendor lock-in
for operators

Release 12 planned for completion mid-2014 intends to provide the key features for public safety
39
voice:
– direct mode to enable communication between devices without transiting a base station (called
proximity services within LTE) and
– group calling.

•

Release 13 which could be completed by end 2015 is not yet official but may include further
features to provide enable enhanced resilience.

Beyond standards, vendors have started to develop and implement their own proprietary solutions.
40
Some features may only be available in non-standard solutions, such as application servers or be
41
beyond the LTE standard, such as mesh networking using Wi-Fi. Whilst vendors are already
developing their own proprietary solutions, any public safety network relying on these features may be
locked into this specific vendor or potentially face changes if standards evolve differently.
In addition there will be many situations where the public safety community will use consumer voice
services; either because they are officers communicating for non-critical reasons or because they are
civilian back up to the core 3ES users.

LTE technology delivers sufficient network quality features for public safety
LTE has been designed to deliver superior network quality which delivers
the network quality features required by public safety users:
•

•
•

LTE technology provides
fast call set up, always
on and driving at high
speed

Fast set up time: 600 ms for VoLTE call set up and 100 ms IDLE to
ACTIVE with the "always on" connectivity support the requirement of
low latency Push-to-Talk (call set up time < 500 ms) and low latency
conversation (< 100 ms).
Target handset roaming speed of up to 350km/h supports mission critical communications in
emergency vehicles driving at maximum speed.
Wide band operation (typical deployment is 2×10 or 2×20 MHz and more with carrier aggregation
in LTE-A) supports mission critical data communication, specifically the demand for fast uploading
(e.g. video surveillance in real-time).

High definition voice using Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (WB-AMR) supports clearly audible voice
42
calls. IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) based services such as Multimedia Priority Service (MPS) may
be deployed to support rich media end-to-end mission critical applications. IMS allows to priorities
mission critical voice (e.g. Push-to-Talk) over video and data services within the same session.

LTE technology provides the tool to prioritise public safety traffic over other usage
LTE also provides tools to prioritise usage of resources in both the radio access and the core
LTE enables prioritising
call setup and network
bandwidth
39

http://www.3gpp.org/Public-Safety.

40

http://www.3gpp.org/Public-Safety.
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Fanny Mlinarsky, "700 MHz Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network", IEEE Conference on Technologies for Homeland
Security, November 2011.
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3GPP TS 22.153
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networks. In mixed public safety and commercial use networks, this feature could be could be
deployed to give emergency services traffic appropriate priority:
•
•

The radio access network (RAN) allows call setup/filtering, so that prioritised users can initiate a
call whilst others cannot.
The core network allows the allocation of bandwidth and Quality of Service (QoS) parameters in
the all-IP core network. This assures good quality for time sensitive traffic, such as voice, whilst
restricting the bandwidth data intensive lower priority traffic, such as video downloads.
43

The RAN and core network prioritisation capability is shown in Figure 8 below.
Figure 8 - Possible traffic prioritisation in LTE (RAN and core) networks

At the moment the particular traffic needs and patterns of emergency services in the future are not
known. Once these are defined networks can be planned to provide appropriate capacity and/or
priority. Whilst a UK public safety network may serve approximately 220,000 users, commercial
networks are designed to serve up to 30 million customers. Therefore, commercial networks have
more spectrum, more cell sites and higher backhaul capacity. It may therefore be straightforward to
accommodate peak demand of the public safety users with the exception of large public events (e.g.
commercial networks regularly experience overload at New Year). However, any systematic or
incident-based prioritisation of public safety users over others would need to be agreed within a
commercial framework.

LTE technology can be enhanced to deliver the security required by public safety
Mobile security frameworks cover three main pillars: authentication, integrity checking and encryption.
The following comparison demonstrates that LTE is generally more robust than 3G and comparable to
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3GPP TS 36.300, TS 23.401.
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TETRA in terms of most parameters with the exception of end-to-end encryption. Potentially such an
end-to-end encryption may be deployed over-the-top between handset and control room using
44
proprietary solutions which are already available in the market.
Table 8 - Security comparison between TETRA 2, 3G and LTE

45

Security
Framework

TETRA 2

3G UMTS/HSPA

LTE

Assessment

Authentication

Mutual authentication

Mutual authentication
with USIM (UMTS
Subscriber Identity
Module) based on the
AKA protocol

Based on EPS-AKA
protocol, key
derivation similar to
that of 3G

Similar level of
authentication

Integrity
Checking

Integrity protection of
all control/signalling
messages

Integrity of the
signalling messages
is protected. But only
mandatory for only a
few RRC messages

Integrity Protection
mandatory for all
signalling messages
including Security
Mode Command

Similar level covering
all control/signalling
messages

Encryption

Supports both air
interface and end-toend encryption; uses
TEA Algorithm on the
air interface and the
IDEA algorithm for
end-to-end
encryption

Encryption from air
interface to Node-B
to RNC connection,
Katrumi-based
encryption algorithm

Encryption is done
independently at two
levels, for signalling
and traffic,
respectively, i.e. NAS
(UE to MME) and
PDCP (UE to eNB,).
Encryption algorithm
is based on AES-128.
New encryption
algorithms (i.e. ZUC)
have been made
available in Release
11. No standardized
end-to-end encryption

No standardized endto-end encryption

Jamming LTE requires a costly wideband transmitter
Radio jamming is the transmission of radio signals onto the target channel in order to disrupt its
communications. Jamming can therefore prevent public safety users from making or receiving calls.
Jamming in GSM and 3G WCDMA requires transmission of dummy radio signals with sufficient power
level at selected bands to block the legitimate signal. These are typically narrow band (i.e. 200KHz in
GSM and a portion of the spread-spectrum 5MHz channel in 3G). Narrowband transmitters are a
relatively low cost technology with off-the-shelf tools for sale in the open market.

In LTE, in principle, the same radio jamming technique can be applied to
disrupt communications. However, the use of wider channel bandwidth (e.g.
up to 20MHz), frequency hopping in Downlink and Uplink (ref: TS 36.211),
and the frequency domain scheduling among a group of narrow band

LTE traffic is harder to
jam than in 2G and 3G
networks.
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Giesecke & Devrient, 15 May 2013: Giesecke & Devrient Offers Tap-proof Smartphone for Governments and Public
Authorities.
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Source: TETRA MoU Association, "TETRA Security", February 2006; 3GPP TS 33.102, "3G Security; Security architecture";
3GPP TS 33.401, "3GPP System Architecture Evolution (SAE); Security architecture"; Dionisio Zumerle, 3GPP Technical
Officer, ETSI, "3GPP LTE Security Aspects", 3GPP Workshop, Bangalore, May 2011.
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subcarriers together means radio jamming in LTE would require a wideband transmitter that is capable
of disrupting most subcarriers in the target channel. Wideband transmitters are not widely available in
the open market and are likely to be costly.

LTE technology is suitable for operation in hazardous environments
Fire fighters amongst other public safety users need to be able to communicate in the presence of fire,
smoke and deep inside buildings. Like all wireless technologies LTE suffers from signal loss but
46
adapts modulation/coding (Adaptive Modulation and Coding ). This increases redundancy and lowers
47
data rate to maintain calls. Specific losses are:
•

•

LTE technology maintains its quality of communication in the presence of fire: Fire can
48
cause signal deterioration between 0.7 and 7dB. The degree of impact is primarily determined by
the scale of fire and the frequency band but independent of the wireless technology using these
frequencies. Most networks are planned to tolerate 7dB loss.
LTE suffers from signal loss through walls like other wireless technologies: Communication
between a handset inside a building and a base station outside suffers from 7 to 13 dB loss for
49
brick and 18 to 24 dB loss for concrete. There is little correlation between building penetration
loss and frequency itself, but longer cell range of lower frequencies make them perform better
overall.

Table 9 - Performance of LTE bands and signal deterioration
LTE band

Signal loss in hazardous
environment (fire and smoke)

Indoor penetration loss

Low Bands (700
- 900Mhz)

These bands performs better than
lower bands in the range of 18047
480Mhz

Best among the standardized bands primarily
due to larger cell range

Medium bands
(1400 1900Mhz)

No data available

In-between low and high bands

High bands
(2.1- 3.5Ghz)

Experiment results show that the
performance of these bands are
47
comparable to that of the low bands

Worst among the standardized bands primarily
due to shorter range and higher likelihood of
having indoor reception at cell-edge

Mission-critical LTE devices are already available but dual mode LTE -TETRA devices
may require some time
Mission-critical LTE devices have already been launched by a number of
50
handset vendors, such as Motorola, Harris and Electrobit. These
smartphones and tablets are ruggedized, waterproof and support Push-toTalk and encrypted communication. They also support a variety of networks
from 700MHz to Wifi and can be linked to portable radios. Chipset

Mission critical LTE
devices have recently
been launched
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Source: 3GPP TS 36.212, " Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding".
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Reference sensitivity and modulation scheme are further discussed in Appendix A.3.
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Source: Chinthaka M. Dissanayake, et al, "The Signal Propagation Effects on IEEE 802.15.4 Radio Link in Fire Environment",
International conference on Information and Automation for Sustainability (ICIAFs), Dec 2010 ;
Joanathan Alexander Boan, "Radio Propagation in Fire Environment", PhD Thesis, University of Adelaide, Australia, 2009.
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PA Consulting, "In-Building Penetration Study", an independent study funded by a British Operator.
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EMR Emissions, Spotlight on Band 14 LTE Devices, Feb 2013, http://emrconsults.blogspot.co.uk/2013/02/spotlight-on-band14-lte-devices.html.
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manufacturer Qualcomm is also reported to work on technology to enable handsets that support direct
51
mode, i.e. enable communication between devices in areas without network coverage.
Some work will still be required, such as implementing standards once these have been agreed, in
order to ensure full interoperability. Furthermore, a single handset that supports both LTE and TETRA
52
would enable officers to use TETRA for mission critical voice and LTE for broadband data. Such a
dual mode operation will be essential to allow parallel operation of both LTE and TETRA which may
be required to accommodate user reservations about a new network and allow smooth transitioning.

2.4

Deploying LTE for public safety in the UK can deliver
parity coverage and resilience, but network upgrade costs
vary according to deployment scenario

LTE network implementation for emergency services in the UK will need to deliver parity coverage,
resilience and security compared to current services. This is possible with LTE but will require
additional investment. Costs will vary according to key choices about spectrum and which providers
are likely to be addressing the market in the future.

2.4.1

Meeting coverage and resilience targets will require considerable
upgrades to commercial LTE networks

Commercial LTE networks are designed to provide coverage where people live
and work with good network availability. However, public safety users have higher
requirements that target nearly 100% coverage and availability. Whilst 100% may
be prohibitively expensive, we expect that parity with existing public safety
networks will be required. This section outlines the network upgrades required for
achieving this.

Additional investment
for LTE coverage and
resilience will be
required

Delivering coverage targets may require up to 2000 new sites
Commercial LTE networks in the UK have maximum coverage obligations for 98% of the population.
This equates to roughly 80% of the landmass (in 2012 effective coverage for 2G was 88% and for 3G
53)
76% whereas the current Airwave network claims 99% geographic coverage. Not spots occur in
remote areas because there is no business case for commercial service provision(i.e. uninhabited
valleys, remote islands, seashore etc.), because of technical difficulties (in tunnels, along rail lines, in
sub-surface transport networks) or they are unexpected (i.e. a new building changes radio propagation
54
but network planners are not aware of changes).
The impact of delivering coverage equivalent to the current Airwave service on the current commercial
networks is likely to be significant and it is possible that nearly 2000 sites would be needed to achieve
this parity coverage. The exact number of additional sites depends upon many assumptions, such as
spectrum use, signal strength requirement and target bandwidth, as well as coverage and design of
the network to upgrade.
Public safety networks, such as Airwave, often rely on mobile base stations that augment coverage
where and when this is required, as well as providing emergency coverage and capacity when parts of
the network are not working (i.e. building with base station on top is burning, storm destroys a mast
etc.). Airwave does not provide public data about the extent it uses TETRA gateway mode for
achieving its geographic coverage obligation.
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http://www.lightreading.com/document.asp?doc_id=226725&f_src=lrmobiledailynewsletter.
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http://www.radioresourcemag.com/onlyonline.cfm?OnlyOnlineID=357;
http://www2.alcatel-lucent.com/blogs/corporate/2011/06/tetra-communications-over-lte/.
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Ofcom, 2012 UK Communications Infrastructure Report, 16 November 2012.
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PA Consulting, Not-spots research, 10 April 2010.
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Transport for London operates its own private TETRA network and provides coverage in the Tube for
public safety. Replicating this coverage will necessitate building a sub-surface LTE network.
Since Ofcom made 2.6 GHz spectrum available, commercial operators have increased their efforts to
provide small cell solutions in office buildings or on crowded public spaces. Emergency services will
have a key interest to use these cells for improved indoor coverage as well as capacity.

Delivering availability targets will require adding battery backup and resilient
transmission
Whilst commercial operators' core networks are built for an availability of 99.999% doing to so in the
Radio Access Networks (RAN) may be prohibitively expensive. When a base station fails,
neighbouring base stations can often provide coverage whilst reducing the bandwidth available to
individual users. Airwave also uses this overlapping coverage but adds battery back-up and has
55
duplicates of key components on standby.
Upgrading commercial networks will require a combination of the following enhancements:
•
•
•

Careful base station planning which will likely improve overlapping coverage
Additional battery backup or independent supply generation
Resilient transmission links to base stations.

Such an upgrade will be a complex undertaking, because sites may have limited space to install
battery backup or the load on masts does not allow the installation of additional wireless backhaul
links.
Whilst the future status of LTE deployment in the UK by the time of a potential switch off of TETRA is
not known, we estimate that many sites in remote areas will require a resilience upgrade.
Further network upgrades may be required to ensure that appropriate traffic prioritisation features are
planned and installed in commercial networks. In line with traffic prioritisation, network capacity
upgrades may be required to ensure that the network not only is available but also preforms to the
required performance.

2.4.2

Upgrade costs vary between £135 and £650 million dependent on
starting network and future spectrum

Upgrading existing networks for public safety users require significant investments that range from
£135M to £650M. The following table shows that these investments vary significantly dependent on
starting position ('From' on the vertical axis) and future spectrum ('To' on horizontal axis). Options 3, 5
and 6 (in green) require investments of up to £200 million, option 1 (in yellow) requires between £200
and 400 million, whereas options 2 and 4 (in red) require above £400 million.
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Airwave website, https://www.airwavesolutions.co.uk/about-us/airwave-network-facts/.
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Table 10 - Cost to deploy an LTE network to offer the emergency services a network of comparable
56

From

quality (coverage and resilience) to the currently operated TETRA network

No Network
TETRA
LTE800

LTE 450
option 1
option 3

To (TETRA parity)
LTE 700
option 2
option 4
option 5

LTE 800

option 6

Key (£M)
100 - 200
200 - 400
400 - 700
These initial investment estimates have been derived using a PA model that is based on key network
dimensioning assumptions, such as cell edge performance. Our lower estimate is based on 1.5Mbps
and our higher estimate on 4 Mbps cell edge throughput. These initial investments do not equal total
costs of ownership and significant further costs will be incurred, such as usage charges for the
remaining part of the network (i.e. which has already been built for commercial users), for traffic
prioritisation, for network management to a premium service level, and for additional facilities such as
mobile base stations etc. The following table provides a description of the evaluated options.
Table 11 - Description of options
Option

From

To

Description

1

No network

LTE450

A new entrant operator receives 450 MHz spectrum and builds
a new network.

2

No network

LTE700

A new entrant operator receives 700 MHz spectrum and builds
a new network.

3

TETRA network

LTE450

An ESMCP provider receives 450 MHz spectrum and builds a
LTE network on top of the existing TETRA network.

4

TETRA network

LTE700

An ESMCP provider receives 700 MHz spectrum and builds a
LTE network on top of the existing TETRA network.

5

MNO LTE800

LTE700

A current MNO receives 700 MHz spectrum and expands an
existing 800MHz network for public safety use.

6

MNO LTE800

TETRA parity

A current MNO provides public safety services utilising current
spectrum allocation in the 800MHz band.

2.4.3

Our qualitative assessment favours deploying a 700 MHz network
for public safety

Beyond network build costs we have also considered the wider impact of each option, based on the
factors that impact competition, spectrum availability, UK taxpayer value creation, device availability
and the ease of building a support model for public safety users. This is presented in the table below.

56

PA analysis based on assumptions detailed in Appendix D.
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Table 12 - Qualitative assessment criteria
Attribute

Description

Market competition

Impact of the spectrum assignment on the number of potential bidders for public
safety, for example without new spectrum awards only current 800MHz license
holders were able to bid.

Spectrum availability

Availability of the target spectrum for use by public safety: 450 MHz spectrum
would need to be cleared whilst 800 MHz spectrum has already been made
available

UK taxpayer value

Level of potential spectrum proceeds for the UK treasury: the 700 MHz spectrum
is potentially highly attractive for mobile broadband and, hence, may yield
significant proceeds.

Device availability

Suitable public safety devices in 800 MHz and 700 MHz are already available but
those for 450 MHz still await release. The use of off-the-shelf components for
commercial frequencies results in long-term lower costs.

Operating support model

Public safety users will require an operator partner that understands how they
operate and provides adequate support. This will be easiest for the current TETRA
operator whereas mobile network operators may need to build this organisation
within the constraints of existing systems, processes and people.

PA's assessment shows that Option 4 scores highest against these criteria with 4.5 (solid ball
indicates the highest possible score, no weighting applied) but the related upgrade costs are between
£200 and £400 million. Similarly, Option 2 has a high score with 4.25 but the related network upgrade
costs are possibly prohibitive with above £400 million. Option 5 has the third best qualitative score of
3.75 but may require only network upgrade costs of between £100 million to £200 million. We
therefore believe that this solution may emerge as frontrunner.
Table 13 - Summary assessment per deployment option

This high-level assessment is indicative only and requires further validation.
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2.5

Deploying LTE for public safety requires assessing tradeoffs within multiple dimensions

2.5.1

LTE enables all of the different commercial models for network
service delivery

LTE technology has been developed to enable a range of network service delivery
options, from dedicated standalone network to fully commercial, with various hybrid
network sharing options to reduce both build and operating costs. At a high level, the
main options are:
•

•

•

The current commercial
model for ESMC
provision uses a
dedicated supplier and
network

Dedicated public safety network provider: This model would replicate the current
Airwave model for the new service. Whist a dedicated network ensures exclusive
use and control by public safety users, this model is likely to be expensive.
Potentially the public safety network provider could share sites with other operators whilst have a
separate active network.
Commercial service provision: A commercial mobile operator would provide a service for public
safety users. The contractual arrangement would either be similar to any other contract with a
large corporate customer, potentially with more stringent service levels attached, or, alternatively,
similar to Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) contract. In the latter, the emergency services
would operate their own service intelligence over the top of a mobile network that provides
transport functions.
Hybrid: Such a solution would combine elements of dedicated and commercial network elements.
One option would be to share existing radio access networks with a commercial operator but have
a dedicated core network. Public safety could also use a basic dedicated network but add in
greater capacity at incidents or in-building coverage using a (or all) commercial network(s).

It is likely that public safety users in the UK will consider various forms of hybrids, looking for a solution
that combines commercial network services; if and where they are made available at reasonable
prices, with dedicated solutions where public safety requirements are not met by commercial services.
The following two sections explore two hybrid scenarios in more detail, namely the options for sharing
parts of the network and spectrum sharing.

2.5.2

Sharing the expensive radio access network whilst operating a
dedicated core network is an attractive hybrid solution

Mobile networks consist of several key elements that together enable an end-to-end communication
between users. The main elements are:
•

Radio access network (RAN) consisting of:
– Rental agreement for cell sites
– Passive site infrastructure consisting of the physical mast for the antennae, a shelter for the
operator equipment and infrastructure for power supply etc.
– Active radio equipment of an operator, i.e. base stations
– Backhaul connectivity between the base station and to the core network

•

Core network consisting of:
– Core network points of presence and transport between these
– Infrastructure for services, i.e. user register, service intelligence
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– Business and operational support systems
The radio access network (RAN) with thousands of sites is responsible for over 3/4 of all network
57
costs but is largely standardised and does not define the user services. The
core network contains the service intelligence and will be linked directly to the
Network sharing in
facilities in the control room. It makes therefore sense to consider sharing the
offers substantial cost
radio access network whilst building and operating a dedicated core network.
savings
The following overview shows that there are several potential options
available.
Figure 9 - Options for commercial network solutions

The options in detail are:
•
•
•

•
•

Full commercial: Emergency services use services of a commercial network operator similar to
other corporate users but potentially with more stringent service levels attached
Public safety MVNO: Emergency services operate their own service infrastructure but use the
radio access and potentially some transport network of a commercial operator
Public safety big MVNO: Emergency services operate their own service infrastructure but use
the radio access and potentially some transport network of a commercial operator and roam onto
other commercial networks where the primary radio provider's coverage is not available
Public safety provider with active RAN share: Emergency services have their own spectrum
but share equipment with a commercial operator
Dedicated public safety provider with additional RAN roaming: Emergency services have
their own network but roam onto commercial networks when there have no coverage (i.e.
commercial networks may deploy small cells in cellars of enterprise customers)
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The extent of the radio network is imperative for coverage and key decisions on power supply and backhaul connectivity
determine availability. We have already analysed these upgrade costs in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
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•

Dedicated public safety provider with passive RAN share: This would replicate the model of
Airwave. Physical sites are potentially shared with other operators, either on a case-by-case basis
or as part of a more strategic site share agreement

These options are not all mutually exclusive and decisions may be different for dense urban areas
compared to remote areas that may only be of interest for public safety. It is also likely that some form
of roaming onto all commercial networks will be used as backup solution, if future spectrum allocation
and future public safety handsets enable this.

2.5.3

Spectrum allocation determines feasible sharing scenarios

Ofcom has already started a consultation for the use of 700 MHz spectrum which has a potential use
for public safety. Using the 700 MHz spectrum would be in line with recent decisions for public safety
networks in the US and Canada. Other spectrum in discussion is 450
Possible dedicated spectrum
MHz currently being used for trials in France and Hong Kong. The
allocation and the specific allocated
following overview shows that the decision on spectrum significantly
frequency impacts the ESMC
impacts the choices on network sharing. The vertical axis shows
solution options.
different types of spectrum and the horizontal axis choices on spectrum
allocation, either dedicated (i.e. for sole use) or shared. Using dedicated
spectrum provides a guarantee that emergency services have their own capacity, whilst shared
spectrum would require using traffic prioritisation mechanisms as outlined in section 2.3.2. Only 700
MHz spectrum offers all options whereas 450 MHz is unlikely to be of commercial interest and 800
MHz spectrum has already been auctioned to operators.
Figure 10 - Types of network shares by frequency and spectrum use

400 Hz spectrum only enables site sharing
The current TETRA network operates in the 380Mhz to 420MHz spectrum and some vendors have
started to develop and test LTE equipment for public safety that operates at this or the adjacent
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450MHz band. Using 400MHz frequency would result in a different grid of sites compared to
commercial networks at 800MHz.
Furthermore, this frequency band is not yet specified for LTE, and, even if it were, it is unlikely that
standard chipsets in smartphones will be developed quickly for use in this frequency. It is also likely
that network equipment for 400MHz would need to be developed specifically for this frequency. As a
result, it is unlikely that the use of 400 MHz would allow any other commercial options than sharing
passive infrastructure on a case-by-case basis.
In PA's view the 400 Mhz option will remain the most costly to implement although as 400MHz allows
coverage over longer distances, part of the higher costs through limitations for network sharing and
economies of scale will be compensated by a lower number of cell sites.

800MHz spectrum only enables a full commercial solution
Ofcom has already auctioned this spectrum to operators and it is unlikely that they will offer
transferring dedicated use of parts of their spectrum to emergency services. As a result, only the full
commercial solution scenario is likely to be implementable in this frequency band.

700MHz spectrum is near to commercial spectrum and enables all sharing options
59

700MHz spectrum is not only used for public safety in several countries but there are also
60
considerations to make this band available for commercial mobile broadband. Being near to
commercial 800MHz and potential wide adoption throughout Europe suggests that commercial off the
shelf chipsets, devices and equipment will be available for this band. As a result, there is likely to be
significant interest of operators for using it, even if there were some obligation to service the
requirements of public safety on a preferential basis.
By using the same site grid as current commercial operators at 800MHz makes all forms of network
sharing attractive. A passive network share could be based a full grid of one operator.
Active RAN share could also be attractive. In this case an operator would sublet the use of its
equipment to a public safety operator with its own core network. Spectrum could be shared between
them both, either on a static or dynamic basis:
•

•

Static spectrum allocation: Dedicated spectrum is allocated on a permanent static basis to specific
usages. Public safety users could have exclusive use of this spectrum without impact by
consumer traffic. However, if this is the only spectrum available their public safety bandwidth could
be limited.
Dynamic spectrum allocation: In this scenario spectrum would be allocated for commercial use to
an operator. However, during incidents this spectrum would be reserved for the sole use of public
safety users.

2.5.4

Attracting commercial networks as partners requires realistic
trade-offs between public safety requirements and costs

Public safety will need to identify the 'art of the possible' along three key dimensions
Public safety decision makers are challenged to develop a realistic picture about which commercial
alternatives they can expect from the market and at what cost. This requires identifying possible
solution scenarios along the following three dimensions:
•

Requirements of public safety users, in particular for key parameters such as network availability,
network coverage and network features
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Alcatel-Lucent/Cassidian tested a solution in Hong Kong in 2012, Cassidian tested one recently in Tours, France.
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See section 2.3.1
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Ofcom, Future use of the 700 MHz band, 24 April 2013.
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•
•

Technology solution components end-to-end from application on the phone to the control room
with key trade-off decisions likely to occur for spectrum RAN and core network
Operating model for the network which could be dedicated like the current Airwave network or
shared with a commercial operator. Hybrid scenarios would vary this decision along key
technology solution components

The following figure shows an overview of these dimensions.
Figure 11 - Public safety network decisions

With the exception of a standalone dedicated network, the future solution will need to be developed in
co-operation with operators.

Providing services to public safety users may not be attractive to all operators
Serving the current 220,000 public safety users is certainly a large market but providing public safety
users with prioritised traffic on a regular basis may impact operators' ability to service their millions of
loyal existing customers. Hence, some operators may have reservations about actually entering a
difficult new market:
•

•

•

•

Delivering coverage and availability requires significant investment: Operators are keen to
build coverage where they see payable usage but already up to 80% of sites may not be profitable
and are only deployed in order to achieve coverage targets stipulated in license conditions. It is
therefore unlikely that operators will be keen to invest into further sites in remote areas if this
investment is not recovered as part of the contract with emergency services. Such a contract
would need to recognise the long-term nature of network upgrades.
Services with prioritised traffic will be more expensive than best effort: LTE technology
offers the capability to prioritise traffic but deploying networks for more high priority traffic will
result in additional investments, such as for addition additional cell sites to enhance capacity. As a
result they will be asking for different prices for traffic with higher quality of service.
Short-term gatherings of large crowds already cause operators significant network capacity
planning issues. Operators would want to avoid that their reputation gets tarnished if all traffic is
exclusively prioritised for emergency services.
Sharing network components is also a complex undertaking and UK operators racing to
complete their LTE networks will not be keen to start undertakings that prevent executing these
plans. Emergency services will need to be aware that operators' flexibility may therefore be
limited.
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•

Public sector procurements follow strict rules and there are a number of managed services
providers and defence contractors that specialise in this area. However, operators focussing on
standardised services to consumers may have difficulties navigating such procurements, in
particular if they ask for solutions beyond the current service scope operators are offering.

2.6

A phased transition from TETRA to LTE appears to be the
most likely outcome

LTE has emerged as the next evolution for emergency service networks. Whilst there may be little
dispute about the technology choice, the timing will be critical. Deploying a LTE network with sufficient
capability may take some time, in particular if this involves building new base stations in remote areas.
Transitioning emergency service users to a new LTE service is a complex undertaking. There are
approximately 230 emergency forces in the UK that all will need convincing that the new solution will
meet their needs and is reliable. This is likely to involve trials and/or a phase where LTE is only used
as second priority network on top of the existing TETRA service. The following overview shows that
we expect three distinct phases.
Figure 12 - Potential transition plan of TETRA to LTE technology

Data only

Dual Operation

Transition

LTE

Spectrum award
and ESMC
programme target

Tetra

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

The exact timing of these phases depends on a number of unknown factors, such as the time horizons
of emergency services and operators.

During phase 1 LTE is likely to be an ancillary data service
UK operators have already launched or are in the process of preparing launch for LTE networks.
There are market expectations that some operators will reach 98% of the population (outdoor) by the
61
end of 2014. Telefónica UK has won spectrum with a coverage obligation of 99% outdoors by 2017.
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https://explore.ee.co.uk/our-company/newsroom/ee-launches-superfast-4g-and-fibre-for-uk-consumers-and-businessestoday.
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Given the coverage limitations and the time required to fulfil public safety requirements, it is likely that
LTE will only be used as additional service for data but not for any high priority mobilisation tasks.

During phase 2 we expect dual operation of TETRA and LTE
Dual operation will result in the use of both the Airwave and LTE networks to deliver service to the
emergency services in parallel. By 2016, PA expects that the LTE networks will be able to support
emergency services specific applications, specifically:
•
•

Radio access and core networks offer traffic prioritisation features for public safety users
Essential voice features, such as direct calls between devices in areas without coverage and
group calling, will be available.

In the same period, dual mode LTE / TETRA handsets are likely to be available and some services will
migrate to LTE. As LTE increases in coverage, TETRA would only be used as backup service.

In phase 3 emergency services will transition to an all-LTE network
We expect that by about 2019/2020 LTE services will have won the full confidence of all public safety
users and all services will have migrated. As a result, TETRA will no longer be needed.

2.7

Conclusion

PA's analysis shows that, as a technology, LTE will be able to deliver the requirements of the
emergency services, most likely after the completion of the release 13 of the 3GPP standard.
Furthermore our analysis shows that:
•
•
•
•

LTE commercial networks will need to be upgraded in order to meet the coverage, resilience and
security needs of the public safety user groups
This upgrading will have a financial impact of £135 million or more depending upon the upgrade
path chosen and the specific network to be upgraded
LTE allows the implementation of a number of different commercial solutions, from dedicated
networks with some RAN sharing through to a service fully operational on a commercial network
Consideration should be given to the merging public safety requirements as part of the policy
decisions on the release of 700MHz spectrum as this is the most convenient route to the provision
additional and possibly dedicated spectrum for public safety use.
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3 LTE OFFERS THE
CAPABILITY TO
LAUNCH MULTIMEDIA
BROADCAST SERVICES
Ofcom has asked PA to review evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Services (eMBMS) technology. Deploying eMBMS would allow users to
receive linear TV or radio services on their LTE devices and it presents an
efficient way to distribute large amounts of video data through simulcast, which
otherwise requires dedicated streaming connections for each subscriber.
Previous attempts to offer mobile broadcast service, such as DAB, DVB-H and
MediaFLO have not been successful; networks were closed down and
investments written down. This raises the question as to whether there are any
valid reasons for assuming that this time will different.
Having reviewed the eMBMS technology we believe that it offers some
technological advances to other broadcast technologies, which could result in
facilitating the rollout of mobile TV services. It appears that previous
technology obstacles for successful mobile TV services are being addressed.
However, market demand for linear TV content over mobile networks remains
uncertain, because consumers increasingly demand control over their media
consumption (what to see, when and where) instead of passively consuming
linear content. Furthermore, we have not seen any new insight to suggest how
eMBMS can address the fundamental monetization issues of mobile TV.
As a result we do not yet see an operator business case at the moment. This
assessment may change over time, in particular if simulcast streaming over
mobile networks continues to grow significantly or new streaming applications
beyond mobile TV emerge. In this case, operators could benefit from
offloading such traffic to an eMBMS enabled network instead of having to
implement/rely on costly LTE capacity upgrades with new spectrum demands.
The following chapters address these issues in more detail.
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3.1

eMBMS provides technological improvements compared
to previous broadcast technologies and which can
facilitate service introduction

eMBMS as a technology will cost less than its previous generation MBMS, although the commercial
reason to deploy will be a function for the potential cost saving versus the cost to deploy. This
equation may make eMBMS cost effective if the requirement for linear content grows to become a
significant part of the overall usage of mobile data. However, alone this may still may not be primary
goal for operators as their resources and attention will be focused on other issues.

3.1.1

The design of eMBMS offers technological improvements
compared to 3G MBMS

The UK saw several unsuccessful attempts to launch mobile broadcast services:
•
•
•

BT closed down its Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) service BT Movio beginning 2008
Orange and T-Mobile conducted trials using 3G Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS)
from 2008 onwards
O2, Orange and Vodafone conducted a trial using Integrated Mobile Broadcast (IMB) from 2010
onwards.

PA analyses the business reasons behind these abandoned trials in section 3.3.

eMBMS is the latest attempt to improve mobile broadcasting technology
LTE, like most classical broadcast technologies, e.g. Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) and MediaFlo,
uses OFDM as the data multiplexing scheme in physical layer, which is perceived as a technology well
suited for broadcasting/multicasting. On the other hand, the 3G UMTS/HSPA uses CDMA that is
62
believed to be less efficient for the same purpose.
3G MBMS has been specified in 3GPP Release 6 for 3G UMTS/HSPA. The objective of MBMS was to
improve the efficiency of spectrum utilization through simultaneous distribution of a single multimedia
stream to multiple mobiles listening in the same channel (instead of transmitting multiple identical
streams at the same time to different mobiles). 3G MBMS service offers typically 6 - 16 multicast
channels at a data rate of 64-128 (up to 256) kbps supporting a combined 1 Mbps data rate on a
5MHz carrier.
IMB is a 3GPP Release 8 standard which enables spectrally-efficient delivery of MBMS services in the
3G TDD bands in a way that is integrated with existing 3G FDD unicast
eMBMS is defined in the
technology.
standard and will deliver

Evolved MBMS (eMBMS) is defined in 3GPP Release 8 and 9 with an
efficient broadcast services.
aim to address the issues of poor coverage at the cell edge and high
power consumption (in the mobile) that present in 3G MBMS. In comparison to 3G MBMS or other
mobile TV technologies, eMBMS brings the following technological advances compared to
broadcasting/multicasting:
•
•
•
•

eMBMS increases spectral efficiency
eMBMS allows flexible spectrum utilization and resource allocation
eMBMS coverage can be formed on demand
eMBMS supports a multitude of radio channels
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Based on 3GPP TS 36.300 LTE E-UTRAN Overall Description; 3GPP TS 23.246 MBMS Architecture and functional
Description; 3GPP TS 25.346 Introduction of the Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) in the Radio Access Network

3GPP TS 43.246 Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) in the GERAN; Martin Bakhuizen and Uwe Horn, "Mobile
broadcast/multicast in mobile networks", Ericsson Review, No. 1, 2005.
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eMBMS increases spectral efficiency
eMBMS has been specified to increase spectral efficiency at cell edge up to 1bps/Hz as of Release 9.
eMBMS offers a 5-fold improvement in data rate in comparison to 3G MBMS offering 20 channels at a
data rate of 256 kbps in a 5 MHz channel. The table below gives a list of video resolutions and their
63
corresponding data rate requirements.
Table 14 - Video resolution and data rate
Type of resolution

Resolution

Typical data rate

QCIF

180 × 144

128 Kbps

QVGA

320 × 240

350 Kbps

SDTV

720 × 576

10 Mbps

HD

1280 × 720

19 Mbps

Full HD

1920 × 1080

25 Mbps

eMBMS allows flexible spectrum utilization and resource allocation
With eMBMS, through OFDMA multiplexing of different types of channels, the same carrier frequency
can be used for broadcasting/multicasting and the conventional point-to-point unicasting.
In addition, radio resources (i.e. frequency subcarriers and time) required by eMBMS multicasting are
only reserved for the duration of a session. At the end of an eMBMS session, the radio resources the
session occupies are released and can be re-used by other unicast sessions.
In contrast, both 3G MBMS and MediaFlo require dedicated radio resources for broadcasting/
multicasting services.

eMBMS coverage can be formed on demand
Another new feature of eMBMS is the Single Frequency Network (SFN) operation, i.e. MBSFN. With
MBSFN, a group of cells are co-ordinated to achieve simulcasting through synchronized transmission
of identical waveforms at the same time from multiple cells. Each MBSFN area can be bound with a
certain set of services. Further, it is possible to semi-statically configure the association between a cell
and a specific MBSFN area. This implies that cost of rolling out an eMBMS service can be reduced.
Since cells with little demand for multicasting service can be first identified and excluded from the
deployment of a specific (set) of multicasting service(s). The feature can be also exploited to support
local or regional variations in demands for content.

eMBMS supports a multitude of radio channels
eMBMS offers the capability to offer many radio channels. The ability for localisation offers an
appealing solution to the need to deliver radio. However the total bandwidth requirement for radio is
comparatively small in the context of overall capacity. LTE without eMBMS delivers radio (as does 3G
technology) today and the requirement to move this service to eMBMS would only be seen as ancillary
if eMBMS were to be rolled out for the provision of other services. Radio services within the fixed
locations are likely to be consumed via the fixed internet connection or via a FM or DAB receiver.
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Typical data rate based on H.264/MPEG-4 encoding with a frame rate of 15Hz - 30Hz. Sources: ETSI TS 102 005 V1.4.1,
March 2010.
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3.1.2

Technological characteristics of eMBMS compare favourably to
other broadcast network solutions

The following overview demonstrates that eMBMS provides significant advances to other broadcast
network solutions. These include in particular:
•

•
•

eMBMS does not
eMBMS only requires upgrades to handset firmware instead of the
require devices with
hardware upgrades required by previous technologies. This should lower the
specialised hardware
cost threshold for OEMs to add this capability into handsets as a standard
feature. OEMs would still want to see significant international demand
instead of fragmentation but the threshold may be much lower.
Efficient spectrum utilisation results in more channels with good resolution thus offering a more
attractive content portfolio.
eMBMS is an integrated part of LTE and therefore promises lower network costs compared to a
dedicated network. However, new network elements (e.g. the Multi-cell/multicast Coordination
Entity) and possibly upgrades of the existing RAN will be required for the introduction of eMBMS;
still suggesting significant investments for each mobile operator in the UK.
64

The following table shows eMBMS compared to other broadcast technologies.
Table 15 - Comparison of broadcast technologies
Main variables

eMBMS

DVB-H

MediaFlo

1Seg

T-DMB

Typical data
rates

5Mbps per
5MHz channel
bandwidth

11-13 Mbps per
6MHz channel
bandwidth

2.8 - 11.2 Mbps
per 6MHz
channel
bandwidth

330 - 660 Kbps
per 6MHz
channel
bandwidth

0,8 - 1.7 Mbps
per 1.5 MHz
channel
bandwidth

Typical number
of video
channels

20 channels

13-18 channels

20 channels

50 channels

7 channels

Resolution

Flexible, Full HD
possible

QVGA, Full HD
possible

QVGA

QVGA

QVGA

Output

Network capabilities and cost
Network vendor
support

Ericsson,
Huawei, ZTE all during 2013

Alcatel-Lucent,
Motorola, NSN status unclear

Qualcomm

Toshiba

Harris
Corporation,
Ecreso

Network rollout
costs

LTE overlay with
3 new network
elements and
upgrades to
existing network

Dedicated
network

Dedicated
network but
infrastructure
sharing with
UMTS possible

Dedicated
network serving
both terrestrial
and mobile
broadcasting

Dedicated
network but
sharing with
DAB possible

Handset capabilities and availability
Handset power
consumption

Potentially
65
high

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Handset impact

LTE handsets
with firmware

HW: DVB-H
receiver

HW: MediaFlo
receiver

HW: ISDB-T
receiver

HW: T-DMB
receiver
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On the network side, rolling-out eMBMS services requires updating eNB firmware and introduction of two logical nodes, i.e.
the Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE) and E-MBMS Gateway (MBMS GW)

65

Based on the need to support a wider channel bandwidth and a more complicated transceiver compared to legacy mobile TV
offerings and MIMO.
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Main variables

eMBMS

DVB-H

MediaFlo

1Seg

T-DMB

upgrades

Handset
availability

Potentially
available in
66
2014

Limited

Limited

Limited

Various
models
available from
LG and
Samsung

Commercial
trials and
services

Only technology
demonstrators
67
at the moment

Trials and
services
worldwide from
2006 to latest
2012

Qualcomm
service
abandoned in
2011

Live services in
Brazil and
Japan - each
with local
flavours

Live service in
South Korea,
Norway, and
China

3.1.3

eMBMS technology can be used for various types of broadcast
applications

eMBMS technology is an innovation in transport technology that offers efficient distribution of identical
content to a large user base. The information from vendors that we have reviewed primarily focusses
68
on the technical aspects of how to build an efficient eMBMS network and the thinking about how
applications may use this technology to create new services for consumers still has to emerge.
For this technology to become a commercial success it requires applications that use it and that offer
a proposition to end customers for which they are willing to pay. The
Applications that require
most established broadcast applications are currently associated with
eMBMS efficiency are yet to
linear TV and radio content and such services are investigated in more
develop
detail in the following section. An initial view of the potential services is
presented in the following table.
Table 16 - Overview of ideas for eMBMS services
End device

Application

Smartphone/tablet

Mobile TV with simulcast streaming of videos of linear programming content. This
service can be identical to replicating current TV services but there are potential
variations, such as more tailored content suitable for small screens. Examples:
• replication of current terrestrial linear TV content
• tailored linear TV content to for small screens
• emergency services content, i.e. public information in extreme situations
Mobile radio with simulcast streaming of audio files with linear programming
content. Examples:
• replication of current AM/FM/DAB linear services
• emergency services content

66

Date of eMBMS handset availability is primarily determined by the product roadmaps and production plans of major handset
manufactures

67

Ericsson in cooperation demonstrated eMBMS at Mobile World Congress 2012 in Barcelona; Huawei set up an eMBMS
innovation centre in Shenzen with a dedicated demonstrator: Samsung appears to have done a technology test mid-2012.

68

Simon Frost, Ericsson, 2012: TV in the Networked Society - Ericsson Investor Day 2012; Thorsten Lohmar, Juan-Antonia
Ibanex, Aurelie Zanin, Mibueal Blockstrand, January 2009: Scalable push file delivery with MBMS, in Ericsson Review 1 2009;
Teleca, February 2011: Increasing broadcast and multicast service capacity and quality using LTE and MBMS.
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End device

Application
Push distribution of video or audio content - in principle this service would provide
all the content to all users for the storage on device. Users then can consume on
demand by choosing amongst the content available on the devices. Example:
•
•
•
•
•

music box service with a library of top 100 songs and actualised each week
podcasts of sports highlights
podcasts of daily or hourly news
podcasts of local news
podcasts of topical specialised news with some form of signup

Application data update services - in principle this could be applications that
receive updates on a regular basis and store content on user devices. Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Connected cars

Push distribution of infotainment data for consumption in cars. This may include
data such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smart connected devices

financial information for personal trading
weather updates
daily electronic newspaper
weekly electronic magazine
event information
updates of application software
game of the day / week
tube / rail flight updates
Data formats of text, video and audio can be merged to create new types of rich
media content to users.

traffic updates
weather updates
music box
update of traffic maps
update of location-based information, e.g. hotels, restaurants etc.
information from emergency services, e.g. warnings, advise etc.

Data updates to large installed bases of installed devices, such as smart meters,
machinery etc. Examples:
• updates of firmware, patches
• updates of settings
• contextual data, e.g. weather data to enable changes in settings etc.

3.2

Market demand for linear content over mobile networks is
uncertain with consumers increasingly demanding control
over their media consumption

In the following section we will show that the current market demand for linear TV content over mobile
networks is uncertain and fluctuating. Furthermore consumer preferences are shifting away from linear
broadcast towards personalised content viewed on demand, i.e. what, when and how to view.

3.2.1

Current market demand for linear TV content over mobile
networks is uncertain and fluctuating

In this section we will show that (a) consumers increasingly use multiple devices for content
consumption, (b) that device take up has led to increased usage for accessing video content, (c) that
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video content is consumed primarily on demand with the exception of large live sporting events, and
(d) that despite portability additional devices are predominantly used at home or at Wi-Fi locations.

(a) Consumers increasingly use multiple devices for content consumption
Increasingly, users have several digital devices available for their consumption of digital content,
demonstrated by the take-up of devices amongst households and individuals. We note the strong
increase of smartphone and tablet penetration in the last year, with smartphone penetration increasing
69
by 12 and tablet penetration by 10 percentage points. On average each UK household now has 3
70
Internet-enabled devices.
71

Table 17- Take up of digital devices amongst households and individuals
Q1 2012

Future

Digital TV households

98%

On-going replacement by connected TVs with Internet which are
72
expected to account for over 50% of TVs by 2016

Games consoles

55%

Stable

Desktop PC

44%

Declining usage due to tablets

Laptop / netbook

68%

Declining usage due to tablets

Tablet

11%

Expected to grow to 35% of households by end 2013

Smartphone

39%

Expected to grow to over 80% of users by 2017

73
74

75

76

Of these devices only TVs are able to receive digital TV either via in-built or external receivers. The
77
other devices can currently access TV primarily using simulcast streaming via the Internet. The
following overview shows that all devices (except older TVs) are able to access the Internet via
broadband home connections (DSL/cable). Laptops, tablets and smartphones are also able to use
mobile broadband, either via in-built capabilities or via additional dongles.
Table 18 - Enablement of devices for broadcast/simulcast TV
Enablement for

Enablement for home

digital TV

broadband via Wi-Fi

TV

Yes

Partially

No

Games console

No

Yes

No

Desktop PC

No

Yes

No
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Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 26.

70

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 26f.

Enablement for mobile broadband

71

PA Consulting on the basis of Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 1 2012, 18 April 2012; Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom
Communications Market Report, page 26f, smartphone penetration based on individuals, all other data based on households.

72

Ovum, 27 January 2012: Multichannel TV Households and Revenue Forecast: 2011–16.

73

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 177.

74

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 65.

75

YouGov, 11 September 2012: Tablets to nearly double in 2013, values for August each year.

76

PA estimate based on Ovum, September 2012: Mobile Phone and Smartphone Forecast: 2012–17 for Western Europe, Tab
UK, 90% of expected over 200 million sold phones will be smartphones.

77

We assume that the user experience for any broadcast over LTE implementation will be highly similar to the experience of
simulcast streaming today.
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Enablement for

Enablement for home

digital TV

broadband via Wi-Fi

Enablement for mobile broadband

Laptop / netbook

No

Yes

No, but additional dongles can be
connected

Tablet

No

Yes

1/3 are enabled78
Additional dongles can be connected

Smartphone

No

Yes

Yes

(b) Device take-up has led to increased usage for accessing video content
The take-up of additional devices has also led to increased usage of these devices for accessing
video content. The BBC iPlayer data below shows an increasing number of requests from tablets and
79
mobile devices, growing from 10% of requests in September 2011 to 26% in September 2012.
Figure 13 - Variables of the operating model for emergency services

Number of TV requests per month [in millions]

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20

Connected TVs

Games consols

Computers

Tablets

Mobile Device

Sep-12

Aug-12

Jul-12

Jun-12

May-12

Apr-12

Mar-12

Feb-12

Jan-12

Dec-11

Nov-11

Oct-11

Sep-11

Aug-11

Jul-11

Jun-11

May-11

Apr-11

0

Unknown

We note the seasonality of video usage with increases during winter months and sporting events. This
may suggest consumption at home or at other pre-arranged locations with friends instead of
consumption on the move.
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Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 62.

79

BBC iStats.
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(c) Video content is consumed primarily on demand with the exception of large live
sporting events
Linear TV content is characterised by simultaneous content distribution and
Consumers want
consumption. However, this is rather a consequence of the evolution of
control over what
broadcasting technology not based on the actual requirement of users. There
content to see when
is no reason to assume that viewers have a requirement to consume a movie
and where.
at the point in time when the broadcaster decides to distribute it; rather that
80
viewers may actually prefer to have control about what, when and where to view this content. As a
result, video content is primarily consumed on demand. This is demonstrated by the graph below,
showing iPlayer TV requests per month from October 2009 to September 2012 increasing steadily
(green line) whilst the share of catch-up and on-demand content (blue columns) remains fairly stable
at around 85 to 87%.
81
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Monthly iPlayer requests [in millions]

Figure 14 - BBC iPlayer TV requests with percentage of simulcast and on-demand content 2009-2012

Linear (TV requests)

Around 13-15% of requests are simulcasts, primarily content from large live sport events or concerts,
as well as live news reports during attention-grabbing events. This live linear TV content requires
distribution via broadcast or simulcast streaming. This results in short-term spikes in simulcast content
during large sporting events, such as the World Cup in June 2010, the UEFA Euro Cup during JuneJuly 2012 and the Olympics in London during July-August 2012.
The Olympics resulted in a one-off increase of simulcast iPlayer requests to 32% with the BBC
offering digital event experience with 24 streaming channels and a plethora of interactive features that
facilitated on-demand viewing and reviewing, such as chapter markers to identify highlights, medal

80

On-demand content in the internet is also available for free whereas linear TV attracts a license fee. This may motive some
users, such as students, to wait until content becomes available on demand and deliberately live without access to linear
content. However, we do not have user data to distinguish between such changes in viewing behaviour and potential
avoidance of TV licenses by cash-strapped viewers. Furthermore the number of TV licenses in the UK has been growing
steadily from 2000 to 2010. See TV Licensing statistics, published on http://www.tvlicensing.co.uk/about/foi-licences-facts-andfigures-AB18.

81

BBC iPlayer stats
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wins and match stats. The survey numbers below also suggest that many viewers were using
multiple screens for their immersive event experience.
83

Table 19 - London 2012 digital media consumption

Approximately how often, if at all, did you use each

Several times a day

Once a day

BBC: 58%

BBC: 16%

ITV: 8%

ITV: 10%

Other TV: 6%

Other TV: 7%

Total: 74%

Total: 33%

BBC Online: 18%

BBC Online: 10%

Online TV: 8%

Online TV: 7%

YouTube: 1%

YouTube: 2%

Total: 27%

Total: 19%

Facebook: 10%

Facebook: 6%

Twitter: 7%

Twitter: 3%

Newspaper sites: 7%

Newspaper sites: 10%

Other: 6%

Other: 7%

Total: 30%

Total: 26%

Mobile: 8%

Mobile: 5%

Tablet: 3%

Tablet: 2%

Total: 11%

Total: 7%

of the following sources to follow the London 2012?
Broadcast TV

Online streaming

Internet

Mobile and table apps

(d) Despite portability these additional devices are predominantly used at home or at
Wi-Fi locations
With laptops, tablets and smartphones being designed for portability, users' choice about in-built or
auxiliary mobile connectivity is driven largely by where they intend to use these devices for accessing
the Internet.
The following graph shows that Internet access at home dominates (77-78%),
followed by the opportunistic use wherever Internet via Wi-Fi is available at
84
work, in other homes or in a public place. Whilst 22-25% of respondents
85
access the internet via mobile phone occasionally only 5% of respondents
live in a household with mobile broadband as the sole broadband connection,
86
down from 7% the year before. the Internet in the UK in 2012

WiFi, as opposed to
mobile broadband, is
the delivery
mechanism of choice

82

BBC website, 15 May 2012: BBC Digital Olympics.

83

YouGov, 29 August 2012: Olympic level coverage, survey of 2103 adults 18+ during 17 - 20 August 2012.

84

Ofcom, 18 April 2012: Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 1; Ofcom, 11 September 2012: Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 2,
please note that multiple responses were possible.

85

Ofcom, 18 April 2012: Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 1; Ofcom, 11 September 2012: Ofcom Technology Tracker Wave 2,
please note that multiple responses were possible.

86

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 332.
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Figure 15 - Internet access in the UK in 2012
90%

percentage of respondents

80%
70%

Opportunistic access wherever Internet
becomes available via Wi-Fi

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
at home

at work

in someone
else's home

3772 respondents in Q1 2012

public place anywhere using anywhere using
(library, school, wifi/mobile
phone
university,
broadband
internet café)
2893 respondents in Q2 2012

Even when using the most portable devices, like tablets and mobile phones, home usage still
dominates:
•
•

87% of tablet owners use them predominantly at home, followed by 7% while travelling and 4%
87
while at work.
18% of individuals with Internet on their mobile phones use this predominantly at home (mostly via
88
Wi-Fi), 60% equally at home and outside, and 21% predominantly not at home. When outside
home 53% of total mentions relate to other indoor locations with Wi-Fi, such as pubs, work or
89
other homes, whilst only 46% of mentions to travelling or outside. In balance this may result in
about 3/4 of usage using Wi-Fi and fixed broadband. Wi-Fi coverage is expanding rapidly and
90
whole city centres may soon provide near-seamless coverage.

This suggests that consumers may be choosing deliberately limited mobility for their additional devices
instead of the full mobility offered by current mobile broadband.
We believe that watching a movie whilst standing on the street may be of limited attractiveness and
people rather prefer to search for a quiet comfortable place to sit down and enjoy their entertainment many of these are already equipped with Wi-Fi. This condition may also apply for people whilst
travelling, in particular rail commuters and back seat passengers in cars but we have not found any
research data that helps to quantify this demand.
The Rail Safety and Standards Board is currently identifying requirements for rail mobile
91
communications which include passenger entertainment as one of 30 applications. Whilst the report
mentions mobile TV we believe that the time-bound nature of travel may rather point to on-demand
content, i.e. you would like to start a program at the beginning of the journey instead of jumping into

87

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 64.

88

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 354f.

89

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 356f.

90

Tom Espiner, 3 August 2012: London becomes a Wi-Fi wonderland for the Olympics, published on www.zdnet.com/uk.

91

Mott MacDonald, RSSB, March 2012: Research Programme Engineering - Operational communications Rail mobile
communications requirements.
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the middle of a broadcast movie once you sit down in the car or carriage. Furthermore, the specific
operating requirement on trains, e.g. speed and coverage along tracks, may require the deployment of
92
a network different to standard LTE.
For in-car entertainment, UK law does not permit drivers to use smartphones or similar distracting
devices. At the moment it is unclear, how this rule applies to tablets used on the side seat, if these
may actually provide images that may also disturb the driver. Therefore, most currently used in-car
solutions focus on a combination of traffic information and music. Video or TV entertainment may
actually be limited to the back seat and we believe that the time-bound nature of travel may favour ondemand content.
Using this data we estimate that approximately 94% of streaming consumption may occur whilst
93
having access to Wi-Fi and a fixed broadband connection. This would result around 1.9 million
simulcast TV requests per month may originate using mobile broadband, a number which may reach
94
over 4 million during major sporting events. We estimate that the average number of simulcast
95
requests over mobile broadband may reach around 6 million TV requests by 2017. However, there
are significant uncertainties associated with this estimate, because the current share of TV requests
originating from mobile broadband is unknown and consumers may prefer less and less linear TV
content, particularly on tablets and smartphones. This is analysed in the following section.

3.2.2

Consumer preferences are shifting towards personalised content
viewed on-demand

This section analyses what consumers would like to watch on these devices and demonstrates that
there is a significant and growing consumer trend to personalised content available on-demand. This
is at odds with the linear TV content available on broadcast devices for accessing the Internet.
Therefore the market demand for broadcast services over LTE may be limited.

This section shows (a) that consumers increasingly demand specialised and
personalised content, (b) that consumers get screens additional to TV for the
interaction not available on broadcast, and (c) that this trend for interactive ondemand media consumption is highest amongst young users.

The trend towards
personalised content
is likely to limit the
demand for mobile TV
broadcasts.

92

The RSSB is also investigating a range of deployment scenarios from On-Train LAN to Track-side WAN which may differ from
the regular deployment of LTE services in the UK. Mott MacDonald, RSSB, March 2012: Research Programme Engineering Operational communications Rail mobile communications commercial options.

93

PA estimate based on BBC iStats: BBC iPlayer TV requests per device type and the following assumptions:
(a) connected TVs and games consoles: 100% are used at home via fixed broadband,
(b) computers: 40% of computers are desktop PCs with 100% fixed broadband usage and 60% of computers are laptops with
95% fixed broadband usage,
(c) tablets: 66% of tablets do not have mobile broadband capability and are using 100% fixed broadband, 33% of tablets have
mobile broadband capability with 95% fixed broadband usage (7% use them whilst travelling but only a proportion of this may
actually be when not in reach of a Wi-Fi connection),
(d) mobile devices have 3/4 fixed broadband usage, fixed broadband usage combines usage at home and at other Wi-Fienabled locations.

94

PA estimate based on 150 million iPlayer requests plus an uplift of 50% to account for other players based on BBC iStats and
Sky, November 2012: Sky Stat Attack November 2012;
a simulcast share on average of 14% and during sport events of up to 32% based on BBC iStats,
and 6% of requests from devices connected via mobile broadband (94% for non-mobiles).

95

PA estimate based on linear trend continuation of iPlayer and other player requests, 14% simulcast share and an increase of
requests originating from mobile networks to 10%.
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(a) Consumers increasingly demand specialised and personalised content
In every year since 2004 the share of the main five public service broadcast (PSB) channels has
96
continued to decline to reach just over 50% in 2011. Primarily viewers shifted to a larger number of
97
specialised channels from the same broadcasters. This is demonstrated by the following overview.
98

Table 20 - Number of digital UK TV channels

Number of channels

Audience share

Development since 2004

Main PSB

5

53%

- 5 percentage points

PSB portfolio

36

20%

+ 13 percentage points

Other digital

161

27%

- 8 percentage points

Total

202

100%

With Freeview alone there are 68 national and 14 regional digital terrestrial channels available.
These include PSB channels and additional (mostly free) channels. Thirteen further Freeview
100
channels are available via broadband streaming.

99

With the advent of online streaming, further channels have become available from existing
broadcasters and pure Over-the-Top (OTT) service providers. By Q3 2012 over 20 companies were
101
offering services in the UK. Many of these offer a large selection of content with many users
frequently switching their supplier. As one of the heads of an OTT service calls this 'Online, we're
102
promiscuous.'
The global reach as well as flexibility and relatively low setup costs of streaming enables those service
providers to cater for highly specialised user groups and even temporary events, both on demand and
simulcast for live events. The BBC Digital Olympics via iPlayer offered 24 HD channels covering every
103
venue, event and type of sport. This rich experience offered by the BBC during London 2012 may
104
explain the temporary rise of simulcast on iPlayer, because it enabled interested viewers to focus on
the particular sport they are interested in, instead of watching the pre-selected linear programme
available on traditional broadcast.
In October 2011 Google and its subsidiary YouTube announced the creation of over 100 online TV
channels, with Google providing seed financing of $100 million for unique content. By November 2012
105
YouTube offered 18 featured and personalised channels in the UK. YouTube offers highly
personalised content with recommendations and information about what friends are watching. Beyond
the convenience for the viewer, knowing viewers individually also enables Google to offer highly

96

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 160.

97

Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 159f.

98

PA analysis based on Broadcast Audience Research Board (BARB), February 2012: Trends in Television Viewing 2012;
Freeview Channel Guide Autumn 2012; Ofcom, 18 July 2012: Ofcom Communications Market Report, page 162; please note
that not all Freeview channels are included by BARB and there are on-going changes.

99

PA analysis based on Freeview Channel Guide Autumn 2012; please note that not all Freeview channels are included by
BARB and there are on-going changes.

100

PA analysis based on Freeview Channel Guide Autumn 2012; please note that not all Freeview channels are included by
BARB and there are on-going changes.

101

Ovum, October 2012: OTT TV Development Tracker Q3 2012.

102

Anthony Rose, former Head of BBC iPlayer, now co-founder of social TV service Zeebox, in BBC Click, 25 January 2012:
Can Netflix compete with 'offline' TV? Who will win the video streaming 'war'?

103

BBC website, 15 May 2012: BBC Digital Olympics.

104

BBC iStats.

105

Based on https://www.youtube.com/user/YouTubeShowsGB.
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targeted advertising, narrowed down to individuals, their location, their general search and viewing
habits, as well as the programme that they are currently watching. For example a viewer in South
London watching a show on cooking Spanish food may see a targeted ad from a Spanish tapas place
nearby. New forms of interactive channels may even be built around the interactive involvement for
users for their entertainment and for selling.
Given the existing fragmentation of digital channels (200+) and the emerging personalised content
consumption enabled by video streaming, we believe that offering an attractive linear TV broadcast
experience with a limited number of channels over LTE may prove difficult.

(b) Consumers get additional screens to TV for the interaction not available on
broadcast
Beyond watching TV on the main screen at home, we also need to consider consumer preferences
when using multiple screens.
There have been ample studies on multiple screen viewing, demonstrating
106
between 75% and 85% of TV viewers use other devices at the same time.
However, multi-screen viewing does not necessarily imply multi-broadcast but
rather focusses on using these screens for interactive activities as
demonstrated in the following overview.

The second screen is
predominantly used
for fact checking or
unrelated tasks, often
prompted by TV
broadcasts.

107

Figure 16 – Overview of second screen activities

A study by Google on consumer media behaviour over a 24-hour period found that on average only
22% of simultaneous usage is complementary, whereas 78% is unrelated multi-tasking, around 90%
108
of which involves TV as one of the screens.
When viewing high profile live events, users tend to be more involved in complementary multi-tasking.
During the US presidential debates on live TV, 41% of viewers intended to fact check candidate's

106

Stuart Dredge, The Guardian, 29 October 2012: Social TV and second-screen viewing: the stats in 2012.

107

PA Consulting Group based on data summarized in this section.

108

Google, August 2012: The New Multi-screen World: Understanding Cross-platform Consumer Behavior, survey of 1,611 US
participants, page 28.
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109

claims and 39% intended to follow the live reactions of political reporters. During the Euro 2012
football tournament, 37% of UK fans used another device on related complementary activities, with
65% visiting related social networking sites and Twitter, 17% other related websites and 16% placing
110
bets.
However, often the second screen is also used for largely unrelated multi-tasking, filling in periods of
advertising and of non-captivating programmes. YouGov found that of the 75% of people who watch
TV with a second device, 65% are surfing the Internet, 60% are emailing and 48% are using social
111
networks.
112

Google's study also found that 90% are moving from one device to another to accomplish a task,
switching to computers for information and productive tasks, to smartphones for keeping connected
113
and to laptops for entertainment-oriented interactions at home. Whilst the TV is often a starting point
114
and around 70% of search occasions are prompted by TV, consumers then want to act
115
spontaneously and get a sense of accomplishment'.
This is also demonstrated by research from Ofcom which shows that the rise of tablets (often also
called the fourth screen after TV, computer and smartphone) has led to increases in interactive
activities, such as Internet browsing (more for 37% of respondents) and social networking (more for
23% of respondents), at the expense of passive consuming, such as using audio players (less for 18%
116
respondents) and broadcast TV (less for 16% respondents).
117

Figure 17 - Tablet's impact on user activities
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watch broadcast TV
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According to research from RedBee the broadcast industry is not capitalising on the opportunities
offered by multiple screens with 'only 19% of respondents positively rate their ability to engage with TV
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shows', however, if synchronous companion apps are provided and used, 78% think they are a good
118
way to interact with their favourite TV show. The BBC in reportage on the future of broadcasting
also shows potential scenarios for a more interactive user experience which can drastically alter the
119
broadcast world to date.
As a result, we believe that consumers are deliberately looking for additional screen devices, because
of their interactive capability, not primarily in order to replicate the existing passive viewing experience
of broadcast TV. Hence, consumer interest in another passive broadcast TV service over LTE may be
limited.

(c) The trend for interactive on-demand media consumption is highest amongst young
users
Whilst usage of video streaming on BBC iPlayer alone grew more than three-fold
120
from 2009 to 2012, this average number hides the fact that usage of video
streaming is significantly higher amongst young users. The following graph
shows that for the 16-24s 48% use online catch up TV and 58% watch video
121
clips/webcasts. For the 65+ only 18% use online catch up TV and 11% watch
video clips/webcasts.

16 to 24 year olds
watch significantly
more downloaded
video content.
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Figure 18 - Proportion of adults with home internet who watch online catch-up TV 2009 to 2012
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Whilst for 66% of 65+ TV is the media activity missed the most, for the 16-24s this only stands at 21%,
124
with the mobile taking first place. For this age group, consuming traditional broadcast TV with predefined linear content appears to become a secondary media activity, with on-demand media
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consumption taking over. In 2011 US male 18-24s spent more time with video streaming than with live
TV, with 58% subscribing to specific channels and 64% sharing video content online on a weekly
125
basis.
126

Of the 16-24s, 98% use a mobile phone and 70% use a smartphone. A third of them live in
127
households without landline phone, but only 11% do not have Internet at home. The TV screen
simply becomes an auxiliary screen on which interesting video content stored (or streamed to) the
smartphone may be displayed via Wi-Fi.
Young people may take their mobile-centric interactive media habits with them as they age and thus
affect the composition of the UK average, amplifying the replacement of passive watching with
interactive media consumptions. For investment into telecom networks, such as LTE, which are built
on the assumption of lasting more than 10 years, the media consumption habits of young users today
have a significant impact on those investment decisions.

3.2.3

Listening to radio on mobile devices may have limited demand
and competes directly with existing radio

Whilst the previous sections analysed linear TV this section focusses on linear radio. Radio is less
data-intensive and may therefore offer a much wider choice of channels compared to TV within a
given bandwidth constraint. Radio as a service is more suited to mobility than TV and, by its nature, is
live linear content. The use case shows that radio maybe listened to on demand however most users
want to listen to live radio.
128

Approximately 25% of iPlayer requests are for radio. However, only 6% of these requests actually
129
originate from mobile phones. This value is significantly below the 14% of mobile requests for video
130
and may suggest that demand for such services may be rather limited.
We believe that the low adoption of UK-based radio may be due to the fact that listeners can easily
listen to the music they have already stored on their devices, select what they want to hear and all
without disturbances from advertising or coverage limitations underground. Mobile phones enable
access to an online music store often coupled with enhanced features like social media integration
131
and tailored suggestions.
Furthermore, FM receivers in mobile handsets have been available for some time, with several
132
Samsung and Motorola devices on the market. Combo chips lower the price point for manufacturers
and some phones, like the iPhone 5, already contain such chipsets, even when their firmware does
133
not use this. eMBMS also requires firmware adaptions, adding FM to smartphones may be
significantly less costly than adding linear radio to LTE handsets and, on top, build a new network to
provide radio broadcast signals via LTE.
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3.3

We do not see a business case for operators to build a
mobile TV broadcast network within the near future

Whilst broadcast over LTE might be a technically elegant approach to deliver broadcast services to
consumers, it is unclear who would invest in such a network and how this investment may be
monetized. Operators have already been unsuccessful in launching subscription-based mobile TV
services in the past and we do not see any interest of them repeating this experience. We also do not
see any evidence that broadcasters may be willing to launch such services if they have to pay for the
network. Lastly, operators may consider using eMBMS as a cost saving tool to offload broadcast
streaming traffic, if and when such traffic were to grow significantly.

3.3.1

Operators have not yet identified a strategy to make subscribers
pay for mobile TV services

For mobile TV no successful business model has been identified yet and operators are caught
between the free service delivery of existing TV services and the need to make someone pay for their
network.
In traditional broadcast services, broadcasters build networks to transmit their
linear TV content to consumers. The TV license fee, subscription or advertising
funding paid for the network (see service demarcation B on figure 17).
With the arrival of the Internet, this model changed and subscribers pay the
network operator for providing network access (service demarcation A).
Content is often available for free but several over-the-top video libraries like
Netflix or Lovefilm have established a commercial paid service.

Consumers may not
be willing to pay for a
network where they
do not decide what
content they receive.

For mobile TV, broadcasters appear to offer their linear services up to service demarcation A and
mobile operators have attempted to make end customers pay for the service. However, consumers
have not been willing to pay, leaving operators without sufficient revenue streams for the provision of
network and services. This is demonstrated in the following overview.
Figure 19 - Value chain for broadcast, streaming and mobile TV
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Past mobile TV services were largely not successful

Past attempts of mobile operators to launch mobile TV services with separate broadcast networks
using IMB, DVB-H and MediaFlo have largely not been successful, networks were closed and
134
investments were written down.
MNOs intended to use mobile TV services as part of enhanced service packages with the intention to
135
recover spectrum and network deployment costs. However, most of these services were not
successful and penetration rarely surpassed 2% of the relevant subscriber base. This is demonstrated
in the following overview.
136

Table 21 - Overview of abandoned MNO mobile TV offerings
Operator, country

Mobile TV
launch date

Mobile TV
subscribers end
2011 [millions]

Mobile TV penetration
of subscriber base
end 2011 [%]

Mobile TV service
status

BT, UK

2006

-

-

Terminated

Verizon, US

2007

0.1

0.1%

Terminated

T-Mobile, Germany
Vodafone, Germany
O2, Germany

2008

-

-

Terminated

3 Italy, Italy
Vodafone, Italy
Tim, Italy

2006

1.5

1.6%

Terminated

Reasons for the poor success rate of past mobile TV services were principally:
•

•

•

Unattractive content: Whilst standard linear TV was mostly made available this content did not
137
Often the content was not tailored to the
provide a rich enough user experience for consumers.
small screen of a mobile phone and the more intermittent time available to smartphone users.
Subscriptions for monetization: Operators were asking for monthly subscriptions but user demand
for such services is very limited. Price sensitivity is high and the maximum acceptable price for
138
most users is USD5 per month.
No choice of handsets: Fragmented standards worldwide and low initial take up did not provide
139
the economies of scale required by OEMs.

In our view, eMBMS may still suffer from the same issues. Our review of market demand in the
previous section only shows significant consumer demand during sporadic live events, such as the
Olympics but continuous demand for linear TV may be limited. Monetizing this viewer demand from
users appears to be difficult which would require some form of advertising-based monetization.
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However, OTT streaming players, such as Google, may be in a better position to do so. We will review
handset technology considerations further below.

Successful mobile TV services may not be replicable in the UK
Mobile TV services with significant user penetration may not necessarily commercially replicable in the
UK, in particular as the mature UK market requires operators to recover all mobile TV costs instead of
140
subsidising such services. To our knowledge there are only three countries with successful mobile
TV services worldwide. These are presented in the following overview.
141

Table 22 - Overview of mobile TV offerings with significant penetration
Operator, country

Mobile TV
launch date

Mobile TV
subscribers end
2011 [millions]

Mobile TV
penetration of
subscriber base end
2011 [%]

Mobile TV service
status

Tu Media, South Korea
KBS, South Korea MBC,
South Korea SBS,
South Korea YTN DMB,
South Korea
Korea DMB, S. Korea
U1 Media, South Korea

2005

17.4

33.1%

Live

Oi, Brazil
Brazil

TIM,

2008

70.0

28.9%

Live

KDDI, Japan
NTT,
Japan
Softbank,
Japan

2006

18.0

13.9%

Live

However, high user penetration may not necessarily point to successful a business model which can
be replicated in the UK:
•

•

140

In Brazil operators used mobile TV as customer acquisition tool during the rapid growth phase of
the market. They planned to recover the initial outlay with the margins from other services,
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growth potential may limit such a strategy in the UK. In addition, the Brazilian government required
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In the idiosyncratic markets of South Korea and Japan operators exercised a large control over
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handset features, thus ensuring that most handsets provided the required support. Furthermore,
providing local content and existing maturity of other data services may have facilitated consumer
adoption. In the UK, operators have only limited control over handset features with OEMs largely
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144

deciding on their own what they intend to provide. OEMs bundle their handsets with readilyavailable OTT streaming content (e.g. Apple iTunes, Google Play etc.) which may limit the
attractiveness of operators' mobile TV (or radio) offerings.

3.3.2

Broadcasters in the UK may not be interested in investing into a
mobile TV broadcast distribution network

Another option for financing a mobile TV broadcast network may be to replicate the financing structure
of traditional broadcast where broadcasters pay for the distribution network. Our interviews with
broadcasters could not confirm any intention to do so.
Under such a scenario operators could provide a managed network service to a broadcaster who
would retain the responsibility for developing a monetization strategy. Attractive content will be the
driver for user adoption and content providers, rather than network operators, have a much larger
control on creating the experience for consumers that make this successful.

Creating this attractive user experience goes far beyond establishing a
distribution network like eMBMS and requires addressing how and in what
context viewers would consume. This may require significant investment into
creating appropriate content. For example current TV content is optimised for
screens of approximately 42 inches. Viewing the same content on the small
screen estate of a smartphone may be difficult, particularly for the team sport
events that constitute a significant proportion of live linear content. A
screenshot of a sky sports football demonstrates this issue clearly.

To justify eMBMS
investment by
broadcasters, they
would need to see
value in different TV
experience.

145

Figure 20 - Example Sky sports view on smartphone

We also note that a significant proportion of live linear content may actually relate to sports events for
which exclusive distribution rights are in the hands of commercial broadcasters. Therefore, any
regulatory intervention that may force operators to carry the cost and risk of building an eMBMS
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network in order to provide free content distribution for commercial broadcast provider may be difficult
to argue.

3.3.3

Operators may consider deploying eMBMS to offload LTE traffic
to save network capacity costs

Beyond deploying eMBMS in order to offer a new service, eMBMS may be used by operators as a
cost saving tool to replace costly LTE capacity upgrades for simulcast
streaming. This is demonstrated by the following graph that showing
Operators may
incremental costs to operators for transporting linear content traffic. eMBMS by
eventually deploy
eMBMS, likely only
its nature offers significantly more efficient distribution of linear content than
when traffic is
streaming where each stream is distributed individually.

sufficient to justify the
investment.

The red line shows the largely fixed costs for building and maintaining an
eMBMS network whereas the blue line shows the largely variable costs for adding capacity to the LTE
networks. These upgrade costs vary according to phases: (1) Initial LTE rollout provides operators
with a set amount of capacity within the basic rollout costs and incremental costs are close to zero. (2)
As capacity usage grows additional capacity will need to be activated and operators incur incremental
costs in proportion to these upgrades. (3) If and when the LTE network reaches capacity limitations,
such as spectrum limitations, then adding additional capacity results in significant incremental costs.
Figure 21 - Incremental cost for total simulcast traffic

With newly built LTE networks, UK operators are currently clearly in the first phase of roll-out. At the
moment we do not see yet any significant movement to the right, i.e. towards increased simulcast
traffic. We believe that such a movement will not be driven by operators but is primarily in the hands of
OTT content providers, including broadcasters, OTT content providers, application providers etc. Key
drivers for such a movement may be:
•

Significant increase in the simulcast data volumes transmitted in current
OTT content offerings from players like BBC, Sky, ITV and other OTT
content providers. This may be achieved by a combination of the following:
– Significant increase in the amount of tailored simulcast content provided
by OTT players, such as broadcasters, for viewing by smartphones and
tablets on the move.
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Deploying eMBMS for
cost savings is
contingent on a
significant uptake of
simulcast distribution.

– This should be coupled with significant marketing promotional efforts by broadcasters to
increase viewing of simulcast content on smartphone and tablets leading to changes in
consumer viewing habits towards linear programming content instead of on-demand content.
– Better identification and tracking of simulcast traffic from mobile devices by OTT content
providers will be essential to help to identify when demand takes off and establish a credible
investment case for eMBMS within an operator.
•

Innovation in eMBMS and the ecosystem around it to enable a range of end user services beyond
subsidised or subscription-based linear mobile TV offerings. This may include:
– Identifying users, their location and current usage to enable better monetization based on
advertising.
– Feedback channel to enable more contextualised push services, e.g. the service would become
rather like a friend suggesting information instead of a constant stream of unwanted information.
– Technological innovation in handsets to increase temporary storage. This could enable
simulcast distribution of content but for on-demand viewing.
– Use of eMBMS to deliver content to static TV sets as an additional mechanism for the delivery
of content.

Ofcom should consider monitoring these innovations with a view to considering the impact on
spectrum if take-up becomes significant.
•

Change from pull to push distribution of content in the Internet: The current prevalent model for
content distribution is via pull from end users, i.e. the end user initiates a request and then
receives the content. With push the initiation is at the other side with the sender initiating the
transmission to users which then have the choice of either receiving it or not. Changing from pull
to push may have the following repercussions:
– A change from pull to push would require changes to the data distribution model in many
applications and potentially also require storage on devices, so that users can consume on
demand.
– There may be significant commercial impact, because it puts the prevalent 'user pays for data
transport' in question. The discussion on net neutrality may also change once users are
requested to pay with their subscription for content/data that they have not requested.

Establishing a case for investment into eMBMS will require establishing a wider ecosystem beyond the
established pathway of vendor selling to operator but requires crucially the involvement of OTT
content and application players to establish a pull for this network service.
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4 LTE OFFERS THE
POTENTIAL TO ENABLE
A LARGE NUMBER OF
CONNECTED SMART
SERVICES
Having addressed the impact of LTE on the broadcast and emergency
services sectors, in this chapter PA broadens the scope to consider the impact
of LTE on a wider range of services. Beyond improving current services, we
have identified three overarching categories, where each includes a further
three sub-topics which we believe may impact the introduction of new
services. These are:
• Development of new personal consumer services which require
connectivity:
– Social computing will be enhanced by contextual information but also
enable reality mining of human social behaviour
– Ubiquity makes connectivity and technology ever more embedded
into our daily activities.
– Connected gaming will keep people entertained and will have a major
impact on the future of learning
• Development of new enterprise and business-oriented communication and
information services:
– Enterprise efficiency applications for collaboration across boundaries
– Big data captured remotely and processed in the cloud will help
organisations gain insight from unstructured data
– Digital business will facilitate the customer journey from collection
information to final delivery and monetization
• Development of smart infrastructure with a large number of connected
assets:
– Connected vehicles will make road transport more intelligent
– City infrastructure will become smarter
– Telehealth will help an ageing population manage their health
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In all of these services LTE is a key enabling technology acting as a hygiene
factor for service introduction: The absence of LTE can prevent services,
however, LTE on its own requires other parallel developments in end devices,
applications, solution engineering and market supply chains to make
widespread introduction of such services successful.

4.1

LTE will make current application services faster and
richer in data

The introduction of 3G has already supported a large number of data-oriented services and
applications. At the most simple these are email and Internet browsing but now also include many
mobile apps that require a data connection to some form of backend system.
For many users of those existing services the introduction of LTE will not appear to be revolutionary
but, instead, offer gradual improvements in accessing services and receiving data. Whilst this appears
not as a 'big bang' improvement, users may benefit from better usability and may tend to use these
services more often and migrate usage away from fixed line to mobile.
Operators may expect a reliable baseline demand, expanding over time as new services come along.

4.2

We have identified nine themes to showcase the potential
for new application services enabled by LTE

In this section we provide visions about connected applications via LTE in the future. Clearly, some of
these visions will not necessarily be realised exactly in the way we describe. Nevertheless they serve
as an indication what may become possible. The figure below shows the nine new services categories
in the areas of personal, enterprise and smart public services.
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Figure 22 - New potential services enabled by LTE

In most cases, LTE per se is not the driver for realisation but a key enabler. In
our view, LTE by itself will not overcome barriers to implementation of new
services, because it constitutes only one enabling element within the complex
technology, supply chain and regulatory environment necessary to implement
each service. However, the absence of LTE will provide a significant inhibitor to
service rollout and adoption, because this limits the use of the most appropriate
technological solution, rendering the services less viable or reducing reliability.

For many innovations
LTE is a critical
enabler but not a
driver.

For each of these service we have therefore assessed how strong LTE service features (higher
bandwidth, improved responsiveness and improved quality of experience) impact each of these
service ideas. This is demonstrated on the vertical axis on the following graph. On the vertical axis we
show the likely size of the opportunity based on the number of connected devices, the speed of
adoption and price sensitivity. We expect that within the time horizon of this study of 2017, many of the
services may have developed but are unlikely to have reached a point of maturity.
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Figure 23 - Impact of LTE on new services and size of opportunity by 2017
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We explain each of these services in more detail below.
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4

5

4.2.1

Social computing will be enhanced by contextual
information but also enable reality mining of human
social behaviour

Table 23 - Impact of LTE on future social computing services
Description
Social computing is already part of the daily life of
many young consumers but will become more
pervasive and embedded into the environment.
• By tagging digital resources, such as photos,
videos, files people enable others to contextualise
them. Other intelligent web features provide
geographical location, semantic context, machine
learning, knowledge representation and
reasoning, and computational perception.
• The trend is to increasingly turn the data available
on the web into information, and information into
knowledge, and to provide it in ways that human
beings can cognitively relate to.
• Reality mining describes the use of machinesensed environmental data relating to human
social behaviour. This may be used to spot
patterns that can be used for modelling workplace
interaction, crowd movements, health monitoring,
predicting disease vectors and so forth.

Implications
• More intelligent systems will free up human
intelligence and discretion for higher value activities.
• Increasing ‘intelligent’ automation will impact widely
on the future of work, cannibalising some jobs and
creating new ones.
• A challenge is to avoid automation increasing
frustration and overcomplicating what was previously
simple.
• Although technologies such as Semantic Web
standards are progressing slowly they will ultimately
allow for richer automated machine-to-machine
interactions as the technology allows for the
communication of the meaning and context of data.
• More intelligent systems will free up human
intelligence and discretion for higher value activities.
• Increasing ‘intelligent’ automation will impact widely
on the future of work, cannibalising some jobs and
creating new ones.
• A challenge is to avoid automation increasing
frustration and overcomplicating what was previously
simple.
• Making information more contextual and relevant will
demand trade-offs in privacy and sharing of personal
data but there is a risk that widespread reality mining
may without transparency and disclosure may
alienate many people.

Current Services

How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers

• Social media
• Location based services
• Peer-to-peer

• Social media are already going mobile but LTE
bandwidth will help this trend to continue.

Future Services

How LTE contributes to future service introduction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Some of the future services, i.e. rich media or
immersive social experience, may be bandwidth
hungry to be successful. LTE can provide this
capability.
• Others, such as contextual services, are sensitive to
low delays between event and feedback information.
LTE's always-on enables the low session delay
required.

Rich social media
Immersive social experience
Tagged digital data, viral video
Infotainment
Contextual services
Augmented reality
Community hubs
Reality mining
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4.2.2

Ubiquity makes connectivity and technology
ever more embedded into our daily activities

Table 24 - Impact of LTE on ubiquitous services
Description
Ubiquity encompasses a range of trends including
the ‘anytime, anyplace, anywhere’ vision of
pervasive computing, the environmental monitoring
and control of ‘ambient intelligence’ and sensor
networks, widely available high quality broadband
network coverage.
• Ubiquity describes a world where technology
blends with into the environment becoming
embedded in clothing, vehicles, objects (The
Internet of Things), and buildings.
• Ubiquity imagines a world where processing
power becomes so distributed across the
environment that computers per se disappear and
information becomes accessible from almost
anywhere anytime and is delivered in a manner
appropriate to location and context.
• As intelligence and data increasingly migrate from
individual devices into the network that connects
them and become more deeply embedded into
the environment around us, the interface that
governs the nature of our interactions becomes
ever more important. Ambient intelligence seeks
to provide us with the information we need in the
most appropriate and unobtrusive way possible
and will rely on embedded devices, such as
sensors, smart controllers in the objects around
us, integrated communications infrastructure, and
intelligent agents with context awareness.
Current Services
• M2M
• Internet of Things

Future Services
•
•
•
•
•

Biometric recognition
Augmented reality
3d video
Ambient intelligence
Learning-based artificial intelligence

Implications
• Ubiquity could be considered to be the next
generation of the evolution of the internet creating
enormous potential for innovation, new products,
services and business models.
• There is a risk inherent in this world of increased
technology mediation that new levels of frustration
may be brought in by overcomplicating that which is
already working and straightforward.
• Ubiquity will present great challenges to established
notions of privacy requiring a trade-off between
sharing personal information and increased
convenience
• Many of challenges are business model rather than
technology related e.g. ownership of the customer in
multichannel delivery
• In order to capitalise on ambient intelligence
organisations will increasingly need to engage with
anthropologists, since a greater understanding of
human behaviour will be key to success.
• The vision of ambient intelligence is bold and will
require the integration of a complex mix of
technologies from relatively simple sensor to learningbased artificial intelligence applications.

How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers
This area is primarily mobile with many objects
connected seamlessly. LTE will offer bandwidth and
potentially the cost advantages required for large-scale
introduction.
How LTE contributes to future service introduction
Most of these services require large bandwidths not
available with classic mobile services.
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4.2.3

Connected gaming will keep people entertained and
will have a major impact on the future of learning

Table 25 - Impact of LTE on connected gaming services
Description
People like playing electronic games as evidenced
by the size of the market which is estimated to be
US$112 billion by 2015, surpassing that of the
global film industry.
• Gamification (also known as serious gaming)
seeks to employ the gaming challenges of risk
and reward within the enterprise in order to
motivate employees and allow them to learn new
skills and behaviours.
• It is also being used to create more compelling
engagement with customers and gather valuable
data on their behaviour.
• Gaming can also be used in a societal context by
governments who are keen to get their message
across in a new and compelling way and to
attempt to push messages to, and interact with,
demographics who may not normally wish to
engage with them.
Current Services
• Multi-player games
• Training
• Online betting, gambling

Implications
• There is more to gaming that simply awarding virtual
trinkets and prizes. To modify behaviour games must
provide a suitably challenging balance of risk and
award that will encourage repeat plays to embed
learning
• Gaming will have a major impact on the future of
learning
• Gamification will be used create a positive link with
brands and reward desired behaviour e.g. taking
medicine or going to the gym
• Used creatively gamification can be used to engage
workers in otherwise mundane tasks
• Location-based services can allow games to bridge
the real and virtual worlds e.g. the competitive
element of FourSquare
•

How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers
Making things realistic gaming and learning situations
require significant bandwidth. Whilst current fixed
services may offer these speeds, most applications are
predominantly personal and may benefit from the
mobility offered by LTE. mobile

Future Services

How LTE contributes to future service introduction

• Real-time gaming in 3D
• Serious games, training systems

Gradual improvements offered by more realistic
ambient data and 3D.
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4.2.4

Enterprise efficiency applications for collaboration
across boundaries of geography and time will become
the norm

Table 26 - Impact of LTE on future collaboration services
Description

Implications

There is already a well-established market for
collaborative software which will become more
tightly integrated with standard office applications
and start to become used as a matter of course.

According to latest research by Dr Carsten Sørensen of
the London School of Economics (LSE) and PA
Consulting Group (PA), IT is the key enabler for
innovation across the whole business by engaging
people in shaping strategy and services - through
blogs, collaboration tools, online markets, virtual worlds,
and other means. The research concludes that we are
approaching a tipping point, where technology will be
cheap enough and intuitive enough to make
collaboration as valuable a source of innovation to the
business as computation has been a source of
efficiency.

Collaboration with increasingly use easy-to-use
telepresence/video across multiple devices helps to
create virtual meeting spaces and backdrops,
simulating the shared experience in software, rather
than having to create matched physical
environments.
We will also see the widespread use of
telepresence to remotely operate and control
machines, vehicles, and robots, for example in
medical, military, transportation, and repair and
maintenance applications.
Current Services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voice
Mobile email
Mobile Intranet access
Messenger
Blogs
2-factor authentication on mobile

However, key challenges remain, such as:
• How to make these virtual surround systems deliver
similar characteristics to physical meetings
• Security for accessing valuable information
How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers
LTE will increasingly become the connectivity of choice
for many applications, because it provides mobility and
universal yet similar access.

Future Services

How LTE contributes to future service introduction

•
•
•
•

• Future services are largely bandwidth-intensive
applications which LTE will be ideally placed to serve.
• Furthermore, many of these services will not be
required at pre-determined and pre-equipped fixed
locations but on the move with clients, partners etc.
• Even at fixed locations there may be important
operational considerations (i.e. IT departments
having access to identical connectivity) which may
favour LTE mobile connectivity.

Fixed mobile substitution
Thin client on laptop and tablet
Identity management including biometrics
Telepresence with enhanced collaboration suite,
virtual office, virtual meeting space with 3D
surround
• Remote control and maintenance
• Enhanced CRM, enablement of outsourcing,
virtual coach
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4.2.5

Big data captured remotely and processed in the cloud
will help organisations gain insight from unstructured
data

Table 27 - Impact of LTE on big data
Description
Big data technologies describe a new generation of
technologies and architectures designed to
economically extract value from very large volumes
of a wide variety of data, by enabling high velocity
capture, discovery and/or analysis.
• In 2011 the amount of information generated and
replicated will surpass 1.8 zettabytes (1.8 trillion
gb) – a nine fold growth factor in the last 5
146
years.
• Companies have some liability for 80% of the
information in the digital universe at some point in
its life.
• The number of “files” – containers encapsulating
digital information is growing faster than the
information itself as embedded systems generate
their own data.
• Metadata is growing twice as fast as the digital
universe as a whole.

Implications
• More data is being generated than can be stored.
Each Gb stored can generate a petabyte of transient
data e.g. watching digital TV or making a VoIP call.
• New capture, search, discovery and analysis tools
can help organisations gain insight from unstructured
data. Mastering metadata will be the key to managing
big data.
• Better information lifecycle management and new
storage tools can cut costs and improve quality of
stored information.
• Less than a third of information in the digital universe
has minimal security protection; only half the
information that should be protected is protected.

Big data is not created content, nor its consumption
– it is the analysis of all the data surrounding or
swirling around it.
Current Services
•
•
•
•

Security endpoint
M2M
Smart devices, e.g. smart meters
Mobile Device Management

Future Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

146

In-memory computing
Asset tracking, insurance tracking
Digital assistant, recommendation system
Enhanced advertising
Expert systems
Actionable analytics
Avatar strategic big data

How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers
Current limitations on data traffic (bandwidth and cost)
are already holding back service introduction.

How LTE contributes to future service introduction
Key advantages of LTE will be to enable fast session
initiation for contextual services and to support the large
data volumes required for actionable big data services.

IDC 2011: Digital Universe Study.
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4.2.6

Digital business will facilitate the customer journey from
collection information to final delivery and monetization

Table 28 - Impact of LTE services on digital business
Description
For many organisations the digital revolution has
yet to ripple all the way through their organisations:
• Dazzling websites remain disconnected from
mainstream business data and processes
• Companies struggle to deliver a consistent multichannel experience with a single customer truth
(especially with new routes to market and new
channels opening up for them)
• Social media remains marketing’s playtoy when
customer service and product development have
the most to gain from it
• Collaboration with suppliers and customers is
constrained by policy and governance is
confused with marketing, operations, retail or IT
conflicting over ownership and accountability of
digital channels.
• If that isn't enough are they ready for the
proliferation of the connected world, a world
beyond PCs, mobiles and tablets into a plethora
of connected hosts from clothing to fridges, cars
to toothpaste?
Digital Business addresses these challenges endto-end:
• Digital Business is a core part of the corporate
strategy, owned by the board – not siloed to IT or
marketing
• Digital Business integrated in the back office:
Staff, suppliers and clients can collaborate online,
Back end systems e-enabled (e-invoicing etc.), Etransacts with suppliers, partners, stakeholders
• Truly omni-channel (through integration not sticky
tape - I don't understand sticky tape reference)
• No organizational digital ghettos – everybody
thinks and acts digital first
• Create new wave products, breaking new
markets (digitally powered)
• New attitudes to risk - not afraid to try and fail
(Google)
• Not about IT systems - it’s the digital enterprise
Current Services
• CRM
• e-invoicing
• e-transactions
Future Services
•
•
•
•

Mobile CRM
Connected salesman
Mobile order entry and delivery control
Automated individual processes

Implications
• Democratisation of production and distribution + Long
Tail Economics: The public now possess the tools to
create and distribute high (and low!) quality content.
Long tail economics allows niche customers to be
served (this needs explaining)
• The rise of many to many communication
technologies: Peer-to-peer distribution models and
content aggregation platforms such as YouTube
enable viral distribution and compete for consumer
attention share (this doesn't seem relevant)
• The proliferation of choice: People have a vast range
of products, services and content to choose from and
the choice of how and when they consume it.
Attention will be value currency of the modern
consumer (and the implication is?)
• A shift in worldview from product centric to service
centric: Unlike products services cannot be
manufactured in isolation. They are designed with
customers and interdependent with wider service
networks and clusters. The value of a service lies in
the interactions. It’s not the end product that matters,
as much as the experience. In digital business
products are the cost centres and services are the
core value creation processes. Value is only created
through exchange in which the customer participates
with monetization linked to this value.
• Digital business offers the potential for much more
explicit links between order capture and order
processing / delivery / fulfilment. For example, menudriven sales apps on a tablet can be used to create a
mechanistic, predictable, simple process for capturing
sales that be translated straight through to order
processing.
• For many organisations the transition from a
hierarchical command-and-control structure to a more
networked one is challenging. Structure will need to
be re-imagined from a digital perspective according to
the specific digital implications of the business model
and high level strategy as well as ensuring more
effective working between IT and other functions
since IT is primary customer interface.
How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers
LTE will help to make current services go mobile, being
supported on tablets, laptops and smartphones.
How LTE contributes to future service introduction
Beyond providing mobility, LTE in combination with
cloud will address cost barriers, in particular for smaller
companies with a small user base.
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Description

Implications

• Mobile MIS
• Integrated eco-systems

4.2.7

Transport will become more intelligent with vehicles
connected via LTE reducing accidents and congestion

Table 29 - Impact of LTE of future intelligent vehicle applications
Description
Traffic congestion affects worker productivity,
delays deliveries, consumes fuel and contributes to
air pollution. It has been argued for decades that
the best way to fight congestion is through
intelligent transportation systems. However, the
introduction of these technologies has always been
limited by cost.
In recent years the development of real-time
information about road conditions, traffic jams and
other events has become more common, through
services like GPS and Google Maps; but, the next
generation of technologies promises even more
detailed information:
• Roadside sensors: Data from roadside sensors
could help traffic controllers in guiding drivers to
alternative routes; offering information, delivered
to GPS services, in real time.
• Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII): enables
roads, traffic signals and vehicles talk to each
other, and share crucial information automatically,
by using a range of technologies; GPS
navigation, wireless communications, advanced
sensors and on-board computers. E.g. a vehicle
in an accident could send out an automatic
message about the time, location and severity of
the crash to receivers along the roadside, which
would then automatically dispatch emergency
vehicles.
• Intelligent vehicles initially will provide features,
such as collision warning (or reporting via eCall),
driver assistance and automation for low speed.
With LTE, connected cars can receive data on
the environment, traffic and data for
entertainment purposes.
Current Services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fleet management
Telematics
Road charging
Usage-based insurance
Traffic information updates
Location-based services

Implications
• Reduce the number of accidents by providing better
information to drivers and automated systems something that may ultimately result in automatically
piloted vehicles.
• Minimise accident impact: Trimming the time it takes
to react to an accident will result in improving the
efficiency of emergency services but also clear the
roadway after a crash will help to speed traffic flow.
• Congestion prediction: Congestion can be eased by
predicting jams before they form. IBM has developed
software that can examine current traffic patterns and
foresee congestion up to 45 minutes ahead. The
system has achieved up to 90% accuracy in
predicting the volume and speed of drivers in the
central business district of Singapore. The
information is then used to adjust traffic signals to
smooth the flow of traffic.
• Usage-dependent road charging helps to manage
congestion by providing incentives for avoiding traffic
during congestion-prone times.

How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers
Current 2G/3G network infrastructure per se may not
present a direct limitation. However challenges exist in
assuring universal international coverage across
provider boundaries, limited download speeds for in-car
entertainment systems and limitations on travel speeds
of approx. 120 km/h. LTE promises to address these
issues.

Future Services

How LTE contributes to future service introduction

• eCall

Beyond some bandwidth sensitive services, such as
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Description

Implications

• Traffic flow management including CCTV,
electronic signage, traffic light controls
• Speed control radar and ticketing, Congestion
charging systems
• Public transport information systems, vehicle
tracking, safety network including CCTV
• Smart rail management systems
• Emergency warning and situation management
systems, leading to intelligent vehicles

CCTV monitoring, we believe that it is not LTE
technology per se but the way it is implemented that
contributes to service introduction. This may include
factors such as:
• network coverage along transportation routes
(highways and train lines)
• lower cost for LTE-enabled devices for integration, or
even capacity for rent within 3rd party hardware
• enhanced ecosystem of service providers to reduce
service introduction
Some applications will benefit from specific LTE
features, such as increase reliability when travelling at
high speeds.

4.2.8

City infrastructure will become smarter and enable
more efficient usage of highly expensive public assets.

Table 30 - Impact of LTE on city infrastructure
Description
Smart infrastructure comprises intelligent design of
infrastructure using real-world data mining,
obtaining intelligent information from infrastructure,
designing intelligence into infrastructure, and
intelligent use of infrastructure via smart
management systems, traffic management and
autonomous vehicles.
• The Internet of Things (IoT) envisages a world
where all manner of inanimate objects are
connected to the internet interacting with each
other, sensing, measuring, self-diagnosing, and
reporting on their status.
• This will provide the enabler to monitor, control
and optimise the efficiency of the various
elements within smart transport and energy
systems, etc.
• Bound up in the concept of the IoT and the wider
connected world is M2M communication. One
common definition describes it as “connections to
remote sensing, monitoring and actuating
devices”; another is simply “communications
technology that allows machines to speak to one
another”. In both of these, it is usually regarded
that there is a device, linked to a network, with
some degree of communication and business
logic being applied. These connections often
happen via mobile networks, but could also
simply be via wireless or other networks..

Implications
• IoT is an enabler of ‘ambient intelligence’ which
enables us to engage in richer interactions with the
environment and infrastructure in it
• IoT transforms the way in which assets can be
managed and has the potential to hugely disrupt
established supply chains and transform products
into services
• Managing this vast ecosystem of connected objects
is a security challenge with enormous implications for
trust and privacy
• Processing and making sense of the wealth of data
generated by IoT will create information management
and exploitation challenges
• M2M enables intelligent switches and sensors for
fault detection in the grid and allow for live switching
and re-routing when a fault is detected
• Challenges include matching long term deployment
goals with short term technology lifecycles;
developing consumer interest and awareness
(including security and privacy reservations);
integrating M2M on the network with back-end IT
systems; lack of standardisation in key technologies;
and overcoming complexity in the supply chain

Current Services

How LTE helps to overcome current service
barriers

M2M

Current service barriers, such as cost of devices, may
not directly be addressable by LTE. However,
equipment standardisation and proliferation of LTEenabled hardware (i.e. chipsets) will lower adoption

Internet of Things
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Description

Implications
barriers and help to overcome barriers.

Future Services

How LTE contributes to future service introduction

• Connected sensors and device self-diagnosis
• Smart management systems with data mining
capabilities
• Smart buildings with automated monitoring of
lighting, heating, ventilation and cooling to reduce
energy costs
• Utilities with smart meters and energy demand
response to enable usage dependent charging ,
energy generation and storage monitoring with
lead detection
• Environment with device performance data
collection (weather station, environmental
sensors, climate) and control systems
• City estate with monitoring and control of street
lights, public electronic sigs, artwork, water
features
• City security with access control systems for
districts, car parks, buildings, including CCTV,
card access, ANPR systems, biometric access;
security alarm monitoring and despatch, security
vehicle tracking

• Beyond the challenges of overcoming current
barriers, LTE can help to address key issues around
transporting high volumes of data for enhanced
services, such as ambient intelligence data, and
remove cost barriers in collecting this vast amount of
sensor data.
• There are clearly other non-mobile technologies
available as well but using these may require costly
retrofits which may be avoided using LTE.
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4.2.9

Telehealth will help an ageing UK population to take
responsibility for their own care, integrate specific
support and reduce hospital times

Mobile technologies will make a significant contribution to addressing the enormous challenges of
healthcare provision worldwide. Early efforts in Telehealth saw many trials funded by network
operators, NGOs and other interested bodies with mixed results. We are now in a transition phase in
the development of this market. A select number of Telehealth propositions have gained acceptance
and are being more widely adopted. The market is developing and this growth is accompanied by a
rapid increase in the number of software solutions, 'Apps' that potentially offer new modalities of care,
blurring the distinction between a more traditional provision of clinical care by physicians, and the selfadministration of care and well-being.
Table 31 - Impact of LTE of telehealth
Service description

Implications

Telehealth includes technologies such as in-home
patient monitoring, telepharmacy, tele-ICU
(intensive care unit), tele-ED (emergency
department) and teleconsultations. These new
technologies can be used to for fast, efficient,
virtual care delivery and transform healthcare
along the following dimensions:

Benefitting from telehealth do not arise from buying
equipment but from adjusting health provision:

• Patient wellness – telehealth will help the
healthcare industry move towards new models
of accountable care and outcome-based
medicine. There will be an emphasis on
prevention, higher-quality care and early
treatment of chronic conditions, allowing
population risk to be shared more easily
between all industry participants.
• Reduced operating costs and greater
efficiencies –telehealth will reduce
administration and travel overhead and allow
more efficient utilisation of physicians and
nurses. It will be critical in avoiding expensive
readmission penalties.
• Improved access to care – telehealth will
address staff shortages, particularly in rural
areas, by encouraging maximum resource
utilisation and enabling remote delivery of
expert care. This move should increase patient
and caregiver satisfaction.
• Greater outreach – telehealth will allow use of
new technologies to increase reach and
referrals, and improve relationships with local
physicians and community hospitals.

147

• Designing more integrated care pathways: Healthcare
systems are very fragmented and patients are often
confused about how to access services. Implementing
telehealth gives healthcare commissioners and
providers an opportunity to design and implement more
integrated care pathways across specialist secondary
care and community boundaries. This integration can
improve the quality of information available to support
case management, resulting in an improved patient
experience.
• Communicating the benefits of telehealth and training
staff: Realising the benefits of telehealth requires
patients, carers and clinical teams to behave in new
ways. This means healthcare organisations
implementing comprehensive communications and
education and training programmes for patients and
clinicians alike. These programmes should not only
promote the telehealth solution, but also train people to
use the equipment, help them understand what their
readings mean and engage them in managing their
own care.
• Medical devices by their very nature have the potential
to present a hazard - to be a source of harm in normal
use, and more so if misused. Regulations are therefore
a necessary instrument to safeguard users from undue
and unnecessary risks and are based on the principle
of mitigating, to an acceptable level, the potential of a
147
device to cause harm. Complying with these
regulations adds a layer of complexity and delay
compared to other industries. Additionally there are
over 300 NHS organisational units responsible for
acquiring and rolling out telehealth services which need
to adapt further systems, processes and procedures to
use such new services. As a result, service introduction
will be slow initially. However, once first successful
services have been launched the continuous cost
pressure and the large market size may result in large-

PA Consulting Group: Report for the GSMA - Mobile Health Device Regulation.
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Service description

Implications
scale implementations and a significant service market
opportunity. Training staff to deliver services in new
ways: Realising the benefits highlighted in the WSD
report will only be achieved when patients, carers and
clinicians change their existing behaviours and
challenge the way services are currently delivered.
Community teams will, for example, need to work with
an increased awareness of how other parts of the
system can be involved in improved care planning.

Current Services

How LTE helps to overcome current service barriers

•
•
•
•

• Many tele-health applications use synchronous
communications and, hence, are sensitive to data
rates. For example, a useful teleconsultation of a
patient by a remote doctor requires sufficiently good
picture quality to enable the doctor to make a reliable
assessment. We believe that LTE bandwidths will
provide significant improvements.
• Tele-health provides the largest benefits in
geographically remote areas where specialist units are
hard to reach. However, limited coverage of 3G
services in these areas also limit the introduction of
such services. LTE may suffer from the same coverage
limitations initially but there appears to be an
expectation that this may be overcome.
• There are issues with social alarm systems using
DTMS due to call conversions within existing legacy
voice networks. The introduction of LTE services may
present an opportunity for redesigning such services
and address these limitations.

Patient monitoring
Teleconsultation
Telepharmacy
Health provider data integration

Future Services

How LTE contributes to future service introduction

• In-home patient monitoring using data-rich
sensors
• Assisted living, smart hands
• Tele-intensive care unit
• Tele- emergency
• Remote patient condition monitoring
• Remote drug condition distribution
• Health provider data integration

• Whilst LTE provides the opportunity to remove existing
barriers to service introduction, such as bandwidth
limitations, we do not expect this to result in rapid
adoption due to the inherent complexity in this industry.
be a fast and easy ride. Medical devices by their very
nature have the potential to present a hazard - to be a
source of harm in normal use, and more so if misused.
Regulations are therefore a necessary instrument to
safeguard users from undue and unnecessary risks
and are based on the principle of mitigating, to an
acceptable level, the potential of a device to cause
148
harm. Complying with these regulations may result in
adding a significant delay to the introduction of devices
with LTE connectivity as compared to other industries.
• Once LTE-enabled devices become available there are
over 300 NHS organisational units responsible for
acquiring and rolling out telehealth services. Each of
these organisational units may also need to adapt
further systems, processes and procedures to use such
new services. As a result, service introduction will be
slow initially. However, once first successful services
have been launched the continuous cost pressure and
the large market size may result in large-scale
implementations and a significant service market
opportunity.

148

PA Consulting Group: Mobile Health Device Regulation - Report for GSMA.
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4.3

Specific niche services may evolve as LTE capability
offers new market opportunities

4.3.1

LTE will be able to deliver M2M and telemetry applications for
emergency services

Ofcom also asked PA to consider the impact of LTE on M2M and Telemetry applications for the
emergency services. In that context we have reviewed the applicability and concluded that LTE offers:
•

Better scalability and larger capacity - With the support of a wide range of channel bandwidth
from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz, LTE is much more scalable than 2G and 3G, making it possible for an
MNO to assign different spectrum blocks to different services according to their traffic pattern.

Using a channel bandwidth of 20 MHz, LTE is capable of handling 200 concurrent connections in real
149
time , however the capacity of such LTE base stations in terms of handling these connections is
vendor specific as it is determined by the design of base stations and of its subsequent limit in
processing power.
LTE also offers better support of IPv6 another benefit in the context of M2M communications. Since
Release 8, IPv6 connectivity has been introduced in to LTE EPC. M2M devices typically require one
IP address each, with the fast depletion of IPv4 address pool across the world, addressing has been a
challenge for mass roll out of M2M networks. An IPv6-enabled LTE network should effectively address
this issue.
•

•

Superior performance - For M2M applications, such as instrument reading during an emergency,
that require the higher data rates and responsiveness than TETRA can offer, LTE is an ideal
solution. As shown in Table 41 within appendix A communication latency in LTE is much reduced
over 3G. In addition, the data rate offered by LTE in the uplink, the direction of traffic commonly
seen in M2M communications, is twice as much as that of 3G. The superior uplink communication
capabilities of LTE allow M2M modules to report a large volume of data in real-time in emergency
scenarios.
150
Dealing with traffic overload - M2M traffic is typically bursty as communications in many M2M
applications tend to be driven by similar schedules or events, which impose of risks of overload to
an MNO's network.

In light of these improvements the possibility for new M2M applications seems positive, nevertheless
there are issues that will need to be considered as LTE M2M services develop. Principally:
•

•

Power Consumption - In LTE, the use of multiple antennas (e.g. 4×4 MIMO) in the uplink,
supports of multiple bands, much wider bandwidth and higher order modulation, all lead to
increased power consumption in M2M devices than in their 3G equivalents. This may impact the
viability of some M2M services where the M2M devices are actually embedded modules where
battery recharging cannot be done frequently. Efforts have been made to mitigate this with the
standardization of Discontinuous Reception (DRX) and Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) for
LTE. The effectiveness of these measures is largely dependent on the traffic pattern of an M2M
application and consideration will have to be given to the battery consumption / recharge cycle
during application design.
Coverage - M2M devices are often seen spread across a wide area and possibly installed in
hidden locations which may provide a challenge to provide coverage to these devices using the
LTE network, at least in the early stages of roll-out. In particular, in the case of LTE, coverage

149

Assuming one Resource Block per connection, in reality, this exact number of concurrent connections a base station could
handle is a vendor specific parameter.
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M. Zubair Shafiq, et al, "A First Look at Cellular Machine-to-Machine Traffic –Large Scale Measurement and
Characterization", ACM SIGMETRIC Conference 2012, London, June 2012
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holes will be challenging and potentially costly issue to resolve if the frequency spectrum available
is in the higher band (e.g. 2.6 GHz).
Once the above factors are taken into account then the feasibility of a M2M service introduction over
LTE can be determined.

4.3.2

LTE will offer solutions to railway based transport
communications needs

The railway industry has many similarities with that of the emergency services, from its strict end user
requirements to the actual way services are delivered. It is here that the same challenges must be
addressed in terms of how LTE technology may be introduced and what, if any business model will
support such technology.
Within the railway industry, coverage provides the most crucial element in provision of any particular
user group/service, whether this is operational, station or passenger led.
Coverage for 2G service is limited across the railway infrastructure, since it provides many challenges
to the network operators. 3G coverage is further limited and provides a limited capability due to the
challenges the technology faces when running at speed. Since coverage of 4G will take several years
to match that of the current 3G footprint, the near to mid-term view means it will be some time before
LTE provides cover on railways.
To date, the railway industry has implemented GSM-R technology to address this issue of coverage
and to provide the capability whereby safety critical applications can be relied upon with a high degree
of confidence. In addition, the related issues for type approval have also been solved over time to
enable the technology to be roll out.
Since LTE offers improved performance whilst at speed (up to 350kmh, through the use of longer
cyclic prefix) it should become more attractive to the railway industry. This in motion improvement
could be enhanced further depending on the frequency band used/allocated, the lower the frequency
the fewer number of cell handovers to be made, therefore improving the overall stability and
performance for its user groups.
It is likely that current services could be enhanced and new applications could develop once the LTE
footprint becomes usable.
Despite improved capability in support of railway applications currently no specific element of the LTE
standard addresses the railways industry.

LTE applicability to railway user groups
Operations
ECTS (European Train Control System) is based around GSM-R which delivers solid coverage to run
such a system. As this capability is continued to roll out in the mid to long term it is unlikely that a
change to LTE will offer any additional benefits.
Safety and security
LTE offers potential for on train, track side and within station environments to enhance connectivity to
offer improvements for safety and security applications
•

Station based

As LTE coverage becomes available, the ability to utilise LTE as a cost effective high bandwidth
service the ability to offer CCTV and sensor capability increases. Passenger and employee safety are
key areas which will always continue to be focus areas for the TOC (Train Operating Companies)
LTE would offer the capability to provide a backup capability in terms of failure of any fixed line
infrastructure.
•

On train
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The ability to provide improved capability for safety and security applications on board trains will
continue to be a key focus for the TOC. The ability to provide near real-time transmission of CCTV
images to support such applications as incident management would be ideal for LTE.
In future, TOC may develop additional data demands which may need to be transmitted to aid
operational performance; however these data requirements are already catered for via current
capability and the need for additional operational data at speed is nascent.
Passenger
LTE offers a more connected experience for its end users and it likely that the passenger experience
will become more integrated in the future. Passengers should be afforded a more immersive
experience due to the general availability of LTE devices, as the higher downloading data rate (of up
to 300Mbps or higher with LTE-Advanced) would offer a wider range of mobile internet applications.
This experience would become more seamless as a passenger moves from station to on board.

It is likely that LTE will be required to take passenger data from the train to the core network as a
minimum; however there is potential for offering Wi-Fi within trains rather than cellular, as this has
been the case in the recent past. However, the business case for end users shows little appetite for
subscription paid Wi-Fi, whilst use of bundled data now appeals more greatly to the vast majority of
smart phone enabled users. A complete cellular solution looks most likely, but will offer the most
challenges in its provision. This is due in part because of the demanding environment of penetrating
rolling stock/train units and therefore the subsequent time take to design and actively deploy such
solutions. This timeframe is unlikely to offer a rapid roll out of such services. This key area will require
careful planning and subsequent roll out with integrated co-ordination with the MNO’s to ensure
success.

Spectrum implications of LTE and the railway industry
The industry currently benefits from a dedicated capability in the provision of mobile services. While
this key requirement is likely to be maintained by the industry, as with the ESMC, the provision of LTEbased service over commercial networks will be an option. While this option is likely to be some years
in the future PA does expect that LTE will enable new applications both on board and in stations as
coverage improves.
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5 NEW SERVICES
REQUIRE THE
ALIGNMENT OF
SEVERAL CRITICAL
SUCCESS FACTORS
ACROSS THE WHOLE
ECOSYSTEM
Whereas the previous section outlined potential areas of service innovation
enabled by LTE, this section discusses what needs to happen in order for this
innovation to take place. While the latest step change in network technology to
3G occurred over 10 years ago, it took significant time until attractive
consumer services emerged which were capable of exploiting the full data
capabilities of 3G.
Attractive services require an extended ecosystem with contributions from
multiple stakeholders, from consumer demand, to service operator, equipment
manufacturer, device manufacturer, over-the-top content provider and
regulators.

At each step of the chain, contributions are required - and the lack thereof can
prevent the development of a new service or service area. Achieving such an
end-to-end alignment is highly complex. This complexity goes beyond
technology or process, requiring each stakeholder identifying its own
successful business model. This is frequently by generating indirect revenue
streams via advertising or similar means.
In this chapter PA discusses the main components that make up the market
context within which LTE services will be provided. We discuss the drivers
which are most important to each player, what role they will or can play and
more importantly, what needs to be addressed or understood to ensure that
these critical success factors are met.
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5.1

Attractive LTE services require an extended ecosystem
with all components aligned

5.1.1

A service ecosystem combines multiple component contributions
from multiple stakeholders

Mobile data services, from relatively 'simple' browsing to complex tele-health services combine
products and intermediary services from an extended ecosystem of services and partners. In order for
mobile browsing to work as a commercial service, each of the following components is required:
Table 32 - Service adoption success factors
Component

Success factor description

Demand

Is there a consumer need for viewing content and information on the move?
If so, are consumers aware that they can satisfy this need by demanding a mobile browsing
service?

Operator

Are operators offering within their service package the capability for mobile browsing?
This capability might be offered explicitly within the service package to consumers or implicitly
by providing the data transport facility for other stakeholders in the supply chain to act as
service providers.

Equipment

Do equipment providers offer the infrastructure components that enable service providers to
build a mobile browsing service end-to-end? Standardisation is a key success factor, so that
any consumer on any network can use the same browsing service on any device.

Device

Do device manufacturers offer the mobile browsing capability within their handsets? This
combines hardware capability, such as an appropriate screen, with firmware, such as the
capability to establish a data connection, with the capability to install a particular application.

Content

Do content providers (or other over-the-top OTT application providers) offer attractive
information or entertainment browsing content for consumers?
Is this content accessible for consumers from devices via operator networks based on
standard equipment?

Regulatory
and legal

Is regulatory and legal framework in place to allow multiple stakeholders to establish a mobile
browsing service?
Many industries have specific rules defined in a pre-mobile time which may require adaptions
over time.

The success factors described above collectively provide a picture of the main components of the
overall eco-system. Whilst these are main components, each service may be different. The level of
complexity of the interaction of these components for the eco-system of each service will ultimately
drive the speed of adoption for that service. Some services may use already pre-assembled
middleware services that assure that many other elements of the whole chain are lined up.

5.1.2

Stakeholders need to align for enabling successful services

The introduction of 'mobile browsing' provides a real-life example about how
the introduction of this service initially encountered problems which were
overcome later.

Aligning complex
technology and
stakeholders requires
sufficient time, often with
iterative approaches.

With browsing already available in fixed networks and consumers using this
service from laptops on the move, the market demand for mobile browsing
appeared clear and there was a precedent for a working end-to-end
ecosystem. However, the adoption of mobile browsing was slow, because mobile operators wanted
to own the content and its aggregation in order to use this for monetizing their initial investment in 3G
networks. Furthermore, the initial equipment only allowed relatively limited network speeds and long
delays between user action and content delivery. Devices had small screen size with low resolution,
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and scrolling through webpages using cursors to get to the next link could exhaust even the most
patient consumer. Content was largely web content for computers used at home but not tailored to
the more contextual usage of a mobile phone on the move.

Figure 24 - Mobile browsing at launch

As each area developed, this enabled the previous stumbling blocks to be removed one by one,
ultimately allowing mobile information services in slightly different format to be widely adopted:
•
•
•

•

Operators abandoned their closed wallet environments and set users free to explore the wide
world.
Subsequent 3G equipment versions improved network speed and LTE now promised also to
overcome the latency issues via always-on.
The launch of the iPhone provided the turning point, because it not only provided sufficient screen
size and better user navigation via touch but also an improved means of content distribution.
Instead of using one browser to download all content on user request, apps on devices contain
already significant functionality and only contextual information has to travel over the network. This
provides a much faster user experience.
Furthermore, content distribution via iTunes provided a pre-defined easy framework that reduced
complexity for content and application providers who in turn could target even smallest niche
markets.

Figure 25 - Mobile information service after several years

The historic example of 'mobile browsing' demonstrates that all components need to be in place for a
service to work. This applies equally for each new LTE service.
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Many of the LTE service ideas outlined in chapter 5 have the potential to redefine whole industries.
Therefore, aligning individual stakeholders is much more than simply a technical problem but the
stakes are much higher, often even putting into question the existence of many traditional players in
the industries concerned.

5.2

New services face uncertain demand

Whilst people or businesses have many needs, product innovations face uncertainty as to whether
their specific new solution will be sought after by customers. Many innovations in the past have failed
and it often required multiple attempts until a winning formula is discovered and a quantifiable demand
with a clear trajectory emerges.
Technology-driven ideas, like many of those using LTE technology, require bridging the gap between
engineers developing solutions and consumers like you and me that not only need to understand how
to use an innovation but also understand usage scenarios and benefits.
Furthermore, user benefits of connected services are a function of how many other people are using
them. The value increases, the more people are using a service. The few companies that have
managed to unlock such a network effect, may they be Microsoft, Apple, Google or Facebook, have
grown rapidly and often defined new markets.

5.3

Service providers require a clear route to market

Within the UK market the MNO’s or those whom hold a license to operate play a crucial role in the
overall market dynamic. It is these operators which dictate the level of CAPEX placed into their
networks which then provides the plumbing for the consumption of services by consumer and
business users.
The UK operators are constantly battling to improve their economies of scale, the constant cycle of
churn impacts each operator's margin, as the customer investment levels are a constant drain on their
resources. The utilitarian nature of an MNO's business has supported its overall business model
during the recent recessionary pressures but this has dampened innovation by the operators.
Historical areas of perceived high cost or high margin have effectively been reduced by the regulator
so that has meant that roaming and inbound network termination have reduced significantly over the
last five years and has impacted all the operators. The operators have looked to implement cost
efficient activities such as head count reduction or network sharing agreements, further effort has
151
been made to reduce handset subsidies on pay as you go and more recently pay monthly tariffs .
The operators are still being challenged with the transition from voice to data, they continue to invest
heavily in the overall data network capability however they have still failed to monetize effectively
these data services, these investments are still effectively subsidised by the margin from traditional
voice and text revenue.
This process will continue as the operators look to additional investment in spectrum to support the
superfast data services of LTE. The fact that the operators continue to be limited in the overall value
chain as the device and OTT/content providers become more powerful in the eco system may be the
biggest challenge that they collectively face.
However, the operators remain a critical element in the provision of services to the UK market and
generally can act as a collective market power in non-anticompetitive fashion.
As the operators predominately own the customer relationship via their direct billing relationship, they
currently drive both the procurement of network equipment and devices. The operators have to date
driven the device roadmap process, driving the capability and functionality and availability of handsets,
as a collective market this relationship is one that the operators now struggle with. On one side, as
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http://www.mobiletoday.co.uk/News/22269/Dunne__Subsidies_%E2%80%98need_to_change%E2%80%99.aspx.
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they maintain a close relationship with the customer due to the supply of device and can drive device
roadmaps, however the increasing financial strain of subsidies hurts the margin levels operators
produce. In the UK it is unclear how this will evolve over the forecast period, if device subsidies are
reduced it will only increase the power of the device manufacturers as they develop devices solely for
their purposes and associated eco systems. This can clearly be seen in the strategies currently in
place for Apple, Google, RIM and Microsoft. However it is clear that customers demand a device
which is personalised to their requirements which is about enablement of applications. It is these
applications which are the drivers of tomorrow's bandwidth consumption.
It is well publicised that Apple is rumoured to take a percentage of any service revenues in addition to
its app store margin. This clearly demonstrates the power that device manufacturers now hold due to
the level of engagement by their users.
Although the operators continue to conduct a viable business model in the current market, the amount
of investment is substantially lower than in previous years. The operators have historically invested
heavily when margins were higher but have struggled to own the relationship with customers as
services or demand has evolved, earlier examples of this are; Vodafone Live and Orange World
(content) or the branding of devices (Orange signature)
The UK operator landscape has changed during the last 3 years, and is set to change further over the
next few years. O2 were the leading consumer brand with market leading margins, Vodafone were the
leader in the business market followed by Orange and T-Mobile as value for money and value brand in
the consumer and business markets respectively. 3 was the newer entrant with only a 3G network and
set out to disrupt the market as it had no traditional revenues to cannibalise. With the subsequent
merger of Orange and T-Mobile a market leader was created in the form of EE, relegating O2 and
more importantly Vodafone to number 3 position.
PA believes that the MNO’s focus in the short term will likely be around core business and not
potentially disruptive models.
The operators focus and metrics will ensure that the key measures of revenue, margin, net
connections, ARPU, CAPEX/OPEX and customer experience will remain during the forecast period.
What is clear is that current operating model does not offer a lot of capacity to enable or support new
business models; this is likely to slow adoption of new service development.
Currently operator focus seems to be around providing the best customer experience in relation to
network connectivity. PA believes that it is this customer experience which is the key role the
operators play in the current market context. The key goals for the operator personnel at differing
levels will ensure a focus on providing the “best” data experience possible for consumers. Network is
the key factor which the operators control and this is likely to continue.
Voice will still remain a key element of the service proposition from the operators and although new
VoIP is gaining traction it is still not at the anticipated rate, the operators are likely to own this crucial
service for the foreseeable future. This capability of the operator to flex pricing models will be a key
component in the adoption of competing OTT services.
In summary, the operators face many challenges as the market develops, overall telecom revenues
are set to decline and margins are under pressure which means operators must balance its
investment in new areas. However the current capability of the operators must change if they are to
remain successful.
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5.4

Technology from vendors should provide roadmaps for
new and attractive services

Equipment revenue accounts for $83B of the overall $330B worldwide capital expenditure in 2012,
152
and therefore remains a key element of the total
which itself represents 15% of worldwide revenues
telecoms market dynamic. Equipment vendors play a key role in the availability of enabling service
capability. These vendors respond to the need of the MNOs and deliver capability as driven by the
standards bodies. These network providers rely upon and work closely with the silicon providers which
enable device and equipment manufacturers to provide new capability and services.

5.5

Devices support new services without costly hardware or
firmware upgrades

Devices have become the battleground for the whole industry; the availability of devices which support
large screens with touch capability and open operating systems, allowing for the adjacent market of
applications to be created has driven the growth in data across the overall market. These devices also
created the capability that allowed many services to be translated from fixed to mobile provision. The
153
adoption of smartphones surpassed 40% in 2012 and is forecast to rise to 80% by 2017. The
introduction of the tablet device in 2010 has disrupted the market again and created a completely new
category which continues to spawn sub categories. The introduction of the 7" tablet ensuring that
smart phone to full size tablet range is now complete. New technology may again disrupt in the
154
forecast period as true voice capability, rollable screens and 'Google Glasses' become commercially
available. These new devices are changing the way we interact with services, good examples of this
have been demonstrated in the broadcast section where the drive to provide an immersive experience
develops.

5.6

Over-the-top applications and providers will be a key
component to the development of new services

OTT - over the top providers do not own any network infrastructure for the delivery of their own
respective service. Nevertheless, OTT providers and their applications mean they play a key part in
the overall market dynamic. It is these providers, which will drive innovation in the short to medium
term as they have done over the last 5 years. The relationship between the customer and the provider
threatens to disenfranchise the MNOs and this dynamic has been a reoccurring theme over the last
few years. This area is set to continue as the battleground for customer engagement and loyalty. Each
party will try to develop workable business models to ensure their on-going success. It can be seen
that differing MNO strategies mean that OTT may offer some of the traditional operators the capability
to add value and assist businesses going digital. LTE is not likely to drive the OTT market as a
disruptor, nor is it likely to change the dynamic between the application providers and the network
operators.
The table below highlights some of the big OTT players and discusses the business model and the
likely impact or relevance of LTE to each provider.
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Ovum New Revenue Opportunities in Telecoms: 2013-16
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PA estimate based on Ovum, September 2012: Mobile Phone and Smartphone Forecast: 2012–17 for Western Europe, Tab
UK, 90% of expected over 200 million sold phones will be smartphones.
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Table 33 - OTT business model comparison
Provider
Google

Services offered

Description
Search

Mobile OS/ OS / browser
Mail

Business model maturity

Google offer search and many
other additional services and is
considered the strongest OTT
player in the market.

Search is the primary driver and
is mature. Google is investing in
its wider portfolio and extracting
value from its customer data.
Google continue to own the
entry point to search and will try
to ensure it can monetise this
through its collection of
services.

Apple is predominately a product
company which sells hardware
such as PC, Phones and tablets.
It believes in owning the eco
system including the OS to ensure
the best possible customer
experience. It offers stores in
support of applications and
content.

Mature, generated by hardware
but new revenue streams from
music and content.

Microsoft offer operating systems
and have moved into internet via
search and messaging and
collaboration software. Microsoft
is strong player in the enterprise
market and offers cloud based
services

Mature as revenue comes from
traditional LoB (line of business)

Facebook is the largest social
networking site which offers voice
and messaging through its users.
LTE is an attractive driver to offer
more services whilst mobile.

Immature, the business model
has not yet developed to
monetise the largest user
community in the world

Messaging and Talk
You Tube
Google+Circles
Google Play
Maps

Apple

OS
App Store
iMessage / Facetime
Maps

Microsoft

OS
Bing
Skype
Xbox
Microsoft 365

Facebook

Social Networking
Talk
Messaging

WhatsApp

Messaging

New entrant to enable messaging
over the internet

Immature

Twitter

Social Networking

Social networking / messaging
site. LTE is likely to offer
opportunities to improve its
service offering

Immature

Amazon

Kindle

Amazon started as an online shop
for the distribution of music and
film. It has since launched the
kindle e readers and the kindle
store. Most recently it has launch
a very cost effective tablet device
and associated app store.

Mature, revenue stream from
online shopping and content
distribution

Music
Shop

The OTT provider challenge is how they monetise applications and services. In most part these
services are free to the end customer and the driver of mobility is now a crucial element in increased
adoption of services and development for future services. This can be seen as the search market
continues to grow whilst the market has increased considerably over the last eighteen months for the
percentage of mobile search. OTT companies now look to develop services with a mobile first
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strategy. As an example, Google sees its search capability as the entry point for its core business but
sees opportunities to complete the journey with developments in the m-payment arena.
It can be seen that current business models rely upon the advertising revenue which can be generated
or by use of customer data being collected due to its value in provision of information to other
providers or related services. Future business models will need to unlock the power of this data or
provide a compelling reason to purchase these services from the OTT providers. However it is these
providers where the move in the market from product companies to those where application and cloud
based companies are the primary service where the most recent innovation has occurred. PA believe
that the 'digital business' as outlined in section [x] has much more to add as it looks towards more
enterprise applications rather than the consumer model which dominates today's market.

5.7

Content owners and broadcasters need to provide access
to relevant data

The phrase "content is king" still has much relevance in 2013, it is these content providers which look
to distribute content via broadcaster / media groups. Content can take many forms, news, literature,
TV, Film and Information services such as Bloomberg.
The traditional TV broadcast advertising model has now developed into an online one, with advertising
spend focused around online consumption.
The content owners and broadcasters are evolving and see new relationships between the devices
and the networks operators. Using these new additional screens for the consumption of content and
the delivery of content via mobile or fixed networks, it is these players who need to understand the
change in customer behaviour and how these new devices and delivery mechanisms can add or
detract from current business models.
LTE will provide a delivery mechanism which will support a much improved experience whilst users
are out and about, and new devices mean that the consumption model will change overtime.
Most content providers now offer applications to ensure that content can be viewed on multiple
screens and devices.
Table 34 - Media delivery mechanisms
Provider

Services offered

Primary media mechanism

LTE

SKY

Movies,
entertainment and
sports

Set top box with PVR

Sky go via smartphone,
tablet and games console

BBC

News and
entertainment

TV broadcast, Internet

iPlayer

Love Film

Primarily film

Internet Application

smartphone, tablet,
connected TV and games
console application

Netflix

Primarily film

Internet Application

smartphone, tablet,
connected TV and games
console application

Apple TV

Primarily film and TV

Set top streaming box

Telecoms operator

On demand via connected
set
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5.8

New services require on-going validation of and
adjustment to regulations

Currently, PA does not expect that additional or new regulation may become a significant obstacle to
enhanced or new LTE services. However, we expect that law makers and regulators cannot be idle,
because they are required to monitor, assess and adapt regulations in many areas, such as:
•

•
•
•

Copyright infringement regulation: Ofcom requested what impact LTE will have on digital
copyright. However, at the current moment we do not see that this may become a significant
obstacle to LTE services, even if current fixed line regulation may require MNOs to enforce
effective copyright protection similar to fixed line operators
Net neutrality: We do not expect that net neutrality regulation will impose additional limitations on
MNO's services
Privacy laws: Privacy laws may limit certain OTT services
Availability of spectrum may limit the growth of services in the long run.

5.8.1

Copyright infringement regulation is unlikely to prevent an
obstacle for LTE services

Whilst LTE technology could offer another route to encourage copyright infringement, this is unlikely to
have a significant impact in the short run. Even if MNOs were to adhere to the more stringent
legislation required from ISPs there is technology in place to enable MNOs to enforce effective
copyright protection.

Copyright infringement causes £1.4 billion damage to creative industries
155

The extent of piracy on UK creative industries is considerable, reaching up to £1.4 billion in 2008.
The report also suggested that up to a quarter of a million jobs could be at risk if nothing was done
about copyright infringement in the UK by 2015.

Following the proliferation of internet services and the improvements in speeds and capacity; sharing
digital data has become ubiquitous on fixed-line internet services. While in many cases content
sharing may be ‘legal’, e.g. distributed by copyright owners; there are a growing number of cases of
illegal content-sharing.
In the early days of the internet, the most widely used method for exchanging content and information
was through e-mail. However there are usually limitations on e-mail attachment file-types and more
importantly file-size, for example Gmail currently limits message attachments, (be they sent or
received) to 25MB. As well as this, the ability for the wide-spread sharing of files is limited since files
can only be sent to people whom you know, or more specifically know their e-mail address. One of the
pertinent issues for those wishing to share files online that are copyright protected is the risk of having
the infringement traced back to them, and since an e-mail address corresponds to an online identity,
there is an increased risk that any such infringement can be easily traced by ISPs, facilitating offender
identification and potentially prosecution.
To overcome these limitations, a number of methods for online content sharing have been
established. The key to wide-spread (illegal) content-sharing is the ability to share large amounts of
data with people you do not know in a system such that no action is necessary from the 'contentprovider'.
There are currently three different platforms on which illegal content can be shared, which will usually
depend on the type of content being shared:
•

Live content streaming - Usually provided through an HTML web-site, which can be setup very
quickly with little cost. These sites are used mostly for streaming of live sporting events.
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TERA Consulting, March 2010: Building a Digital Economy: The Importance of Saving Jobs in the EU’s Creative Industries,
http://www.creativecoalitioncampaign.org.uk/images/uploads/FINAL_Full_Study_TERA.pdf.
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•

•

Non-live content streaming - Work in the same way as live-streaming services, except with the
obvious difference that the content streamed is not being distributed by a licenced-distributor at
that moment, and instead is stored in servers, for 'on-demand' streaming. These sites are used
mostly to stream TV programmes and movies.
File-sharing - Described the wide-spread, anonymous sharing of files. This most often occurs
either through Torrents or through file hosting sites such as Rapidshare and Hotfile. These
services are commonly used to share movies, music, eBooks and software

Historically, the most common platform for file sharing on fixed-line services has been torrents. A
torrent file provides information about the location of different pieces of a target data file, allowing
Torrent software to source all these pieces of the file, from the computers of (perhaps) different people
who already have it, and download them all to form the complete file. This allows for very fast file
downloading, since you are not restricted by the upload capacity of a single user from whom you
receive the file, the file is sourced from many different 'peers' who each provide small chunks that can
be simultaneously sourced.
Although Torrent's can be used for any file sharing (i.e. non-copyright material) most studies show that
the majority of files shared through Torrents are copyright protected; for example an investigation into
the extent of infringing content on Bittorrent networks by the Internet Commerce Security Laboratory,
in April 2010 found that 89 per cent of all torrent files from a random sample, linked to copyright
infringing content.
The table below (taken from Sandvine Internet Phenomena Reports H2 2011 and H1 2012) shows the
fixed line average monthly Bittorrent traffic and % of total monthly traffic, for Asia-Pacific, Latin
America, North America and Europe regions.

Table 35 - BitTorrent fixed traffic [H2 2011 and H1 2012]
Fixed-line average monthly BitTorrent traffic

% of Peak time fixed-line traffic

Asia-Pacific

9.3GB

27.2%

Latin America

0.6GB

9.2%

North America

3.6GB

11.3%

8.0GB*

20.3%

Europe
* H2 2011 Data

The shows that BitTorrent accounts for a large amount of total fixed-line traffic, globally around 20% of
all fixed-line traffic is attributable to BitTorrent. In contrast BitTorrent accounts for a much smaller
proportion of global mobile data traffic, around 2.5% (which corresponds to approximately 14MB per
156
user per month ). This means that BitTorrent traffic on mobile data services is about 1/500th of that
on fixed-line services (since global average monthly fixed-line broadband traffic attributable to
BitTorrent is approximately 6.75GB).
There is currently little data available for usage of streaming services (the issue is that streaming
traffic is rolled up into HTML browsing traffic). What streaming services provide is a more mobile
friendly platform for illegal content sharing, since the user does not need to download any files, which
may require specific software, and which may ultimately be compatible with their mobile device. In
addition streaming does not require any data storage (other than to the random access memory), an
advantage since mobile devices usually have fairly limited storage space.
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Sandvine Reports and PA Consulting analysis.
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Whilst LTE bandwidth, mobility and anonymity may attract copyright infringers, in the
short run data download limits may restrict this to eBooks and music
So far content sharing occurred primarily over fixed networks, because limited speed and high cost of
current 3G services prevented the use of mobile networks for sharing large files. With the speed of
LTE in 2013 similar to fixed broadband in 2010 there appears to be a risk that these limitations may be
removed. Furthermore, LTE also provides would-be illegal content sharers with a number of ancillary
benefits, such as:
•

•

Compared to fixed line broadband, LTE (like 3G) has the obvious benefit of mobility. With the
proliferation of mobile devices, laptops, tablets, smartphones, the mobility factor now weighs
heavily in people's priorities for telecoms service consumption.
One of the technological implications of mobile accessed broadband is that there is greater
anonymity for users, since they are not assigned a fixed identifier like they would be if connected
to a fixed broadband.

However, in our view the current data allowances of operators (as well as the high costs for exceeding
allowances) may limit this risk to the illegal sharing of small sized files such as eBooks and music. The
capacity requirements for downloading video/movie files are much higher and therefore it is unlikely
LTE will facilitate wide-spread file-sharing. Even if mobile data allowances were to increase, they are
likely to be offset by evolving preferences for higher quality content.
The following diagram shows the capacity requirements for different file-types ranging from 0.5 MB per
157
eBook to 6,000 MB for a high end movie.

Figure 26 - Data requirements in megabytes [MB] for commonly shared content
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With EE's current maximum data-allowance of 8GB, the ability for users to download and share
movies is limited (especially HD movies), whereas they can share a great number of eBooks and
Music, and a reasonable amount of streamed TV. Within the confines of an 8GB data allowance each
users would be able to download per month, either:
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It is important to note that these are indicative, since it is very difficult to quantify an exact value for a particular type of file
since there can be varying file-sizes for the same file-type depending on things such as format, bitrate, encoding and
compression.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Download 16,000 eBooks
Download 2,000 MP3s
Stream 32 hours of SD TV
Stream 16 SD movies
Stream 8 HD movies
Download 5 SD movies
Download 2 HD movies
Download one 1080p movie

Users wishing to consume data beyond the allowance, face marginal prices, which at current levels
are likely to act as an effective deterrent, i.e. downloading a single HD movie would cost more than
twice the price of a legal Blue-ray copy using EE's charge of £15 for every 2GB of data beyond the
allowance. 'Would-be' illegal file-shares, especially those interested in considerable number of movies,
would be better placed to continue using their current fixed line where monthly packages of around
£30 offer unlimited data volume.
Clearly, data allowances might evolve over time, but our analysis of more established markets, in
particular Sweden, Norway and the USA demonstrates that these may continue to present a
significant obstacle to file sharing:

Current UK copyright legislation focuses on fixed-line services
Given what is at stake, a number of measures have been taken by the UK government to address the
issue of electronic-based copyright infringement. These activities focussed on closing down illegal
sharing sites and imposing obligations on fixed line service providers.
The issue of illegal (copyrighted) file sharing is a hot topic for regulators, and there have been
numerous instances of sites (facilitating such activity) being shut down, i.e. Pirate Bay (a popular
internet torrent site) was shut down by Swedish authorities due to its facilitation of copyright
infringement. As well as closing down sites, ISPs are being required to block access, i.e. Sky, EE,
TalkTalk, O2 and Virgin Media have been ordered by the British High Court to block access to certain
sites that facilitate illegal content-sharing.
In 2010 the UK government set forth its stance on electronic based copyright infringement activities in
the Digital Economy Act (DEA). The Act set out to address the issues of digital copyright infringement
through the implementation of a number of measures, such as:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Requiring ISPs to notify subscribers of reports received from copyright owners that subscribers
have infringed their copyright
Requiring ISPs to further provide copyright infringement lists to copyright owners for subscribers
about whom copyright infringement reports ("CIRs") exceed a certain threshold number
Granting authority to the Secretary of State to impose technical obligations on ISPs to take a
range of technical measures against subscribers who have surpassed a threshold number of
CIRs, including:
Limiting the capacity and/or speed of a subscriber's broadband connection
Blocking access for that subscriber to certain web-site/material
Limiting a subscriber's service in any way
Suspending a subscriber's broadband connection
Imposing penalties (up to a maximum of £250,000) on ISPs for failing to impose any such
technical measures
Permitting the Secretary of state to grant the courts power to order blocking injunctions against
specific websites

In a 2012 notice by Ofcom regarding 'Online Infringement of Copyright and the Digital Economy Act
2010', they stated that: "only providers of fixed internet access supplying services over more than
400,000 broadband enabled lines will be subject to the initial obligations", they go on to say; "…mobile
broadband is currently less conducive to online copyright infringement due to speed and capacity
constraints (e.g. caps on uploading and downloading), traffic management policies (e.g. bandwidth
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throttling at certain times and locations) and generally lower quality [of service] compared to fixed
services".
Given the DEA was prepared in that period to address concerns about the copyright infringement
using fixed broadband it would seem that, as LTE will deliver a similar service there might now be a
case to consider including the MNOs in the legislation.

LTE offers mechanisms which could enable the DEA in tracking copyright infringers
PA believes that the technology is now available to enable the MNOs to respond to such legislation
158
using a combination user identity tracking and deep packet inspection (DPI):
•

•

User identity tracking: In LTE, once a mobile device registered with the network, both the PDN
subscription context (stored in PDN GW) and the EPS bearer context (stored in MME) contain the
IP address assigned to the device and its IMSI code. This association of IP address and
subscriber identity (i.e. the IMSI code) are also provided to the PCRF by the PDN GW. The
association can be used by the network operator and LEAs (Lawful Enforcement Agency) to track
the activities of the subscriber in the course as long as it is attached to the network regardless of
the applications running in the device.
DPI based Content Infringement Detection: The DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) technology can be
used to combat content infringement in LTE. DPI is capable of filtering P2P file sharing traffic for
copyright-protected content through analysis of protocol-specific information and message
exchange patterns. In addition, detection of content infringement can also be done with DPI on a
file level, e.g. by checking the hash value of a downloaded file against a reference database of
legitimate or undesired content. Deployment of DPI functionality in LTE is typically seen in the
core (i.e. EPC) between the S-GW and the P-GW, or between the PCRF and the PDN GW in
which the DPI module could act as the PCEF or as part of the PDN GW.

5.8.2

We do not expect that net neutrality regulation will impose
additional limitations on MNO's services

Net neutrality has been a subject of debate and legislation by NRA (national regulatory authorities)
since 2010. The aim of net neutrality is to ensure fair and transparent access to legal content for ISPs
and is relevant to both fixed and mobile networks, however to date the main focus has been around
fixed networks. In respect of mobile networks in part due to the nature of limited spectrum and
capacity they have been acknowledged that appropriate bandwidth management techniques can and
should be employed to relieve congestion.
Within the UK context, the competitive access market coupled with light touch regulator intervention
with use of tools such as a "code of conduct" coupled with a wait and see strategy currently operates.
Ofcom believe that due to the nature of this competitive market will ensure access remains fair and
transparent whilst bandwidth management techniques are in place. Ofcom believe that this will
continue to be the case but will continually monitor due to its fast moving nature, but believe it has
controls in place through its anti-competitive powers will ensure that any market-dominant player will
not be unfair and block access to other services.
The current net neutrality position in the UK should enable service innovation to remain. If this position
were to change then this may slow adoption of some services over the forecast period.

5.8.3

Privacy laws may limit certain services

Privacy-related discussion is quite often a news topic within the world of technology especially for such
providers as Google, Apple or Facebook. It is particularly relevant to these providers as current
monetisation business models mean that this collection of data can be used for other services or
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3GPP TS 23.401, "GPRS Enhancement for EUTRAN Access"; IPOQUE GmbH, "Bandwidth Management Solutions for
Network Operators", White Paper, 2008.
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targeted advertising. A balance will need to be struck as users appear to be happy to receive relevant
and targeted services based on personal preferences, however if the use of this data were to be used
inappropriately or not as the end user desired then consumer would be likely to object. The service
providers will need to be clearer on the types of data that they collect and how it may be used.
Furthermore, to encourage the emergence of the future market themes discussed in Chapter 4, a
balance may need to be struck between the future privacy regulations, which may slow service
innovation and the privacy legislation that allows the service providers to build service innovation
momentum.

5.8.4

Availability of spectrum may limit the growth of services in the
long run

Spectrum is a scarce resource and their management is a constant challenge. Mobile broadband
requirements have increased the need and desire of the MNO's to gain additional spectrum to deliver
on the needs of its customers, as demand continues to grow the challenge will need to be met head
on. Ofcom already have plans for the next phase of spectrum allocation announced on 12th November
2012 with the publication of the UHF strategy statement "Securing long term benefits from scarce low
frequency spectrum"
As part of the section 2 then proposals for potential sharing spectrum of spectrum between the
commercial operators for use of the emergency services and consumer/business users could provide
improvements in utilisation of spectrum.
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A LTE TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

A.1

LTE technology comparison

This appendix provides the technical data in support of section 1.1

A.1.1

Headline speed data

The table below provides the peak downlink and uplink data rate that can be achieved by each
generation of technology in ideal scenarios (or "headline rate").
Table 36 - Headline speed by technology generation
Generation

Headline rate

Phase and configurations

2G

470 kbps for both UL/DL

3G

DL : 84/336 Mbps, UL: 23 Mbps

E-EDGE with single carrier, 4 PDCH timeslots
HSPA+, DC
DL: 2×2/4×4 MIMO, 2/4 carriers 64QAM
UL: 2 carriers, 16QAM

4G

DL: 326 Mbps, UL: 86 Mbps

LTE, Channel Bandwidth 20MHz,
DL: 4×4 MIMO
UL: 64QAM

DL: 600Mbps -3Gbps, UL: 512Mbps

LTE-Advanced, 8*8 MIMO, Carrier Aggregation of
up to 100MHz

Key factors affecting headline speed data
•

Spectrum allocation

The amount of spectrum which an operator owns will limit the amount of capacity it has at any one
site. The input of spectrum and the amount available to the operator directly drives the headline
159
speed. In the UK, according to the Ofcom proposal for 4G spectrum auction , UK operators will most
likely get a 20MHz frequency allocation at best (with only one band of this size and only available at
2.6GHz). The corresponding headline rate based on the 4G spectrum auction given in the table below.

159

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/spectrum/spectrum-awards/awards-in-progress/
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Table 37 - Peak LTE downlink speed
Auction
Lot

Peak DL
speed with
LTE (Rel-9)
Estimated
average
download
speed160

2 × 5 MHz

2 × 10
MHz

2 × 15 MHz

2 × 5 MHz

2 × 10 MHz

2 × 20 MHz

5 MHz

at 1800
MHz

at 2.6 GHz

at 2.6 GHz

at 2.6 GHz

at 2.6 GHz

at 800 MHz

at 800
MHz

81.5 Mbps

163 Mbps

163 Mbps

81.5 Mbps

163 Mbps

326 Mbps

81.5 Mbps

6 Mbps

12.5 Mbps

18 Mbps

6 Mbps

12.5 Mbps

25 Mbps

6 Mbps

The comparison to 3G headline speeds should be taken in context as this technology continues to
evolve which will make faster 3G speeds available, resulting in the difference between 3G and 4G
likely to be smaller than the headline technology speed may first suggest. The 3G speeds may evolve
to a maximum of 336Mbps per single cell. Future increases are illustrated in the section A2.
•

2G/3G Spectrum in a UK context

The current spectrum awards for 2G/3G licenses could mean that these higher speeds will become
available from the evolution of 3G standards once they commercially become available.
To further complicate matters the 4G service available from EE re-farms its 2G spectrum allocation in
the 1800MHz band. Contained in Table 38 the UK holdings could mean that 336Mbps could be
available in EE 1800Mhz band, although this is unlikely as some of this band is now utilised for 4G.
Table 38 - Current spectrum allocation in the UK
UK Paired spectrum holdings in MHz
Spectrum band

Vodafone

O2

EE

Three

900 MHz

2x17.4

2x17.4

0

0

1800 MHz

2x5.8

2x5.8

2x45

0

2100 MHz

2x14.8

2x10

2x20

2x14.6

160

LTE average download speed was estimated based on the results of measurement campaign carried out in Houston and
Dallas in the US with Verizon and AT&T's LTE network as well as those in Turku, Finland with TeliaSonera's LTE network.
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Increase in user capacity
The typical number of active connections that can be served by a single cell by technology is shown in
table below.
Table 39 - Number of active connections by technology generation
Technology
generation

Number of active connections

Phase and configurations

2G

10 - 40

GPRS - E-EDGE with single carrier, 4 PDCH
timeslots, 10kbps expected throughput per connection

3G

50 -150

HSDPA

4G

161

>300

LTE, Channel Bandwidth 5MHz,
Exact number is implementation specific

Spectral efficiency
LTE provides significant gains in spectral efficiency through changes in the physical layer of Radio
Access Networks (RAN).
162

Table 40 below we have summarized the typical spectral efficiency for each generation of cellular
technologies, showing typical LTE and LTE-A configurations now offer an efficiency of 2.5 to 3.7 bps/
Hz/Sector versus 3G technology at 1.3 bps/Hz/Sector. This is a typical rate and in practice the actual
spectral efficiency depends on a number of additional factors such as the configuration of RAN,
location (e.g. cell centre or cell edge) and signal propagation environment (e.g. indoor or outdoor).
Table 40 - Spectral efficiency by technology generation
Spectral efficiency (bps/Hz/Sector)

Generation
2G

3G

Phase and configurations

DL/UL: 0.5/0.5

GPRS/E-EDGE
HSPA+ (rel7/8)

DL/UL: 1.3/0.5

DL: 64QAM, 2×2 MIMO
UL: 16QAM
LTE,

DL/UL: 2.5/1.0

DL: 4×4 MIMO
UL: 64QAM,1×4 receive diversity

4G
DL/UL: 3.7/2.0

A.1.2

DL: 4×4 MIMO
UL: 2×4 MIMO

Latency

The table below shows the typical latency available from each generation of mobile technology.

161

Samsung reported a number of up to 365 active voice connections with its VoLTE solution.

162

Source: PA Consulting, "Predicting Areas of Spectrum Shortage", Ofcom report April 2009; Realwireless, "4G Capacity
Gains", Ofcom report, January 2011; Rysavy Research and 3G Americas, "HSPA to LTE Advanced: 3GPP Broadband
Evolution to IMT-Advanced (4G)", September 2009.
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163

Table 41 - Latency by technology generation
Generation

Voice call set up latency (seconds)

Typical average network latency
(milliseconds)

2G

3.5 - 4

150

3G

3.5 - 4

50

4G

0.6 (VoLTE Signalling)

40

0.1 (IDLE to ACTIVE with "always on"
connectivity

A.1.3

QoS Management in 2/3G technology

We provide a brief comparison of Quality of Service (QoS) architecture in 2G, 3G for comparisons
against 4G in support of findings within this report.
•

2G

In 2G, voice communications are given dedicated resource (i.e. timeslots). However, data connections
need to compete for a shared resource, which is a typically small number of time slots, i.e. the PDCH.
164

Five QoS attributes are therefore defined to help prioritize access to the shared resource. These
attributes are the precedence class, delay class, reliability class, mean throughput and peak
throughput class. Through a combination of these attributes a variety of QoS profiles can be defined.
Each attribute and the resulting QoS profile are negotiated between a mobile and the GPRS network
during PDP Context Activation. If the negotiation is successful, the GPRS network will have to provide
sufficient resources to support the quality targets as set by the attributes of the negotiated QoS
profiles.
•

3G

In 3G, different voice and data connections can be supported over the same frequency carriers in
parallel using different spreading codes.
Nevertheless, in the PS domain, in order to support IP based communications, an end-to-end QoS
architecture is provided by the UMTS Bearer Service consisting the Radio Access Bearer Service and
165
the Core Network Bearer Service .
UMTS Bearer Service supports the definition of four traffic classes (i.e. Conversational, Streaming,
Interactive, and Background) that represent the sensitivity of the traffic to latency. In addition, a
number of QoS attributes have been defined, which includes maximum bit rate (negotiated in the order
of kbps), guaranteed bit rate, transfer delay (negotiated in the order of milliseconds), traffic handling
priority and allocation/retention priority, etc.
Within a mobile, the application level QoS requirements will trigger a PDP Context Activation
procedure with the corresponding UMTS QoS parameters. An IP layer QoS mechanism is also
supported that maps the application level QoS requirements to the IP layer QoS parameters, which
are then further mapped to the PDP context parameters and will become applicable until the PDP
context is released.
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Source: QUALCOMM CSFB report, Epitiro, measurement carried out on a commercial network in Turku, Finland, PA
Consulting analysis on GPRS network latency, Field measurement of Verizon and AT&T's LTE and 3G networks.
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Source: 3GPP 03.60, "General Packet Radio Service (GPRS); Service description; Stage 2"
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Source: 3GPP TS 23.107, "Quality of Service (QoS) concept and architecture"; 3GPP TS 23.207, "End-to-end Quality of
Service (QoS) concept and architecture"
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•

LTE
166

In LTE, a unified end-to-end QoS architecture is applied to both voice and data since the two types
of traffic share the same radio resource in the RAN. Within this architecture, each of the QoS
parameters has an uplink and a downlink component.
The four bearer level QoS parameters are defined for LTE:
Table 42 - QoS attributes in LTE
Attribute

Description

Allocation and Retention
Priority (ARP)

Establishes whether a bearer establishment / modification request can be accepted or
needs to be rejected in case of resource limitations. ARP has two additional flags,
pre-empt others and pre-empt vulnerability, as part of the ARP parameters indicate
whether the related bearer could pre-empt those of lower priority or being pre-empted
by those of higher priority, respectively.

QoS Class Identifier
(QCI)

QCI is a scalar that is used as a reference to access node-specific parameters that
control bearer level packet forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling weights, admission
thresholds, queue management thresholds, link layer protocol configuration, etc.) The
range of QCI being normally mapped to a GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate) bearer.

Guaranteed Bit Rate
(GBR)

This is a GBR bearer specific parameter that specifies the bit rate that can be
expected to be provided in the associated bearer.

Maximum Bit Rate
(MBR)

GBR bearer specific parameter that specifies the maximum bit rate that can be
expected to be provided by a GBR bearer. MBR can be greater or equal to the GBR.
The bearer level QoS parameters are determined and associated with a particular
bearer during the bearer activation procedure.
In addition to the bearer level QoS parameters, LTE supports the radio access priority
class that can be specified in the range of 0 -15 with 10-15 being reserved or used for
emergency calls. This feature allows LTE base stations to give priority to calls of
higher access priority during call set up or to reject calls of lower priority in the case of
traffic congestion (i.e. Access Class Barring).
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TS 36.300, TS 36.304, TS23.203, TS29.212.
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A.2

Mobile standards by technology

Figure 27 - An illustration of the 3GPP standard roadmap for HSPA and LTE

Release

Description

Release 5
and 6

Release 5 introduces HSDPA (High Speed DownLink Packet Access), which increase the peak
Down Link data rate of 3G networks to 28 Mbps using 5 MHz channel bandwidth. This release
also specifies the first phase of IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem).
Release 6 introduces HSUPA (High Speed UpLink Packet Access), to support a peak data rate
of 5.76 in the Up Link. The MBMS (Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service) service over 3G is
also made available in this release. Both HSDPA and HSUPA specified in these two releases
are commonly referred to as HSPA.

Release 7

Release 7 gives specifications of HSPA+, i.e. HSPA Evolution, which incorporates higher order
modulation at 64QAM and 2×2 MIMO. These enhancements of HSPA contributed to an
improved spectral efficiency offering 21/28 Mbps peak DL data rate (depending on whether
MIMO is used, as 64QAM and MIMO cannot be used at the same time in this release).

Release 8

Simultaneous use of MIMO and 64 QAM is made available in Release 8. This release also
includes specifications for DC-HSPA, i.e. Dual-Carrier HSPA, which allows two 5MHz channels
to be aggregated for a single connection. Either of these new features helps to achieve a peak
DL data rate of 42 Mbps.
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Release

Description
A significant milestone in Release 8 is the specification of the two founding stones of LTE, i.e.
OFDMA-based EUTRAN and the Evolved Packet Core. Frozen at Q4 2008, Release 8 LTE
supports a configuration of 64QAM, 4×4 MIMO, and a wideband channel of up to 20MHz. A
combination of these features offers a peak DL data rate of 326 Mbps.
A complete end-to-end QoS (Quality of Service) architecture has been provided with Release 8.
The QoS architecture provides prioritised call admission, rate assurance and pre-emption of low
priority calls in case of congestion or emergency with Access Class Barring, Allocation and
Retention Priorities and QoS Class Identifiers. Details of these are given in section [x]

Release 9

Further enhancement of both HSPA+ and LTE are specified in Release 9.
For HSPA+, non-continuous DC-HSPA is introduced to allow dual-carrier operation on 5MHz
channels in different band thus bringing extra flexibility for operators to provide high data rate
service across different frequency bands. In addition, the dual-carrier operation can be used
together with 64QAM and 2×2 MIMO resulting in a peak DL rate of 84 Mbps.
For LTE, there are no significant changes to the physical layer specifications in Release 9.
However, LTE version of specific services, including Voice over LTE (VoLTE) and eMBMS
(Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service) is made available in this release.

Release 10

In Release 10, further evolution of HSPA+ goes on with the introduction of multi-carrier HSPA
operation supporting a peak DL data rate of 168 Mbps using a total of 4 carriers (i.e. 20 MHz
channel bandwidth).
A major contribution that Release 10 brings to the evolution of cellular technology is the
introduction of specifications of LTE-Advanced. The specification of LTE-Advanced in Release
10 can be regarded as a 3GPP response to, the IMT-Advanced, a "true 4G" framework of
technologies as defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
Key features of LTE-Advanced as specified in Release 10 include carrier aggregation supporting
up to 100MHz channel bandwidth and 8×8 MIMO. With a much wider aggregated channel
bandwidth, higher order MIMO and 4×4 MIMO in the uplink, the target peak data rate for LTEAdvanced has been set as 3Gbps in the downlink and 512Mbps in the uplink.
There is also enhancement of existing features for LTE in Release 10, including eMPS
(Enhancements for Multimedia Priority Service) that support prioritised processing of voice,
video and data services based on the IMS. Further enhancement of EMBMS is also specified in
this release covering the support of MBR for variable bit rate services and the ARP pre-emption
function for MBMS bearers.

Release 11

The majority of Release 11, the latest 3GPP releases, has been frozen on September 2012.
In Release 11, for HSPA+, the introduction of 8-carrier (i.e. 40MHz channel
bandwidth).operation doubles the peak DL data rate of HSPA+ to 336Mbps. It should be noted
that this is comparable to the rate that can be achieved by LTE using half of the spectrum.
For LTE/LTE-Advanced, the focus of Release 11 specification lies on the areas of carrier
aggregation on a wider range of frequency bands and the introduction of Coordinated Multipoint
Operation (CoMP, or Network MIMO).
There are also specifications of new features in this release such as the Service continuity
improvements for MBMS. This feature enables the continuity of the EMBMS service when a
mobile hands over to a new cell when it is in connected or idle mode.
As shown in Release 9 HSPA is specified to be capable of supporting 84 Mbps in the DL using
10 MHz of bandwidth, whereas, as reported in table 34 peak DL speed of Release 9 LTE is 81.5
Mbps with 5 MHz channel bandwidth. So, without sufficient spectrum allocations, rolling-out LTE
may not guarantee a higher data rate than its 3G alternatives, although more users can be
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Release

Description
supported in a LTE network.

A.3

LTE sensitivity and modulation scheme

All LTE compliant handsets must compliant with the sensitivity requirement for the basis modulation
scheme of QPSK in 3GPP specification TS 36.101(extract shown in Table 43), which characterises
the performance of the wireless electronics of handsets and determines their performance in the
higher order modulation schemes (e.g. QAM).
For the same modulation/coding scheme, power requirement is directly related to the expected data
rate /bandwidth (as shown in Table 43 for QPSK, so it may or may not differ across services)
The exact power requirement for different environment depends not only signal propagation conditions
in these environment but also other network planning parameters such as height of base station, TX
power of base station, distance between these environments and the serving base stations, etc
The reference sensitivity for LTE under different modulation and coding schemes applicable to band 1
is shown Figure 28. The figure indicates that a significant drop in signal strength could be dealt with by
adapting using adaptive modulation schemes from 16QAM to QPSK.

Table 43 - Minimum sensitivity requirements (QPSK)
Channel bandwidth
E-UTRA
Band

1.4Mhz
(dBm)

3 Mhz
(dBm)

1

5MHz
(dBm)

10 MHz
(dBm)

15MHz
(dBm)

20 MHz
(dBm)

Duplex
Mode

-100

-97

-95.2

-94

FDD

2

-102.7

-99.7

-98

-95

-93.2

-92

FDD

3

-101.7

-98.7

-97

-94

-92.2

-91

FDD

4

-104.7

-101.7

-100

-97

-95.2

-94

FDD

5

-103.2

-100.2

-98

-95

FDD

6

-100

-97

FDD

7

-98

-95

-97

-94

9

-99

-96

-94.2

-93

FDD

10

-100

-97

-95.2

-94

FDD

11

-100

-97

FDD

-97

-94

FDD

13

-97

-94

FDD

14

-97

-94

FDD

8

12

-102.2

-101.7

-99.2

-98.7
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-93.2

-92

FDD
FDD

167

Figure 28 - LTE Reference sensitivity for different modulation and coding schemes

167

ITU/BDT Arab Regional Regional Workshop Workshop on “LTE Technology Performance Evaluation”, Tunisia, January
2010
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B LTE MARKET AND
LAUNCH DATA

B.1

LTE country launches

TeliaSonera was the first operator to launch LTE services in Sweden and Norway, in December 2009.
Dependent on the availability of spectrum over 110 operators worldwide have launched commercial
LTE services. The following presents an overview of key launches in Canada, Finland, France,
Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, UK and the US. We do not present operators that have not
yet launched, as well as niche regional operators with market share below 5%.
168

Table 44 - LTE launch dates and coverage of operators in key countries
Country

Operator

Launch date

Initial population
coverage

Most recent population
coverage

Canada

Rogers
Wireless

July 2011

Sep-11: 15%

Jan 2013: ~ 60%

Canada

Bell Mobility

September 2011

Dec-11: 7 areas incl.
Toronto

Jan 2013:~ 67%

Canada

TELUS

February 2012

Jun-12: 14 metropolitan
cities

Dec-12: ~67%

Finland

DNA

December 2011

4 largest cities

Apr-13: ~ 1 million people

Finland

Elisa

December 2010

1 city (Espoo)

Apr-13: ~ 60 locations

Finland

TeliaSonera

November 2010

2 cities (Helsinki and
Turku)

Apr-13: > 50 locations

France

Orange

November 2012

4 cities (Lyon, Nantes, Lille
and Marseille)

Jan -13: 10 cities and 4
districts of Paris

France

SFR

November 2012

2 cities (Lyon, Marseille)

Apr-13: 2 cities, 7 further
cities (incl. Paris) by mid2013

168

PA research based on public sources.
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Country

Operator

Launch date

Initial population
coverage

Most recent population
coverage

Germany

Deutsche
Telekom

April 2011

1,000 underserved areas

Dec-12~ 12%

Germany

Telefónica O2

July 2011

1,500 rural locations

Mar-13: ~15%

Germany

Vodafone

December 2010

1,000 rural municipalities

Mar-13: > 60%

Netherlands

KPN

May 2012 business users only

Jul-12: 2 cities

5 cities including
Amsterdam, The Hague,
Leiden, Randstad

Netherlands

T-Mobile

May 2012 business users only

Jul-12: 5 cities

Netherlands

Vodafone

May 2012

Jul-12: Eindhoven, and
parts of the Randstad

Norway

Telenor

October 2012

Oct-12: 11 major cities

Norway

TeliaSonera
(NetCom)

December 2009

Central Oslo

Oct-12: major cities

Portugal

Optimus

March 2012

Unknown

Dec 2012: ~80%

Portugal

TMN

March 2012

~20% coverage

Dec-12: ~90%

Portugal

Vodafone

March 2012

Unknown

Jun-12: 18 district capitals
+ two islands

Sweden

3 Sweden

April 2012

Apr-12: Stockholm, 3 other
cities

Feb-13: ~60%

Sweden

Tele2 Sweden

November 2012

Nov 10: 5 major cities

Jan-13: ~ 87%

Sweden

Telenor
Sweden

November 2010

Feb-11: 5 cities

Dec-12: ~75%

Sweden

TeliaSonera

December 2009

central Stockholm

Feb-13: ~95%

UK

Everything
Everywhere

October 2012

USA

AT&T Mobility

March 2013

Nov-11: 15 cities

Dec-12: ~51%

USA

Sprint Nextel

July 2012

Jul 2012: 5 cities

Jan-13: 58 metropolitan
areas

USA

T-Mobile USA

March 2013

Mar-13: 7 cities

N.A.

USA

Verizon
Wireless

December 2010

~35%

May-12: ~89%

Eindhoven region,
Groningen and Gorinchem

Mar-13: 50 cities
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B.2

Data bundles sizes, pricing and price per GB

The following overview presents a summary of key operator price points. For comparison we have
selected for each operator the tariffs with the larges data allowances marketed to residential
customers. Please note that in many cases LTE services are only available in inseparable bundles of
handset, voice minutes, text and data. Hence, data prices per GB are only indicative.
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Table 45 - LTE key country data
Country

Operator

Advertised 'up
to' download
speed [Mbps]

Largest data
allowance for
smartphones [GB]

Monthly
price [£]

Price per
GB [£]

Canada

Rogers
Wireless

150

5

64.10

12.80

Canada

Bell Mobility

150

5

64.10

12.80

Canada

TELUS

75

6

64.10

10.70

Finland

DNA

50

unlimited

34.35

1.72

Comments

Assumed fair
usage of 20 GB

Finland

Elisa

50

unlimited

34.99

1.75

Assumed fair
usage of 20 GB

Finland

TeliaSonera

100

unlimited

66.84

3.34

Fair usage of 20
GB

France

Orange

100

4

51.59

12.90

France

SFR

100

6

67.77

12.29

Germany

Deutsche
Telekom

21.6

5

49.98

9.40

Minus estimated
flat fee for Wi-Fi
hotspot and
international
roaming

Germany

Telefónica
O2

50

5

51.25

10.25

Minus estimated
flat fee for
international
roaming

Germany

Vodafone

50

10

91.49

9.15

Netherlands

KPN

50

5

55.91

11.18

Netherlands

Vodafone

42

4

46.60

11.65

Norway

Telenor

40

6

100.67

16.78

Norway

TeliaSonera
(NetCom)

80

6

100.67

16.78

Portugal

Optimus

150

2

22.79

11.39

Portugal

TMN

100

5

59.22

11.84
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PA research based on publicly available data from operator websites using currency exchange rates of 8 May 2013.
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Portugal

Vodafone

100

5

59.22

11.84

Sweden

3 Sweden

64

20

39.57

1.98

Sweden

Tele2
Sweden

80

20

53.56

2.68

Sweden

Telenor
Sweden

80

15

64.36

6.44

Sweden

TeliaSonera

80

6

64.36

10.73

UK

Everything
Everywhere

80 announced
(up to 20)

20

76.00

3.80

USA

AT&T
Mobility

N.A.

5

32.18

6.44

USA

Sprint Nextel

10

10

51.48

5.15

USA

T-Mobile
USA

N.A.

unlimited

38.61

3.86

USA

Verizon
Wireless

assumed fair
usage policy of 10
GB

50

267.08
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5.34

B.3

Pricing data of LTE in key countries

Figure 29 - Effective price per GB [£ per GB]

170

170

PA research based on data provided in previous table.
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C INFRASTRUCTURE
SHARING
PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS

C.1

Shared radio network – shared core

In this option, one or more MNOs enter into a commercial agreement for the provision of services, this
would be completed within a normal contractual framework and would likely include the normal stages
of service definition, negotiation and legal contract. The service would be managed and measured
against KPIs (key performance indicators) to ensure success of the service.
In this option the contracted party would develop its network to support the overall requirements. The
table below summarises the key requirement areas for which PA has provided a RAG status to reflect
the level to which PA expects the requirement is likely to be met.
Table 46 - Shared radio network - shared core review table

Coverage

Status

Key issues

Red

Coverage would be limited to a single network operator; this would lead to area's
where coverage would be limited. It is also likely that the operator which owns the
800Mhz band with coverage obligation may create an un-level playing field as the
likely winner of this spectrum would require less investment to provide the level of
coverage which the emergency services demand. It would not preclude other 4G
spectrum holders to bid, but the additional investment to provide the coverage
which the market demands may be prohibitive.
The coverage issue could be mitigated by allowing the ability to roam onto another
provider's network.

Services

Amber

The emergency services applications would be developed by the network operator.
PA expects that the operator would have the capability to deliver these new
services (it is assumed that the commercial process enabled the minimum set of
features to be supported)
A commercial operator often makes decisions to deliver the best value for its
business overall and this could impact the Blue Light service with the only recourse
that being penalties against the agreed SLA's

Quality and
Reliability

Amber

LTE's all-IP network architecture offers the ability for an MNO to offer a QoS across
its network, it can allocate the appropriate measures to ensure that the Blue Light
services always gains correct levels of priority. In some circumstances bandwidth
management techniques are more expensive that than of appropriate capacity
planning due the decreasing cost in the provision of capacity, these attributes
should be reviewed against the business requirements and the most appropriate
design solution can then be chosen.
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Status

Key issues

Operating
Model

Red

Currently MNO's are geared towards delivering services to consumers on a best
efforts basis, most operators are still some way from offering critical services on
anything other than a best efforts basis. It is likely that a MNO would not want to
provide services to the emergency services within its existing contractual framework
given the associated high level of risk involved with such provision of such services
(policeman dies as he struggles to call for help - or the MNO's users unable to make
a call as emergency services absorb all available capacity for the latest crisis event)

Cost

Green

As the solution uses only commercially available equipment the costs should be
lowest available. The majority of the costs are borne by MNO in terms of any
specific additional requirements being incremental to the run and build of its current
wireless network. In this option no civil engineering or network build would be
required. However a single source of supplier may not provide the best economic
model as the ability to negotiate is reduced.

Transition

Amber

It is likely that a planned transition from the legacy network to a new shared LTE
network would involve a high level of risk as it is likely that in addition to the change
in technology a provider change would occur. Consequently, the services will need
to be tested and proved to be mature prior to any migration to a LTE only network.
Possible areas where the risk may be mitigated would be for the new provider to
look at a partnership or possible acquisition of Airwave.

Devices

Green

The cost and availability of devices is driven by commercial volumes. This option is
predominately driven by a commercial operation therefore devices that support the
needs of the emergency services, are likely to be variants of those already
commercially available

The main advantage of this solution is the delivery of cost effective service.

C.2

Dedicated core – dedicated radio network

In this option a single provider is delivering service via a completely dedicated network. The network
would be built and maintained by the provider to ensure that all of the dedicated requirements are met
for its emergency service customers. This combination is likely to provide the best quality in terms of
service and coverage as they would be directly controlled by the provider to deliver only the
requirements of the emergency services. In this option the network provider would have dedicated
frequency on which to transmit. This option is the currently preferred option via the provider Airwave.
Table 47 - Dedicated core - dedicated radio network review table
Status

Key issues

Coverage

Green

Coverage would be rolled out as determined by the contractual agreement entered
into by the supplier and provider. This is likely to deliver the best coverage as,
using a dedicated network , it will be a specific SLA.. This option would require
building a new radio access network and it should be noted that the current
provider has a substantial footprint which it could utilised if it were the provider of
the new LTE services. Nevertheless, it is likely that more sites would be required as
the available LTE frequencies are higher than that of the existing TETRA network.

Services

Green

The core network and any associated services would be developed for the sole aim
of provision of the emergency services dedicated functionality. Accordingly,
equipment vendor choice would be for the best possible fit in relation to these
requirements.

Quality and
Reliability

Green

As the network would be dedicated, the level of engineering design and build would
enable all quality aspect to be met.
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Status

Key issues

Operating
Model

Amber

It is likely that any agreement between the emergency services and a provider
would mean that the supplier would have the sole objective of supplying and
running a network for a single high demanding customer. It is likely that any supplier
would have the capability to run, maintain and support such a network. It should be
noted that any organisation with an operating model for the provision of these
services is likely to hold a very strong position in any bid for the running of an LTE
services network.

Cost

Red

In this option, all elements of the network would have to be designed, built and
maintained and thus it is likely to be the most expensive.

Transition

Amber

It is likely that a planned transition from the legacy network to a new LTE network
where both networks are dedicated to the emergency services will be lowest risk
option.

Devices

Amber

The device choice and availability will be dependent on the frequencies at which the
network is deployed. As a dedicated network there is a likelihood of non-commercial
frequencies being deployed and thus device availability being limited.

The main advantage of this solution will be the capability to deliver against all the end user service
requirements, however it is likely that this solution would be the most costly to implement.

C.3

Shared core – dedicated radio network

This option, although feasible, is unlikely as the build of a new radio network is the most time
consuming and costly element of delivering emergency services communications. Furthermore, then
transiting data over a shared cored network is illogical.

C.4

Shared radio network – dedicated core

The benefit of the dedicated core and shared radio network is that it is likely to provide an acceptable
blend of cost and quality, a dedicated core network will enable services to be delivered on one or more
of the commercial operators' radio networks. The core network would be managed by a dedicated
provider or via a dedicated division of a current or future MNO. The main difference between the
shared core and dedicated core means that the operator of the emergency service can develop
services with the necessary quality for the end user base.
In this shared area several hybrid solutions exist, in the sharing of the radio network and the
demarcation between the two elements. The attributes of these are detailed below;
•
•

•

Big MVNO - In this scenario the core services will be owned and maintained by the emergency
services provider but have direct access to the commercial spectrum of the MNO.
Local Roaming - This hybrid offers the capability to run a core dedicated network but enter into
agreement with other operators for the provision coverage. In this scenario the best possible
coverage would be constructed by allowing emergency services customers to roam onto the radio
networks of all the UK operators.
RAN Roaming - Where an active radio share is in operation the possibility to enable RAN
171
Roaming exists, this is similar to the current capability as provided by the MBNL (EE - T172
Mobile/Orange & 3) and CTI limited (O2 and Vodafone) in provision of full active RAN services.

171

http://www.mbnl.co.uk/

172

http://www.totaltele.com/view.aspx?ID=474110
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Here the operator owns and maintains its core network and services and associated network
elements (OSS/BSS).
RAN roaming could be extended to include spectrum sharing. The ability to use the MNO's
commercial spectrum as well as the frequencies allocated to the emergency services provider,
particularly during times of crisis would ensure delivery of the best possible coverage available by
utilising all current and future frequencies.
The MVNO option allow the emergency service provider to own an element of the core network in
provision of service, which would likely be integrated with national local agreements thus offering the
capability to maintain an element of control of such services which the MVNO operates.
MVNO - An MVNO can potentially span both the dedicated and shared core network. This is possible
as a commercial operator can maintain separate equipment for the MVNO partner or for itself. An
example of this would be if an operator wanted to create a sub brand, disassociated with its main
consumer brand. Furthermore, it is also possible for a LTE blue service provider to own dedicated
equipment to deliver the specialist services required by the emergency services users base.

Table 48 - Shared radio network - dedicated core review table
Status

Key issues

Coverage

Green

In the hybrid options the goal would be to provide the best possible coverage at the
most economic price. New commercially structured agreements would need to be put
in place for the Blue Light operator and any MNO . Bule light coverage would benefit
from all operator roll outs (although it should be noted that only two physical networks
will exist via MBNL and CTI limited)

Services

Green

The core network and any associated services would be developed for the sole aim of
provision of the specialist end user services. Equipment vendor choice would allow
for the best possible fit in relation to the customer requirements and therefore the
launch of services would be dictated by the customer to the dedicated supplier.

Quality and
Reliability

Green

Depending on the hybrid variant the radio network would effectively be dedicated (as
access priority would be a key element of any agreement) and connected to a private
core network to ensure end to end quality.

Operating
Model

Red

It is likely that any agreement between the emergency services and a provider would
require commercial agreements which are, as yet, undeveloped. However, some
elements of these agreements are now well understood in the context of MVNO
options, Local Roaming and RAN sharing.

Cost

Amber

This option's aim is to reduce the total cost by focussing sharing the most expensive
element the radio network build.

Transition

Amber

This option offers a level of comprise in terms of risk and reward. A well-defined
transition plan can be easily implemented with the existing provider continuing with
service as the shared RAN is rolled-out across the country.

Devices

Green

The availability of devices will be driven by the commercialisation of the available
devices. Depending on the radio frequency rolled out will drive the equipment
availability

In this hybrid model, where the radio network elements are shared, there is a further possible sub-set
of choices around the selection and use of frequencies as outlined in section 2.
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D EMERGENCY SERVICES
FINANCIAL MODEL AND
QUALITATIVE
ASSESSMENT DETAIL

D.1

Key assumptions, methodology for option evaluation

PA has developed a high level business case to evaluate the technology options available for possible
replacement of TETRA-based communications network.

Each scenario has been individually evaluated to enable a capital equipment forecast to be generated.
Each forecast includes all the major cost elements of network build whilst ensuring that the target
landmass coverage equivalent is that of the current TETRA network. The model also assumes a
similar level of resilience will be achieved. PA has not included any estimates of the Opex impacts of
the different scenarios.
The model itself is configurable and all assumptions can be flexed accordingly (figure 30 demonstrates
the dashboard which enabled the evaluation to be completed)

Key assumptions in the model:
 Previous network landmass coverage and cell site data enabled PA to analyse and
extrapolate the required cell sites for improved coverage levels to the required target. This
approach enabled PA to avoid the need to apply any complex radio planning network
algorithms, since the current networks provide a network intrinsically built around real world
engineering principles and therefore free space loss does provide a simple measure for
network build.
 The extrapolation applies to the mature 900MHz GSM frequency. Since it provides the most
likely analogue to the newer LTE technology at 800 / 700 MHz. For this reason GSM 1800
and UMTS 2100MHz were discounted in providing any trend analysis for the model.
 The current MNO network footprint enables an optimal cell site map for any future LTE
deployments (as all commercial operations have access to around 20,000 cell sites) and any
future increase in network roll out could be based on the cell site trend.
 Future cell site roll out to increase the total available coverage are assumed to be in only
rural locations and therefore free space loss applies.
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Key assumptions:
 Resilience level of current TETRA network = 33% of cell sites (these are the sites that have
backup and failover transmission installed)
 Where network rollout is additional to the figure to bridge the coverage gap, then PA
estimate that the cell type mix to be: Large - 35%, Medium - 35% Small - 30% and cost per
site are £90,000, £75,000 and £35,000 respectively.
 Cost of battery backup per site £10,000
 Transmission equipment backup £8,000
 Antenna upgrade from a TETRA based site to LTE site £20,000
 Antenna and equipment upgrade for LTE 800 to LTE 700 £5,000
 Site upgrade costs, Large - £20,000 Medium - £16,700 Small - £7800
 Non-standard LTE equipment premium - 30%
 Core network - £30M (which includes a high availability 3 node core network, design/build,
physical location and containing the following elements MME and HSS,S-GW and P-GW)
 No OPEX calculation are assumed within the model summary
 Excludes any possible spectrum value from the model summary
 LTE 800Mhz obligated spectrum assumed to target the current UK 2G landmass coverage
percentage
 LTE cell edge performance is derived from either TETRA network (coverage driven and
assumed spectrum allocation of 2 x 5Mhz) or from MNO network characteristics (capacity
driven)
 All service development specific costs are removed from scenarios as these are applicable
to each individual scenario (for example, development of PTT services)
 Ofcom infrastructure report 2011 is used as the current baseline for landmass coverage and
assumes the best operator is aligned with operator claim of 94% landmass coverage. The
model offers flexibility to define the current landmass claim and recalculate accordingly
PA has checked the model results with a fixed calculation to provide the level of landmass which
would additionally need to be covered by the MNO/hybrid options. Then, based on the assumption
that this landmass is a single homogenous entity and utilising power/attenuation characteristics we
can conclude that a minimum number of cell sites is approximately 500 sites. This therefore enables a
simple checksum to be applied to the overall model.
The range of additional sites, upgraded sites and if required a new core network are detailed in the
table below;
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Table 49 - number of new and upgraded sites per scenario

To (TETRA parity)
NEW /
UPGRADED SITES

From

No Network

TETRA
LTE800

LTE 450
3800 /
0
*
0/
3800
*
-

LTE 700
(6650-8372) /
0
*
(2850 - 4572) /
3800
*
762 /
7610

LTE 800
-

871 /
0

* requires core upgrade
Figure 30 - Model dashboard supplying financial data for capital expenditure

D.2

Qualitative assessment of key attributes for the financial
options considered

In addition to the summary provided in section 2.4.2 further explanation for each attribute is detailed
below.

No Network to LTE450

Ensuring market
competition

(+/ve) Promotes and awards a license to a new entrant in support of the
emergency services

Spectrum availability

(-/ve) the 450Mhz range is already occupied by PMR licenses which would
need to be cleared. Similar alternative LTE frequencies would also require
significant management of spectrum by the regulator. It is likely that significant
costs may be involved

UK taxpayer value
creation

(-/ve) the amount raised through any spectrum award would likely be limited as
competition is unlikely to be high unless government uses a commercial model
which is attractive to the possible gree-field bidders. 450Mhz offers an excellent
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balance of capacity and coverage for the lowest number cell sites

Device / equipment
costs model

(-/ve) bespoke or limited volume devices are likely to attract a premium over
mass market devices at common LTE frequency bands

ES operation support
model

(+/ve) it is likely that any winning bid would have guaranteed the requisite skills,
resources and support model to ensure compliance for the key user groups of
the emergency service

No Network to LTE700

Ensuring market
competition

(+/ve) Promotes and awards a license to a new entrant in support of the
emergency services

Spectrum availability

(+/ve) the 700Mhz has already been identified as a target band for use of
broadband data services in the future.

UK taxpayer value
creation

(+ve) the amount raised through any spectrum award would likely be aligned to
the structure of any such award process, however the 700Mhz spectrum is
intrinsically viable and valuable to the current 4th generation LTE providers, in
addition to possible new entrants. Equipment deployed at the 800MHz
spectrum requires only minimal changes to allow use at the 700MHz band. This
spectrum will allow current 4th generation operators to offer additional coverage
and capacity without any substantial equipment upgrades to take place. The
700Mhz band is also attractive in the provision of service for any new entrant
for the purpose of emergency services, this is due since it provides a good
balance between coverage and capacity.

Device / equipment
costs model

(+/ve) 700MHz band is likely to become a standard globally and widely
available LTE band. Therefore device support is becoming the norm over the
forecast period.

ES operation support
model

(+/ve) it is likely that any winning bid would have guaranteed the requisite skills,
resources and support model to ensure compliance for the key user groups of
the emergency service

TETRA to LTE450

Ensuring market
competition

(+/ve) This scenario assumes that the current incumbent is the winning bidder
for the 450Mhz allocation. Depending on the structure of the award it is likely
that fair competition enabled the incumbent to win this new spectrum.

Spectrum availability

(-/ve) the 450Mhz range is already occupied by PMR licenses which would
need to be cleared. Similar alternative LTE frequencies would also require
significant management of spectrum by the regulator. It is likely that significant
costs may be involved.
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UK taxpayer value
creation

(-/ve) the amount raised through any spectrum award would likely be limited as
competition is unlikely to be high unless government awards a consummate
commercial model which would attract a strong bidding process. 450Mhz offers
an excellent balance of capacity and coverage for the lowest number cell sites

Device / equipment
costs model

(-/ve) bespoke or limited volume devices are likely to attract a premium over
mass market devices at common LTE frequency bands.

ES operation support
model

(+/ve) PA sees the current incumbent as being best placed to understand the
requirements of the emergency services, it has the appropriate support
structure, resources and skills in place today. It is likely to offer the least risk of
any option with respect to operating model.

TETRA to LTE700

Ensuring market
competition

(+/ve) This scenario assumes that the current incumbent is the winning bidder
for the 700Mhz allocation. Depending on the structure of the award it is likely
that fair competition enabled the incumbent to win this new spectrum

Spectrum availability

(+/ve) the 700Mhz has already been identified as a target band for use of
broadband data services in the future.

UK taxpayer value
creation

(+ve) the amount raised through any spectrum award would likely be aligned to
the structure of any such award process, however the 700Mhz spectrum is
intrinsically viable and valuable to the current 4th generation LTE providers, in
addition to possible new entrants. It is likely in this scenario that the incumbent
was successful due to certain obligation or for need for dedicated spectrum to
be allocated to the emergency services

Device / equipment
costs model

(-/ve) 700MHz band is likely to become a standard globally and widely available
LTE band. Device support will become the norm over the forecast period..

ES operation support
model

(+/ve) it is likely that any winning bid would have guaranteed the requisite skills,
resources and support model to ensure compliance for the key user groups of
the emergency service

MNO LTE 800 to TETRA parity

Ensuring market
competition

(-/ve) This scenario assumes that no new spectrum is allocated for the
emergency services therefore suggesting limited competition to the current 4th
generation LTE providers. Additionally the ownership of these providers could
change as market consolidation continues to occur.
This potentially applies less to any possible hybrid model, however they would
still utilise an MNO infrastructure.

Spectrum availability

(+/ve) the 800Mhz spectrum has already been awarded.
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UK taxpayer value
creation

(-ve) as no new award would take place the revenue generation opportunity for
UK government appears to be limited. It would also appear that only a free
commercial market could develop to enable the provision of such emergency
services. Additionally, any retrospective obligation on previous awards would
require reassessment of any license fee paid. It may require outgoing
government payments to allow for such agreements to be amended.

Device / equipment
costs model

(+/ve) 800MHz band is currently a global and widely available LTE band with
device manufactures already producing volume shipments.

ES operation support
model

(-/ve) current MNO capability is immature for provision of critical service to the
emergency services, increasing skills, resources, systems, processes would
increase the cost base of the current MNOs. The hybrid models would appear
to have an improved capability as they would be focused on such a target
market.

MNO LTE 800 to MNO LTE 700

Ensuring market
competition

(+/ve) This scenario assumes that a current MNO is successful in being the
winner for any future700Mhz allocation. Depending on the structure of the
award it is likely that fair competition enabled MNO to win this new spectrum.

Spectrum availability

(+/ve) the 700Mhz has already been identified as a target band for use of
broadband data services in the future.

UK taxpayer value
creation

(+ve) the amount raised through any spectrum award would likely be aligned to
the structure of any such award process, however the 700Mhz spectrum is
intrinsically viable and valuable to the current 4th generation LTE providers, in
addition to possible new entrants. It is likely in this scenario that the incumbent
was successful due to certain obligation or for need for dedicated spectrum to
be allocated to the emergency services

Device / equipment
costs model

(-/ve) 700MHz band is likely to become a standard globally and widely available
LTE band. Device support will become the norm over the forecast period.

ES operation support
model

(-/ve) current MNO capability is immature for provision of critical service to the
emergency services, increasing skills, resources, systems, processes would
increase the cost base of the current MNOs. The hybrid models would appear
to have an improved capability as they would be focused on such a target
market. It's possible that an MNO would play a role in the hybrid model and
could provide services to enable services for the emergency services.
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E REPORT
METHODOLOGY

PA has based this report and its findings on the following input data:
•
•
•

Extensive desk based research
PA expert interview/input due to particular technology or market knowledge
PA Internal insight workshops and peer review

Following this phase of the report generation of key findings and insight PA shared its initial
conclusions and findings with various interested external parties with a view to receive feedback and
to enable any insight to be supported or challenged. PA held interviews and discussed its findings with
the following parties:
Broadcasting and media
i.

BBC

ii.

BSKYB

iii.

FACT (Federation Against Content Theft)

Emergency Services
iv.

Home Office

v.

Ministry of Justice

vi.

GSI Scotland

OTT service providers
vii. Google

MNO
viii. Everything Everywhere
ix.

Vodafone

x.

Go Ahead Group

TOC

PA sees the views collected from the user groups as consistent with the findings within this report.
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